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ABSTRACT 

The Development of the Ram 

in Greek Navai History 

Ph.D. 1998 

Kathryn A. O. Simonsen 

Department of Classics 

University of Toronto 

The m was central to Greek naval tactics by the 5th century, yet its origins are 

obscure. In spite of a Iack of references in ancient authors to the use or existence of 

rarns before the mid 6th century (Hdt. 1.166). modern scholars. while disagreeing on a 

date, tend to date the nm much earlier. Momson and Williams. for exarnple. in their 

1968 Greek Oared Ships would put the ram back into the third millennium (p. 7). 

Others, such as Lionel Casson (The Atlilit Ram 1199 11, p. 76). see its origin in the 

10th century. The early dates for the ram appear to be based on an interpretation of the 

representation of ships in Greek and foreign art. From the Middle Helladic period 

Greek art regularly depicts ships with variously shaped projections at the bow. Ship 

representations and models from rnany other Meditemean cultures and penods also 

show bow projections. Are they ail rams? 

This dissertation argues that they are not di rams. By studying the variety of bow 

projections around the eastem Mediterranean in the Bronze and early iron Ages. and the 

types of ships with which the projections seem to be associated. it becomes very clear 

that rnost early bow projections are unlikely to have been rams. Beginning after 700. 

however. important changes begin to transfomi the appearance of ships in Greek art. 

The break from the silhouette style of the Geomevic penod allows for much more detail 

in ship representations, but this c m  not entirely account for al1 the changes which 



include a new focus and interest in the depiction of the bow projection. It is possible 

that these changes mark a shift in how the h s t  thought of a ship and in what he 

considered to be its most important feature. This shift appears to coincide with the 

earliest reference to a Greek sea battie (c .  665. Thuc. 1.13.4) and would go some way 

towards explaining the absence of any earlier repons or allusions in the textud sources. 
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Introduction 

The r m  of the Classical Greek navies possesses such a position of 

importance in the history of naval warfare that the uncertainty of its date and place of 

origin and the peculiarity of its nature tend to be forgotten. Bow projections are often 

interpreted as rams simply as a matter of course without any thought being given to 

what the existence of a ram must mean. In spite of the complete lack of rextual evidence 

for the mm before the mid 6th century. rnany cornmentators believe that its origins Lie 

far back in the mists of time. Momson and Williams would put the nm back into the 

Middle HelIadic period. if not into the third millennium.' Othes would date its 

invention to the lare Bronze Age or the early Iron ~ ~ e . '  Behind the rarn lies a very 

particular view of what a warship is and what it does, and this must exist before the 

mm can become a viable weapon. For a rain to be of any use on a ship. that ship must 

be considered a unity. a self-contained. self-propelling missile. The ship itself is the 

weapon. not the various individuals on board. And a ship with a rarn can only be an 

offensive weapon. It seeks to destroy or severely disable other ships by coming into 

close. physical contact with them. and it mns a serious rïsk of not being able to 

extricate itself.' The decision to use a ram means a decision not only to stand and fight. 

but actively to attack m opponent. 

To use a ram against an opponent means a lack of concem or interest in that 

opponent's ship and its contents. human or othenvise. In shdlow water a single blow 

from a rarn seems to have been capable of dnving a ship down into the seabed with 

such force ihat a ship could remain fixed into the seabed at its angle of enuy for over 

'COS. p. 7. Morrison and Williams identify the bow projection of ri ship on a MH shed from Volos as a 
ram (see fig. 1 ). They then compare the fngmentq ship with the ships on the third millenniurn Dotrrk 
dagger ( MeIlaiut t 959 ). four of which have bows compwiblc in design to thrit on the MH s h e d  
'~ronze: M m  ( 19-16): Raban ( 1984); Iron: Casson in Casson and Stem ( 199 1 ). p. 76: van Doornick Ir.. 
( 1982): Wachsrnann i 1997). p. 157- 155. Of these authors only Casson ( 199 1 )  ruid van Doornick ( 1981) are 
reaIly interestrd in the development of the mm. They both argue for an early Iron Age date. van Doornick 
concentrates on Geek material and supgests a connection with the Calaurian Amphictyony (see appendix 
3). 
'Casson and Steffy ( 199 1) .  p. 38. 77. 



two thousand years? Eqodly the rm is capable of destroying the attricker dong with 

his victim if the mm.m.int ship becomes stuck and the ramrned ship sinks taking its 

attacker with it. These dangers make it unikely rhat the ram would have been the 

weapon of choice for a pirate. in whose interest it is to capture ship. cargo and crew 

unharmed. It is also necessary to observe that textud evidence for ship on ship piracy is 

simply lacking. There do not appear to be any references to this type of piracy in 

Homer or in Hesiod: Thucydides' famous statements about the impact of "piracy" on 

coastai cornmuniries in Greece (L7) only make sense in the context of ship to land raids 

(see below . chapter 5. p. 1 1 3).' 

The ram is not likely to have been developed as a weapon for solitary s hips. 

It is the weapon of a fleet whose alln is, if not algression. at least an aggressive form 

of defence. The origin of the ram should belong to a period when there were organized 

fleets of ships used for military purposes and when there w u  a movement towards 

specialization in the uses to which ships were put. The rarliest report of a ramming sea 

battle is from c. 535 when the Phocaeans fought the combined forces of the 

Carthaginians and the Etruscans (Hdt. 1.166). The latest date. therefore, for the 

introduction of the ram in to Greek fleets is. on the basis of our textual sources, the mid 

6th century. 

The question of how much evlier the introduction of the mm might have 

occurred is not so easily answered. 1 believe thst it is necessq. when considering the 

technological development of a specific culture, to collect evidence from as many of the 

regions as possible with which the culture under discussion had contact. and. with 

respect to the use of the navd ram by Greek ships. this does not seem to have k e n  

done fully. Bronze Age Greece had contact with Minoan Crete and throuzh Minoan 

Crete. if not in any other manner. with Egypt and Western Asia. Iron Age Greece w u  

'Frost et al. (198 1). p. 40. 
'See below: chapter 3. p. 65. Raids of  this son may be what is to be seen in the ship-fighting scenes on 
Attic Geomeuic vases. 



in contact with the same collection of regions in the east as well as the Italic cultures of 

the west." Materid will, therefore. be drawn from al1 these regions, when they produce 

evidence which is relevant. This dissertation focuses on the possible date for the 

introduction of the ram into Greece because the evidence for Grerce is more extensive 

(being both texmal and iconogrüphic) and has been studied more intensively than that 

from other regions. It does not daim that the ram or any other naval innovation is 

necessarily Greek in origin. The degret: of contact between cultures of the Eastern 

Mediterranean and the complicated nature of the evidence render impossible any 

conclusion about place of ongin. Equally this level of contact makes ir irnperative to 

consider evidence from the entire area because nothing as important as the nm could 

exist in one region for long without its effect being seen in other places. 

Of the dates proposed by other scholars those which would put the nm 

back into the Middle Helladic period or raslier are unlikely to be correct. If the 

aforementioned criteria (that the nm belongs to a penod when there existed both 

organised fleets of ships and a movement towards ship specialization) are accepted. 

there is no evidence for either criterion. and it seems unlikely that rarns could have 

existed for so long without leavinz any trace. If mainland Greeks during pre- 

Mycenaean times possessed the rarn. it is odd that the Minoans (or anyone else) did not 

adopt it too.The evidence for the Late Bronze Age is much stronpr. however. and will 

be dealt with in chapter 1 (non-"Greek" material). In this penod there is evidence from 

the Aegean. Western Asia and Egypt for organised fleets or navies and for seabattles. 

but no solid evidence for the use or existence of a rarn. Mycenaean Greece (chapter 2 )  

provides some evidence for warships. but nothing more for the rarn than anywhere else 

in the Late Bronze Age. By the early Iron Age in Greece the situation has chansed 

considerably. and there is little to suzgest that the necessq  political milieu existed in 

which the ram as the weapon of an organised fieet could develop. It is not until the end 

"Ihis is not to say that Mycenaean Greece wsis not in contact with Italy - this is evident (Ridgway [I992]. 
p. 3ff). The problem is. nther. that Bronze Age ship representations from ItaIy seem to be very seme. 



of the eighth or the beginning of the seventh centuly that the political structure of the 

Greek city states begins to be suficient to permit the existence of ram-beuing fleets. 

and this is just a IittIe radier than the earliest Iron Age Greek report of a sea battle 

(between the Connthians and the Corcyrems. Thuc. 1 13.4). 

Previous arguments for the existence of the ram in exlier periods have k e n  

based on art-histoncal evidence. The Classical nm is essentially a bronzeclad 

projection attached to the bow of a warship üt waterline-level and intended to darnage its 

opponent at water level. Projections at waterline-level are known from Eastern 

Mediterranean ship models and representations from at least as early as the third 

rnillennium B. C. The ships engraved on the backs of the so-called Cycladic "frying 

pans" have a high vertical post at one end and a short post with a thin projection at the 

base of the post at the othrr end.' A third-miiIenium clay model from Palaikastro on 

Creie probably represents the same kind of craft (see fig. 2). It is not clear. however. if 

the projection on these early boats is at the bow or the stem. 

A bnef survey of the materiai demonsrrates that waterline projections my 

be found at either one or boch ends. There are srnall projections at both ends of a third 

millennium model from Mochios. ~rete.d The second millennium Theran "Ship 

Procession" fresco has a number of examples of stem projections.' Two of the ships of 

the "Peoples of the Sea" from the Medinet Habu relief in Egypt have minute stem 

projections. while another ship. othenvise vey similar to its sisters. has a slightly 

larger projection at the bow.I0 These projections continue to appear on models (see 

chapter 1 )  and other ship representations down into the iron Age (chapters 7 and 3). 

These projections could represent many different things. In some cases they 

may mark the stem and be meant to indicrite a steenng oar." In the main. however. 

'SSA LV fig. 22. 
"Iraklion 5570. see t?g. 5. 
"Morgan ( 19 89). colour plate C; see tics 15- 18- 
''Nelson ( 1943. fig. 4), see fi=. 13. and p. 24 f.: stem. ships N4 and N5: bow. ship NI. 
''Compare the ship painted on n LH IIi C pyxis from Tragana near Pylos (see tig. 12) to that on a LH III C 
stirrup jar from Houe G at Asine (see ttg. 3). 



they Iikely represent actuiil parts of the ship. In these cases potential uses include 

devices such as cutwaters," skids" or, at the Stern. skegs and. of course. rams. 

The main purpose of devices such as the cutwater and skeg is to improve a 

ship's perfomance by decreasing the mount of leeward drift it suffers. Any vessel 

which is travelling off the wind or current will tend to be cmied off its course by these 

forces. This tendency rnay be countered by extending the length of the vessel's keel at 

either or both ends. Skegs and and cutwaters allow the line of the keel to be lengthened 

without greatly increasing the overail sue and weight of the vesscl. The skid. while 

serving the same grnerd purpose as the cutwater. is somewhat more substantial as it 

would appear ro have increased the intemal m a  of the hull at the base of the bow and 

rnay have improved buoyancy." 

Although it is difficult. at times. to differentiatr the bow from the stem. it is 

still possible to recognize at least three different bow shapes in the Eastern 

Mediterranean. Some ships maintain a curved bow which is an extension of their 

curved hull such as rnay be seen on most Egyptian boats and some Minoan seals." The 

bows of these huils are a gentle upward curve and have no water-level projections. Of 

the bows with projections two general types appear. In some cases the stem post 

appears to have been set into the very end of the keel but at an angle to it so that the 

stempost rnay appear to lem backwards into the boat. This means that the boat is longer 

at the keel than at the gunwale." This type of bow rnay be rounded (the base of the 

"~ohnston ( 1985). p. 16. 
' .m i s  is the ierm used by Bonino (1975. p. 14) [O describe the projection at the base of ihr type of bow 
which 1. below p. 6. cal1 "bulgy." None of the nauticril dictionciries that 1 have been able to consult use the 
term skid in this frishion (nther, according to the l~itematioriul Maritinle Dicriorron. it is ri fnmework of 
timber used to protect the sides of a ship whcn cargo is being l d e d  or unloadedl. This feature is. perhaps. 
better described ris an enlruged forefoot (which is "a curved piece between the foreward end of the keel and the 
knee of the head." Steffy [1994]. si.). or ri gripc (which is genenlly the s m e  thing as ri hrsfoot. Stefi 
[ 19941 sr. fig. G-3) 3s this featurc is tcmed by Wachsmann ( 199 7). p. 1 56. 
"Bonino ( 1975). p. 13. 
"Egypt: Egyptiûn ffeet on the Medinet Habu relief. sce chapter 1 .  p. 18f.: Minoan es.. M3nnatos 40. see 
çhapter 1. p. 9f. (S. Marinatos. "La hlarine Créto-Mycénienne," BCH 57[19331, I7û-235. This remains an 
important catalogue of en-pved and other Minoan ship representsitions. Hereafter reference will be made to 
certain illustrations in this article as "Marinams"). The hull is essentidly an arc of an ellipse or. depending 
an the representation. ri circle and gives such ships a lunate sippemce. 
16 E.g.. the LH III C Asine stimp jar. see below p. 38: see fig. 3. 



stem post "bulges" out from the rest of the boat) or rt5tingula.r in form. The stem post of 

the second type seerns to be set venically into the keel at the base of the projection. The 

projection itself is narrow and thin and appears to be an extension of the keel. It rnight. 

in fact. be termed a "uue" projection from the body of the ship.17 Regardless of what 

the projection represents, however. there is some need to be cautious in describin; the 

projection as a direct extension of the keel. It appears to be a continuation of the iine of 

the keel, but a direct connection with the keel timber should. probably. not be assumed. 

Archaeological evidence demonsuates that at least by the Hellenistic period the 

"ramminp tirnber." around which the ram was built, was separate from and not even 

contiguous to the keel timber(s).lS The Roman Madrague de Giens wreck (see below. 

appendix 2. see figs 57 and 58) had a cutwater which dso was distinct from and not 

contiguous to its keel. 

The projections of these two types of bows an: the focus of this 

dissertation. It is to be noted that these projections are either at the waterline-keelline of 

the vesse1 or siightly above it. Substantial projections from higher up the stem post or 

from the gunwaie are quite rare during the period covered by ths dissertation. Objects. 

such as bowsprits. which project outwards frorn a ship at gunwale level. are normally 

foreign to ship representations from the Eastern Mediterranean and Western Asia. 

When they do appear, most famously on the Theran ship frescoes (and never in the 

Classical period). they are obviously too light and at the wrong angle for nmming (see 

figs 15- l8).I9 

AR any or ail of ihese bow projections rams? Ln spite of the fact that the 

period of severai of the examples cited does not correspond with periods in which those 

criteria exist which were set out above as being essential before a rarn could develop. 

the physical evidence should be considered on its own merits. Sorne projections are 

"E.g the LH III C Tmgana pyxis sec below p. 39: see tig. 12. In short if the ship were an elephant. the 
"true" projection wouId be its tusk. 
"C3sson and Sreffy (199 i ) ,  p. 39. 
'"Panllels are m e  and tend to corne from other Minoan materiai e-g.. Mririnatos 41. CMMS 1. M36. 



ciearly not r a s .  Often projections are overhung by other features such as figureheads 

or even outward tilted endposts (as for exarnple the Mochlos rnodel. Iraklion 5570, see 

fig. 5) which, as will be discussed in chapter 3. puts suucturai difficulties in the way of 

accepting these as potential rams. Yet it seems likely that these projections will have 

served some purpose. and if they served a purpose when they could not be used as 

rams, could they not still be serving that purpose when suuctural difficulties do not 

prevent their being used as r m 3  

This dissertation tries to t&e a different tack. There is no evidence for 

rarnming pior to c. 535. and even as lare as 191 Herodotusf account of the battle of 

Lade suggests that sophisticated nmming techniques might not have been widespread 

or. at least, not comrnonly practised. This does not support the supposition that r m s  

had been in use for several hundred years. Rather it tends to sugpst the opposite - that 

rarns were a relatively new phenornenon. The problem is then - how recent'? 

Re-examination of the rather meagre evidence. both textuai and 

iconographic. will show that there is no sound reason ro believe that any bow 

projection down to the end of the Geomevic period represents a r m .  Ln the 7th 

century, however, the matter changes considerably. The projection on Greek 

representations alters ndically and becomes shorter and stubby. The depiction of the 

bow changes. and the area around the projection develops a theriornorphic appearance. 

Although there is still no texnial evidence for ramming. ship on ship encounters appear 

on vases (e-B.. the Aristonothos vase in Rome [see fig. 5 11. and BM B. 436. an Abc 

BF cup [see fig. 371). It is in this century that Thucydides puü the earliest sea batde of 

which he knew (1.13.4). although he makes no reference io the tactics used. 

If we c m  escape the notion ihat every long pointed object on the bows of 

ships must be a mm. we are free to base a date for its iniroduction on the surviving 

textual and iconographic evidence as well as on Iogic. 



Part 1: The World before the Ram. 

Chapter 1. The Late Bronze Age: Thera. the Hittite Empire. and Egypt. 

1.1 introduction 

The evidence for navies and sea fights in the Bronze Age is meagre. even 

when the term "navy" is loosely applied to a fleet of ships conuolled by a cenual 

authonty for rnilitaxy purposes. Evidence for Bronze Age navies as distinct services 

with permanent allounents of men and ships and a professionai officer class (after the 

manner of modem navies) is close to non-existent. Neverthefess there is reason to 

suppose that permanent. or semi-permanent. fleets (Egypt). or organized provisions for 

emergency conscriptions (Ugarit) existed, and that naval duties could go beyond simpiy 

ferrying troops from one place to another." There are two possible representations of 

warships from the Bronze Age. The first and more tentative identification is the two 

ship frescoes from Thera (see figs 14- 18). A second set of warships is represented on 

the Medinet Habu relief which dso preserves one of the few accounts of sea battles 

from the late Bronze Age (see fig. 13). One funher account is known only from a 

Hittite dedicatory tablet found at Bogazkoy. Funher evidence. however. may be found 

in a few records from Ugarit which describe some of the measures taken. apparently. to 

meet the Sea Peoples defeated by Rames m. 
The Theran frescoes. which constitue a large part of the Minoan materid. 

are at leas three hundred years earlier than the evidence from Western Asia and Medinet 

Habu, which is dated to the very end of the 13th century or the beginning of the 12th. 

For this reason it seems sensible to present the material chronologicaily nther than 

"'Linder (1974): Schulman (1964). pp. 19 - 23. 42. 69. 79. 87. 



dividing it up by medium. The West Asian and Egyptian evidence will be discussed 

together as they deal with the essentiaily the same Urne penod md in part with the same 

enemy. The chapter will end with a selection of Bronze Age ship models. 

1.3 Crete and Thera 

Apan from the Theran frescoes, knowledge of LBA Minoan water craft is 

almost Iimited to images from sealings, seais and other types of representations in the 

rninor arts." Mode1 boats are rare and are usually older than the LBA period." The 

engraved ships corne in a vai-iety of shapes of which two seem to predominate. Some 

have semicircular hulls which curve up at both ends." and which are. therefore. similar 

to the Theran ships. Others. however. seem to have had one curved and one straight 

(either venical or slanted) end." Often one end is bifurcated at or towards its tip. 

Cornparison with Classical Greek examples wouid suggest that rhis feature marks the 

stem." but it is possible, and perhaps more likely. that the bifurcation is a very 

schematized version of the bowsprit omarnents which will be mentioned below in 

regard to the Theran Procession ships (p. 13, see figs 15-18).'" The nature of these 

split tips is important because a few Minoan examples show ships with waterlevel 

projections (or close to the waterlevel) at the other, non-bifurcated. end." If the split tip 

is the bow then the stem is the end with the projection (again as on the Theran fresco) 

and cm not be taken as evidence for projections at the bow extending from the stem 

"For the purposes of  the present discussion it will be taken as s piven that Then was either a Minoan 
colony or. if inhabited by Therrin "natives." substrtntirilly Minortnizèd by the time the Thenn tiescoes werc 
painted. For a discussion of the problem of Minoan cuIture on a number of sites outside of  Crete sce Davis 
( 1980). Brrinigrin ( 198 1 ). Dickinson ( 19941. pp. 2 4 - 3 0 .  .. 
-E.g.. the Mochlos mode!. Iraklion 5570 (ser fi). 5 ) .  rtferred to in the Introduction (p. 4). 
:'E.p., Xénriki-Srikrllariou (1958). #341 (=SSAI.V 313: LM. here fig. 8); CMMS VIII. #IO6 (c. 1400): 
Marinaios 4 O (MM ff). 
' '~.g.. Marinaios 28 (EM III: here fie. 7). 19 t 3 0  IEM KI): CMMS VII. # IOJ ihere fig. Y ) -  These b m  
some rcsemblance to the ship sign on the Phaistos Disk. Maririnatos 59. 
3 ~ . g . .  Louvre F. 145. BM B. 436 (see fig. 37). 
"Compare ûIso wiih Minoan examples in which the "bifurcation" seems io take on the appemnce o f  n bird 
(with one 8r two wings) rising from the bowsprit (3). cg.. Marinatos 43. 
"E+ Mannatos 28 (see hg. 7). 29. 30. 31. 36. 37. 



posr (ruid thrrefore riims)." Apÿn from the Theran frescoes. and the "Shipwreck" 

fresco in panicular. Minoan ship representarions apprar to lack militaristic themrs. 

Ships are either shown as the sole subject of the engraving. or. if in a scrne. in s, r e n e ~  

which appear to be religious in nature (e.g.. fig. IO).'' 

The settiement at Akrotiri on Then was completely buried by a massive 

volcanic eruption early in the late Bronze penod. The matenal culture of the inhabitants 

was Minom-influenced, the latest pottery being the local version of mature LM IA. No 

fragments of LM IB Marine style were found." Large fragments of several frescoes 

have ken  found in at least a dozen different locations." The two ship frescoes, the 

"Ship Procession" and the "Assembly on the Hill and Shipwreck." were found in a 

two-storey. free-standing building known as the West House (see figs 14-18).'' The 

upper storey was divided into several rooms: a large central room (3) led to two smaller 

roorns on the West side of the house (5 and 4) in which the paintings were found. 

Room 5 was entered from the east and had windows on its north and West walls. Both 

ship frescoes were found in Room 5. The "Ship Procession" was painted on the south 

wall of the room (a small partition w d  between Roorns 5 and 4). The "Assembly on 

"Raban ( 1984. p. 17) arpes that the Then ships were doubleadrd and that each end haci its own peculiar 
sipnificrince. If a ship sailed. as the ships in the "Procession" fresco sail. with the "fiower and buttertly" end 
first the ship was showing that its intentions were peaceful. If it sriiled with the projection and stem cabin 
end first. the intentions were warlike ( 16). He suggests that the stern cabin could have semai as ri tighting 
platform (17) and offers the pmllel of the stem and stern cristles seen on the Medinet Wabu relief (see 
below. p. 24). Finally he interprets the stem projection ris ri mm ( 17). This is an intercsting idea. but there 
are at lest two g o d  reasons why i t  is likely CO be incorrect. In the tkst place his suggestion that the 
"stem" is the battle-ready end. does not correspond with ihe positions of the ships in the "Shipwreck" 
tiesco, which is commonly interpreted as ri briitlc scene of somc son. Bows and stems of the ships involved 
rire prescrved. rind the bows and s t em  appear to be ai the same ends ris on the "Procession" ships. Neither 
end has the "Procession" projection. If this is indeed a battle scencr. and if  the projections were nms. this 
fact ought to have been obvious here. Secondly. known rams have faces which x e  flat in protïle (ser twlow 
chapter 3. p. 63 ). The faces of these projections arc stepped in profile. The projection appears to be fomed 
of two sepiuate pans which are usually unequrtl in  length. Moreover Televrintou's ( 1994. ava6. o ~ .  5 and 6 )  
dmwings show that the tip of the lower plank is I'orked on thne of the ships (Televantou's designations il 
I 1. 12. rind 13. sec note 49. below). This kind of shnpe mi@ be expected to split apart if i t  werc rammed 
into anything. In short both the shripc of these projections and their non-rippearance in the "Shipwreck" 
scene make Raban's suggestion most unlikely. 
'"E.g.. n goid ring from Candio. Cretr. LM (Evans [ 19641. p. 953. fig. 923). see tig. 10: Mvlnrinatos 56. 57. 
58. 
Y'Morgan ( 1989). p. 5. 
" ~ o r g s n  ( 1989). Appendix. p. 173- 174. 
"Morgan ( 1989 ). p. 1. 



the Hill" was painted above the windows of the nonh wall. The other frescoes of this 

room consisted of a landscape (a river with plants, a cat, and a griffin) on the east wall. 

and two panels of boys (one in each panel) canying fish tied together with string. one 

at the south end of the West wall, the other at the e s t  end of the nonh wall. The fresco 

above the West wail has largely disappeared. A few fragments of a town have been 

assigned to its south end." The walls of Roorn 4 were decorated with paintings of 

stem cabins - large versions of those seen on the ships of the Procession fleet. Three 

cabins were painted on the east wa11. two on a srnall partition wall which separated 

Room 4 from a smaiî vestibule (Ja), one on the West wall between the partition and the 

window of Room 4 and two on the north wall (which is the south wall of Room 3.'' 

A vase of Mies appears on each of the two window jambs of Room 4." A fresco of a 

young woman or girl, identified as a pnestess. was painted on the e s t  jamb of the door 

between Rooms 5 and 4." AU the paintings are dated to LM Ia. and imported LM Ia 

pottery was found on the tloor of Room Nanno Marinatos has proposed that the 

rooms were used for cultic purposes with Room 5 as the main centre and Room 4 as 

the prepantion area." Spyridon Muinatos. on the other hand. the original excavator of 

the house. interpreted 5 - 4 - Ja as a suite comprising a living room. bedroom and 

toilet." and this opinion is supported by P. Forsyth, the author of one of the most 

recent books on Thera." 

These frescoes have been much discussed and debated without any real 

consensus being reached. One attempt at a consistent account of the entire collection of 

miniature frescoes in Room 5 is that of Morgan. who argues that the frescoes should be 

taken as several parts of a whole. and as representing recumng religious occasions. 
- - 

"Tdevantou ( 1990). p. 3 15. 
'Morgin ( 1989 ). p. 3. 
"Doumas ( 1992). p. 49: fip 63.64. 
"Doumas ( 1992). p. 47: tigs 24.15. 
%organ (1989). p. 3. 5. 
" ~ o r g a n  ( 1989). p. 3. 
US. Marinaos (197-1). p. 19 - 28. 
U'Forsyth (1997). p. 80. 



rather than specific histoncal events? The Procession fresco. for example. may 

represent a ceremony which marked the opening of the sailing sea~on .~ '  This 

interpretation works well with Nanno Marinatos' view of the rooms as a religious area. 

Other scholars. beginning again with Spyridon ~arinatos,'" have read the 

frescoes as the narrative of a voyage of vade or exploration or as a narrative of some 

other sort? The results of funher restoration, not available to Morgan. suggesting a 

stronger comection between each section are used to support the "narrative 

interprefation."" The fragments thought to be from the W e s t  wall appear to represent a 

town (Town t)? A further town (Town III) has been positioned at the one end of the 

riverscape on the east wall (thereby providing some means of connecting the othenvise 

incongruously pastoral east fresco into the human realm seen in the others). The West 

fresco would have been the first to be seen by someone entering Room 5. and the 

sequence of scenes is read as mnning from the south end of the West wall to the north. 

r a t  and finally south walls. endinp with the triumphai procession of the honiecorning 

(7) ships." 

in the final analysis. however, the nature of the frescoes, narntive or non- 

narrative. is not especiaily relevant to an understanding of the nature of the ships and 

their use. The "Procession" fresco may poruay an annual celebntion or one specific 

uiumph. but the ships will be the same in either case. The "Shipwreck" fresco rnight 

represent the aftermath of one specific sea banle or the etemal. natural results of the 

prowess of the local fleet, but whatever the context the essential fact to be derived from 

' 'Morgn ( 1989). p. 5. 
"Morgan ( 1989). p. 143-145. 
"S. Marinatos ( 1974). p. 38-57. 
UExploration: Doumas (1992), p. $9: he wonders if it  "was inspircd by the maritime ventures and ovemas 
missions of the seafarer who lived in this building. [ts detrtiled depictions of harbours and lads bring tu 
mind sixteenth- ruid seventeenth century maps and the Miniature Frieze could well be r e c d  as a Bronze 
Age 'portotan.' and must surely be the earliest known mrrp in Europe." Othrr: Televantou ( 1990). p. 324: 
and even "proto-Homeric" efernents have been seen: S. Morris ( 1989). HilIer ( 1990). 
'r'elevantou ( i 99O).p. 324. 
'TeIevantou ( l990). p. 3 15. 
'7Televanrou ( 1990). p. 323-324. 



this fresco is that sea battles could and did take place. and that the men involved used 

ships of this type. 

The remains of fourteen water cnft are to be seen in the better preserved 

Procession fresco. Of these founeen six are the large. well adomed vessels which take 

part in the Procession. Seven of the rernaining eight are "background" material and 

include a five-man rowed boat and a two-man canoe. A boat travelling under sail is 

placed in the middle of the procession. Its huil is decorated, but it is otherwise 

unadomed (its stem cabin is almost pure reconstmction). Its role in the procession is 

not altogether clear, but Doumas suggests that it might represent the swift messenger 

ship of the fleete4' All the crafts have a similar hull fom. The hull appears to be long in 

comparison with its height and belongs to the curved variety mentioned in the 

Introduction (p. 5). 

The six Procession ships, designated Il 1 1. 12. 13. 11. 16. and 17. are 

variously deconted (see figs 15- l8)."' The most omate is 13. which was probabiy 

just off the midpoint of the fresco (see fig. 16). The hull of this ship was painted with 

lions. dolphins and a star set in a square panel. A slender, delicate. and elongated 

antenna-ke bowsprit may have canied as many as four butteffly/flower decorations. A 

garland was hung from the m a t  top stretchinp aft to a stem cabin and forward to the 

bowsprit. On the top of the mast is a butterfly. The other ships were less ornate. M 

have the elongated bowsprit. Four of the five have traces of butterfly or flower 

attachments, though none more than two. AU have the stem cabins and the mystenous 

stem projections mentioned above (p. 9). Each stem seems to have had an animal 

model, lion or griffin. fitted into the interior curve of the stem and peenng over the 

edge of the boat. 

The stem cabins of the Procession ships are repeated on the walls of Room 

1. AU the examples, both in Room 4 and on the ships. are of a sirnilar design. They are 

*Doumas ( 1992). p. 48. 
'"These are the designations @en by Televantou ( 1990). p. 309; ( f 994). ava& UX. I.3etç. 



rectangular. The lower two thirds is a solid wall with a scolloped edge. The surviving 

examples have walls of different colours. Some are dark, while others are dappled after 

the manner of ox hides and shields.'' This may mean that the walls were made of hide 

and not wood. The cabins of Room 4 are more decorated than rnost of those in the 

Procession (as far as can be known). Those of Room 4 have garlands hung between 

their support poles and lotus capitals atop the pales? These are p d l e l e d  only on il 12 

(the garland) and I l 13 (the garland and the capitals). The repeated theme may suggest 

that the stem cabins possessed some symbolic meaning. The context. if Rooms 5 and 4 

form a shrine (see above p. 1 1). may mean that the symbolism was religious in nature. 

If the stem cabin is the part of the ship chosen to represent the whole. it should 

represent that part of the ship which was considered its defining feature. The decoration 

of the two rooms together would emphûsize the maritime aspects of whatever form of 

worship was taking place in the rooms (if that was what was what the roorns were used 

for), or just the theme of man and the sea. if the frescoes in Room 5 constitute a senes 

of scenes from the life of the occupant? If. as will be suggested below, the symbolism 

was military as weli as potentidly reiigious in meaning (in that the scenes in Room 5 

depict the activities of a "navy"). the repetition of the cabins is not only interesting but 

perhaps significant. If the stem cabbin is serving as an abbreviation for or the insignia of 

a warship. the choice of the stem cabin should be conuasted with the abbreviation or 

symbol of the classical warship - the ram." In short. the part of the ship which was 

%. g.. the shields of the soldiers in the "Shipwreck" tiesco. 
"~elevantou ( 1994). colour pistes 3-13. 
"~elevantou ( 1990). p. 324. 
pl or exnmples of Classical warships abbrevinred to the bow with bow projection or ram. s t  for example. 
Sydney 4703. a tetndrrichm Liom finkls-Mcssana now in the hhrnolean. and Paris P.P. 4 1 1. Stern cabins 
are found only on the six Procession ships and the saiiing boat. That of the sailing boat. however. seerns to 
be dmost entirely the conjecture of the mist who reconstructed the tiesco as only a smdl corner of the 
structure on this boat seerns to have survived. Thus these stem cabins may be safdy associated with the 
Procession ships done - in short with those ships which mriy represent a war tleet. For the possiblity that 
stem cabins were painted on frescoes ar Mycenae see M. Shaw ( 1980. 1932). and tùrther discussion in 
chripter 2. p. 44. 



chosen by the Therans. in prefrrence to ûny other. to represent the whole ~ v a ~ h i p  (and. 

therefore. to be considered as its defining feature?) is the stem cabin. 

The suggestion of ceremony. rituai or crlebration conveyed by the 

decontions may be supponed by the fact that these ships are being paddled. Paddling is 

a very inefficient way to propel so apparently large a ship. This may represent an 

archaism based on a religious ceremony since al1 the Procession vessels appear to have 

the ability to travel under sail." A sirnilu archaism may be the explmation behind the 

stem attachrnents whose purpose is otherwise mysterious (for various reasons 

including disagreement over whether they were in or out of the water)? 

Most of the passengers sit under what appears to be an awning. but which 

may just have been the lowered yards (on i l  13 and 13) and masts (on fi 11. 13. 16. 

and 17). The "awning" is supponed by posts some of which end in "w"-shaped 

crutches. The passengers lem against the posts. and helmets hang from a few of the 

posts. particularly on Il 13. Under the "awning" are long thin poles which are also 

supported by the posts but which in addition seem to be passed through short vertical 

holders, which hang down from the ceiling at various points between the posts. The 

poles do not stretch from end to end, but rather begin at the aft end of the cabin and 

terminate in points before the foremost support pole is reached. They are not of uniform 

lengths. It has been plausibly argued that they are spear~.'~ 

The stem figures, when considered together with the spears. become more 

suggestive. Each ship has a lion or a griffin. The sarne animals appear among the hull 

decorations on fl 13. Both may be consuued as representing predatory a11irnals.5~ and 

may serve as symbols of the ships' own possibly predatory purpose. 

" On il 12 and 13 the mats are still standing. O n  i l  1 1. 14 and 16 the mats have been l o w e ~ d  and set in 
crutches. For the topic of paddling ris religious titual see Crisson ( 1975). p.7. 
"Wachsmnnn ( 1995). p. L 8. 
"PrytuIak ( 1982). 
"N. Marinatos (1984). p. 54. 



The ship section on the Nonh Wall is often interpreted as a scene of 

shipwreck although this explanation does not succeed in relating the various surviving 

elernents of die painting into a unit. More recent interpretations stress the martial aspccts 

of the scene.'"his ffresco was more badly damaged that the "Ship Procession." and its 

full extent and theme are not c~ear.'~ At present three distinct scenes survive. On the lefi 

a group of men meet on a hill. The right is divided into two probably connected scenes. 

The upper scene shows a file of soldiers marching inland with shields. spears and 

helmets while townspeople(?) and herdsmen go about their business with apparent 

unconcern. Directly below this are the remains of a scene involving at least three boats. 

Such parts of the boats as survive are similar in shape to the Procession boats. but are 

smaller and much less omate. The uppermost boat is best preserved and consists of the 

bow with bowsprit. fence-like forecasde (not present on the Procession ships as 

preserved). and four or five diagonal, red Lines which cross down over the hull in two 

directions and probably represent oars. Three much longer and thinner red Iines with 

pointed tips seem to be butted at the forecastle and propped against the bowsprit. A 

fourdi such red pole. also with pointed tip. is held by the man who stands in the 

forecastle. While a single pole might have k e n  interpreted as a depth-measuring 

device, the number of the poles supports the possibility thai they are spears. The 

soldiers on land cany similar long poles, and there they are clerirly spears. 

The Iower two ships are represented by a bow to the left and a stem to the 

right. The bow has a bowsprit which has been bent over or broken. Four thin red poles 

cross the huli. As the hull is broken off even before reaching the forecastle (compare 

with the upper ship). it is perhaps unlikely that these poles are oars. as the lines which 

seem to be oan on the upper ship are both thicker and set after the forecastle. If they are 

spean, however, they have slipped down and are pointing their tips into the water. 

Three naked men florit in the water between the hulls and the Stone shore. Two 

'"- Marinitos (1984). p. 40: Televantou ( 1990). p. 3 15: Doumas ( 1992). p. 47. 
5 "Televantou ( 1994). ava& UX. 1. 



rectangulu objects (O 12, 14) bob in the water. One with red spots lies between the 

upper and lower ships to the left: the second has black spors and is tucked in between 

the body of the Lowest. naked man and the stem of the third ship. Although they are nor 

panicularly well preserved. they seem sirnilar enough in shape and appearance to b a r  

cornparison with the shields cmied by the uoops on shore. In addition a grappling 

hook (A 1) may appear near the stem of the vesse1 on the right."' 

Televantou's restoration work has led to the identification of at least six new 

ships in this fresco (n 1. 2. 3. 7. 8, and 9) and five new drowning bodies (A  13, 45. 

46, 50a. and 50P). Her restontions expand the "battle" back to the east base of the 

Assembly hiIl and dong under and beyond to the east of Town II. To the west of the 

Assembly hi11 she has positioned two ships (fl 2 and 3). One is a srnail. unornate cnft 

like those funher east. The second ship. however. appears to be similar to those in the 

"Procession" fresco as the preserved fragments show paddlers Ieaning over the 

gunwale and men sitting, leaning against p01es.~' There is no sign of this ship or any 

like it being involved in the action to the es t .  

N. Marinatos argues that the scene represents the aftermath of a conflict." 

The victon are the local forces. The man in the bow of the topmost ship wears the so- 

cded Aegean kilt. a type of clothing wom by males in Minoan wall paintings:b3 the 

marching soldiers cause no panic among the villagers. and at les t  one of them is 

wearing a helmet similar to those hanging in the Procession ships on the South Wall. 

The defeated enemy would have included or have been represented by the naked men in 

the water. The depiction of the defeated as naked would be in complete agreement with 

the anistic traditions of E,wt and Mesopotamia." The rectangular objects near the 

bodies - possibly shields - and the &mppling hook. if correctly identified. are funher 

"'N. blarinatos ( i983). p. 56. 
"'Televantou ( 1990). p. 3 18. 
"'N. Marinacos ( l98-t). p. 40. 
"N. Marinatos ( 1984). p. 38. 

Marinatos ( 1984). p. 40. 



pieces of evidence which support the seri-conflict theory . As will be seen below (p. 27) 

gnppling irons had a role in the battle depicted in the Medinet Habu relief of Rarnses 

III. Unfortunately the lower ship with the bent or broken bowspnt is too badly 

preserved to be certain whether it is the vesse1 of the defeated enemy or a damaged 

defender. 

If the "Shipwreck" fresco does represent the actions of the victorious local 

fleet, the several parts of the fresco resolve themselves. The lack of concem on the part 

of the villages is confidence in the ability of their tleet and recognition of their own 

troops. The assembly of men on the hiIl is an assembly to conduct a religious ceremony 

of thanksgiving,b5 or perhaps a meeting to drbate strategy for the battle. 

It is clear that cenain features in the frescoes could be interpreted as 

evidence for an organized naval force. The spears. shields(?) and grappling ho&(?) in 

the "Shipwreck" fresco are the strongest evidence that the scene is not that of a 

shipwreck due to natural causes. The spears and the helmets of the soldies. as well as 

the possible "Procession" ship beneath the Hill. are points of continuity between the 

two frescoes. The fancy decorations and various ceremoniai features of the Procession 

ships would not belong in the "action" scene in the "Shipwreck" fresco. The 

differences between the frescoes could be those which exist between the festive. 

peaceful, ceremoniai and the active, combative aspects of the s m e  fleet. At the same 

time die possible presence of a "Procession" ship, apparently paddled. to the West of 

the "bartle" beneath the Hill may indicate that the adornment of the ships had as much to 

do with the ceremonies of rank as with those of celebntion or ritual. If the events 

shown taking place in the water beneath the Hill and Town are taken as a whole. the 

"Procession" ship might be interpreted as an observer or supervisor of the action 

than a participant - the commander's 

battle and accompanied by a guard or 

ship set apan from those actually engaged 

messenger ship. The six Procession ships 

rather 

in the 

of the 



south frieze rnight then be seen noi as the whole fleet, or its local detachment. but as the 

"flagships" of the six most senior cornmanden (with their bodyguards or trains of 

attendants appropriate to their ras&?), decorated according to their seniority. 

The Theran frescoes. if they do represent some portion of a Minom "navy," 

are perhaps the only surviving "contemporq" pictonal evidence reminding us of the 

mythical tradition of King Minos of Crete and his fleet. The tradition. as. for example. 

related by Thucydides (1.4). held that before the Trojan War Minos had had a fleet. 

ruled the Cyclades and rid the waters of pirates. If these ships do represent part of 

"Minos"' powerful fleet. they were powerful without any form of bow projection 

which could be interpreted as a 

1.3 The Hittite Empire and Egypt 

The matenal in this section cornes from the very end of the Bronze Age ( c .  

1215/ûû to c. 1180). A tablet from Bogatkoy appears to refer to a sea battie between 

the fleets of (or from) Cyprus and the Hittite Empire. The other material records various 

local efforts to deal wirh the attacks of shipborne marauders who are othenvise known 

as the "Peoples of the S e i t  The primary document on this subject is the Medinet Habu 

relief of Ramses III. but additional information may be gained from letters from Ugarit 

(UV 27-24 and PRU V 62) which descnbe evenü from shonly before the fa11 of the 

state and suggest the means by which Ugarit and the Hittites tried to deai with their 

attackers. 

1.3.1 The Hittite Empire 
- - 

""F~ra~ements of a "Procession" style ship have been identi fted in the remains of a miniature fresco bund in 
the Northerist Bastion at Ayia Irini on Kea (Morgan [ 19901. p. 252. 254; fig. 3). The tngmsnts rippew to 
show men beneath an awning such as those seen on the Procession ships from Them and dolphins pinteci 
on the hull of a ship (as on l7 13). The hull of rr second ship. this one possibly painted with a gxlrind 
design similar to the _wlruids strung about the Then ships, has also k e n  identitied (Morgan [ 1990\, p. 
35). There are 3 number of panltels between the Thenn and Kem frescoes borh in the genenl iconoLeraphy 
(253) ruid in that of the ships in particular (255).  What this means beyond being futher evidence for the 
continuity of ri local Cychdic culture, is not clear. See also Abramovitz (1980). esp. p. 69-70. 



In 1961 in Bogazkoy a tablet was found on which were preserved parts of 

four columns. It seemed to be a copy of an inscription of Süppiluliurna II. the last 

Hittite king (reigned c.1715-?). The first column dealt with the conquesi of and the 

imposition of tribute upon Alasiya by a Hittite king whose name is 10st.~' The third 

column (line SE.) provides details of sea battles between the ships of Suppiluliuma and 

those of Aiasiya. Three times says the king did his ships meet those of Alasiya in banle 

on the sea; he smote them, seized hem and fired them in the seri. After the sea battles he 

seems to have landed on the island and dedt with enernies there." The second and 

fourth columns deal with a building(?) called the "Everlasting Peak" and its pnvileges. 

The exact relationship of die four columns to each other is by no rneans clear. and as 

the name of the king in the firsr column is lost. it is not possible to know for certain 

whether the tablet dealt with two different expeditions under two kings (for exarnple 

one under Suppiiuliuma's father Tudhaliya N and one under Suppiluliuma). two 

different expeditions under Suppiluliuma. or even two versions of the sarne expedition 

under Suppil~liurna.'~ 

Ugarit and many other cities and states in the area, including Hattushash. 

Tarsus. Carchemish, Qatna, Qadesh, and Hazor, were desuoyed around l?ûû B.C. 

The enemies which attacked these states were not unforeseen. In spite of the threat. 

however. the well-uained bureaucratie record keepea of the palace continued their 

records. making copies of incoming and outgoing correspondence. and thus rnany 

documents survive from the last days of Ugarit to teil of the preparations made to meet 

the shipborne invaders. 

Some tablets preserve copies of correspondence between the King of Ugarit 

and the King of Aiasiya (UV 23. 14 = RSL 1. RS 20.238). and a high official of the 

court of Alasiya (UV 22 = RS 20.18 ). The king of Aiasiya gave Ammurapi. the last 

h7 Güterbock ( 1967). p. 73.1 accept the identification of Alasiya with Cypms. 
%üterbock (1967). p. 78. 
%üterbock (1967). p. 74. 



king of Ugarit, tactical advice of a land-based nature for dealing with the invaders ( UV 

23). Eshuwm, the official, passed on information about the movement of 20 enemy 

vessels (UV 22, L 3-24). He also reported that sailors from some Ugaritic boats which 

happened to be in Alasiya had deserted to the enemy (lines 7-12). A copy of 

Ammurapi's response to the king of Alasiya's letter survives. He tells the king that the 

enemy had landed and bumt his towns (UV 24. 19f.). His troops were in the Hittite 

lands, his fleet was in Lukka. His state was so berefi of men, it would seem, that seven 

enemy ships sufficed to do serious damage (line 28f.). He asked the king to send word 

if more enernies should appear. What is interesting is that the king of Alasiya seems to 

be advising his colleague to meet the invadea with land forces - in spite of the facr that 

he must have known of Ugarit's naval capabilities. especiaily if Ugaritic ships were 

used in the seabatties of Suppiluliuma mentioned above (since the Hittites were a 

landiocked power they had to tum to their coastai allies - such as Ugarit - for ships). 

This may retlect the peculiar circurnstances of the current crisis. but equally it may 

indicate that the use of naval warfare was not at the forefront of military thinking. and 

that the use of land forces was taken as the naturd and pnmary response IO a military 

threat. 

The potential size of the Ugaritic tleet is demonstrated by a letter of Ydn. a 

rnilitary commander. to the king of Ugarit asking for reinforcernents. The letter (PRU V 

62 = RS 18.148) was found abandoned in the archive's oven in Ugarit. lefr there when 

the city was destroyed and is thus clearly connected to the very last days of the state.'" 

Ydn askes his king to equip 50 ships to send to him. presumably to reinforce his 

p~sition.~' The letter is, of course. veiled in obscunty. Was Ydn the commander with 

the fleet in Lukka which the king rnentioned in his lener to Aiasiya'? If not. did Ydn 

know what his king told the king of Alasiya, namely that dl the Usaritic ships were in 

'"~stour ( 1965). p. 256. 
" ~ s t o u r  ( 1965 p. 256) says 150: PRU prints 50. 



Lukka? Did he expect the king to comrnandeer private vessels and equip them for 

fighting? 

1.3.2 Egypt 

Inscriptions from the funerary temple of Rarnses III at Medinet Habu (20th Dynasty): 

"*New the northem counuies, which were in their Igisles. were quivenng in 

their bodies. I1qhey peneuated the channels of the Nile mouths. li lTheir nosuils 

have ceased (to function, so that) their desire is <to> breathe the breath. His 

majesty Il'is gone fonh like a whirlwind against them. fighting Ii-'on the battlefield 

like a runner. The dread of hirn llJand the terror of him have entered into 

their bodies: (they are) capsized and overwhelmed 115in their places. Their hearts 

are taken away; their sou1 1I6is flown away. Their weapons are scattered in the 

sea. 1I7His arrow pierces him whom he has wished among them. while the 

fugitive is become one fallen into the water. His majesty is like Ibn enraged 

lion. attacking his assailant with his paws: I'oplundering on his right hand 

and powerful on his left hand, Wike Set destroying the serpent "Evil of 

Charxter." It is Amon-Re I?-zwho has overthrown for him the lands and has 

crushed for him Izevery land under his feet: ..."" 

"As for the foreign countries. they made a conspiracy in their ides. [Removed] 

and scattered in the fray were the lands at one time. No land could stand before 

their a n s .  from Hatti, Kode, Carchemish. Yeretli.l17 Yeres on. (but rhey were) 

cut off at [one tirne]. A camp [was set up] in one place in Amor. They desolated 

its people. and its land was like that which has never corne into king.  They were 

corning. while the flame was prepared before them. foward toward Egypt. 

zEdgerton and Wilson ( 1936). p. 4142: pls 37-39 (Ramscs iII and his flect in battle with the fleet o f  the 
Seri PeopIes), Iines 8-23. 



Their confederationllbwas the Pelesct. Theker. Shekelesh. Denyecnx and 

Weshesh. lands united. They laid their hands upon the lands to the very circuit of 

the euth. their hems confident and trusting: 'Our plans will succeed!""' 

"1 organized my frontier in Zahi. prepared before them. (to wit) the princes. 

the commanders of the gmisons.l'0 and the Mnriannli. I caused the Nile 

rnouths to be prepared like a strong wall with warships, galleys, and coasters, 

[equipped,] for they were manned completely from bow to stem with valimt 

warriors. with their weapons .... i l74 

"As for those who reached rny frontier. their seed is not, their hem and their 

sou1 are finished forever and ever. As for those who came fonvard together 

on the sea, the full flarne was in front of them at the Nile rnouths. while a stockade 

of lances surrounded them IZ4on the shore. (so that they were) dragged (ashore). 

hemmed in, prostrated on the beach. slain. and made into heaps from tail to head. 

Their ships and their goods were as if fallen into the wûter." 

In the eighth year of his reign (between 1 190 and 1 186)'~ Ramses III met 

and defeated on both land and sea a m a s  of rnigrating foreignen who have come to be 

known as the "Peoples of the Sea." The victory was of the f ia t  importance. The 

destructive force of the mob had been felt al1 through Western Asia. The Hittite Empire 

had failen. Egypt's allies and enemies had been badly savaged if not destroyed. Egypt 
-- 

henelf had had trouble with sorne of these people~ at the end of the previous dynasty." 

After their defeat ar the hands of Ramsrs III's forces. however. they ceased to be a 

-- 
'IEdgerton and Wilson ( 1936). p. 53; pl. 46 (Inscription of the Yeu 8 ), lines 16- 18. 
"Edgerton and Wilson (1936). p. 54: pl. 46. h e s  19-20. 
'%dgerton and Wilson ( 1936). p. 55-56; pl. 46. fines 73-24 
''A new dating syscrm published by P. Rehak and I. G. Younger ([1998]. p. 99) has Ramses iD beginning 
his reign in* 1 183 rhus putting his eighth year down to 1 177. 
7Sandm ( 1985). p. 10% 106. 



threat and did not retum to E~YP~. ' '  Ramses celrhnted his victory by including it 

among the events commemorated by the reliefs on the walls of his monuüry temple at 

Medinet Habu. This relief remains the only known instance of a naval opention 

recorded in Egyptian art. 

The RelieE The Ships 

The relief on the mortuary temple of Ramses III at Medinet Habu shows 

two sets of ships of the evly 12th century engaged in battle (see fig. 13). The relief 

rnemorializes the conflict between the forces of Egypt under Ramses III and an 

invading force called by the Egyptians the "Peoples of the Sea."" 

Although the two fleets differ in many important respects. they share a 

sirnilar arrangement of mast. sail and crow's nest. There is also evidence that both 

types of ships had protective bulwûrks set above the gunwale. under which the crews 

worked their oars and by which they were protected from the possible missiles of an 

enemy and to some extent from the water." 

The hull of the Egyptian ships is a continuous curve. Apart from the 

endmost tip of the stem which is shown at an angle to the rest of the stem. the bottom 

line of the hull is dnwn as a gentie. uninterrupted arc. curving down from the stem and 

up to the bow. with its greatest draupht arnidships under the mat. The prow is slightly 

lower than the stem and is capped by a lioness figurehead. There are solid-looking. 

square castles fore and aft. aithough the artist intimates that the forecastle is a protected 

platform from which men may attack the enemy (soldiers are shown standing in it or 

Thrker (riIso Tjeker and Zeker) seern to have settled in the southem Levant. Dor is crillcd the harbour 
of Zcker rit Wenamun 1.8-9 (Goedicke. [1975] 1. Attempts have been made io ideniify the oiher nations with 
known groups. to wit the Philistines (Pelcset). the Achaeans/Danaoi (Denyen). the Sickels (Shekelesh). if 
riny of these identifications is correct some of the survivors may have wandered off to their new "homes." 
Others will have remained as slaves in Egypt. 
NFig. 13 (=Nelson [1943]. fie. 4): al1 ships in this relief ye identitied by either an E (Egyptian) or an N 
(Not Egyptian) and a number (E.14; N.1-5). These are standard Any representation of the relief if it 
indicates the ships wiIl use this same system (see Nelson [ 19431. p. 53-54). 
"Wachsmann ( 198 1 ). p. 19 1. 195. 



stepping out of it onto the figurehead). The stem castle appears to have been a solid box 

upon which the helmsmen sit. The gunwale is marked by the line which runs from the 

tip of the stem to the bow. The ship's oars are balanced on top of this. Above the 

gunwaie and between the bow and stem cades is a solid bulwark which covers the 

oarsmen up to their noses. 

The lioness heads which Marx identified8' as rams are covers on the tip of 

the stem of the bow (see El and E3 of fig. 13). They are well above the waterline. at 

the level of the gunwale. Behind the figurehead is a srnall bit of decking flush with the 

fonvard side of the forecastle ont0 which men step €rom the forecastle while attacking 

the enemy. The bow stem is Little different from earlier Egyprian ship representations." 

if the lioness head were a nm it would be entirely different from Classical Greek rams. 

The Classical rarn possessed a small. flat. squarish face as its pnmary nmming surface 

which was (probably) intended to burst seams rather than peneuate the enemy's hull 

and which was set at or below the ship's waterline." This nmming surface was 

separated from its ship by the main body of the ram. In short the ramming surface was 

not directly attached to the stem post or the bow and. in case of penetration. provided a 

certain arnount of "slow down" room between its stem post and the enemy's hull. This 

figurehead possesses nothing of this son. Its round and carehilly c m e d  head is 

attached direcdy to the tip of the bow. and would bring the Egyptian ship into direct 

contact, bow first, with the enemy's hull. It is set at the gunwale and men are shown 

standing behind it. reaching over it. even stepping out onto it. If it were a ram. it was 

not so used in this battle tas described) and has left no descendants. The lioness head is 

"'Mm ([1946]. p. 249) argues that the Egyptians used rams to deftat the Peoples of the Sea. that ~ h c  
lioness' head on the bows of the Egyptian fleet was a mm. and even that Ramses DI was the "inventor" of 
the m. AI1 this is highly unlikely. Nothing in the relief supzests that nmming had taken place. Ramses 
III does not boast of his victory in rems that sound as if nrnming hnd taken place (nur does he boat  of his 
grcat "invention"). None of the drunage inflicted on the enemy is the result of nmming. Finally it serms 
unlikely that Egyptim sddiers would step out on to the forepart of the bow in order to reach the enemy if 
that bow were about to be m m e d  apainst the side of an enemy vessel. 
"~andstrthn ( 197 1 ). p. 1 17. 
"Casson and StefFy ( 199 1 1. p. 68.82. 



probably just a figurehead, possibly a remomble decorative piece such as may be seen 

on other Egyptian ship repre~entacions.'~ 

The foreign ships have massive stem and stem posts and ciistles. The line of 

the hull curves up a little from the midpoint of the ship but instead of continuing the 

keel stops abruptly in the two vertical posts which are topped with bird (duckb?) heads. 

They give the ships a rather box-like feel - foursquare and symmetricd. As on the 

Egyptian ships there are square castles at bow and stem, and there appears to have k e n  

a bulwark running between them. although oan (borh ordinary and steering) are largely 

rnissing and there is littie indication as to whether the oars were baianced over the 

gunwale as on the Egyptian ships. 

Casson describes the foreign ships as double-ended. which would mean 

bat bow and stem are not fixed? Their overail symmetry suggests this. but at lem 

two ships possess features which suggest that the symmetry was not perfect. Vessels 

N.4 and N.5 have a srnail projection at the base of their stem posts. N. 1 appem to 

have something projecting from its bow. Its shape is larger. wider and squarer than the 

projections on the stems of N.4 and N.5. It is dso slighily higher on the stem post than 

they are on the stem. Here the projection does not appear to be a projection of the keel. 

The projections on N.4 and N.5 are not cut off from the rest of the hull by any dividing 

lines. The outline of the hull runs out to the tip of the projection. then back into the 

vertical line of the stem post. The object on N. 1 is cut off from the rest of the vessel. If 

it redly is part of the vessel. it could be a cutwater. but it is uniikely CO have been a ram. 

in the first place because it is overhung by the figurehead of the stempost. but also (see 

below) because there is no evidence for nmming in the report or the depiction of the 

battle. It is worth noting. however, chat projections are found at both ends of these 

ships. especially if they were to some extent "reversable." as Casson suggested. It is 

aiso worth wondering whether they might not have had srnail projections as both ends. 

"E-g.. Landstrom ( 197 1 ). figs 343. 370. 37 1. 
"SSA W.  p. 38. 



The overall shape of the foreign ships resembles a mode1 from Byblos of about rhis 

period (see below. p. 30; B e h t  3306. c. 1580-1700 B. C.). which has projections 3t 

both ends which seem to be extensions of its keel. 

The Relief: The Combat 

It has long k e n  redized that the relief does not represent any specific 

moment or place in the battle. It is. rather. a generalization showing all phases of 

combat at once?' Thus. in order to represent the entire battle. each ship has reached a 

different stage of success in its conflict with the enemy. E. I is in the process of 

attacking;" an Egyptian soldier has thrown a grappling hook. but the enemy's deck has 

not k e n  cleared. E.7 has almost cleared the deck of N.2: only three men are still 

standing on N.2. and the mast is staning to tip. E.3 has cqsized N.3. Their grappling 

hook has tom the sail and not only caused the yard to become detached from the m a t .  

but broken the mast as well. AU the men are dead. E.4 sails away from the banle with 

bound prisoners on board. On board the other enemy ships the warriors. suitably 

terrified. stare at the Pharaoh, who shoots enormous arrows from the shore. 

The two forces employ different types of weapons. The Egyptians cany 

weapons appropriate for the job at hand. They use bows and very long spears. A 

number of men have shields and baton-like sticks which may have been meant for hand 

to hand combat. Ship E. 1 differs by having one swordsman. He lems out over the side 

of the ship in order to attack some one in the water. The enemy try to fight with 

swords, daggers and short spears. They have no archers at d l .  The Egyptians' a h  

seems to have been to use their archers to clear the enemy's decks and their oarjmen to 

row up close to the ships. The long spean and the batons kept the enemy off their own 

deck while gnppling irons werr thrown into the enemy's rigging. The irons. perhaps 

in concen with backing water. would be pulied to tear the sails. break the m a t  and 

"Nelson ( 1943). p. 53. 
 e el son ( 1943). p. 53-54. 



capsize the boat. Lacking bows and long spears the foreigners have no way to keep the 

Egyptians at a distance and had to hope that enough of their men would survive the 

longdistance attack to be able to ward the Egyptians off when they came to close 

quarters. 

The evidence presented above should demonsuate that although state- 

organised fleets existed in the late Bronze Age, there is nothing to suggest that these 

fleets ern~loyed the rarn. Neither battir report clearly refers to ramming. The only 

representations of potential warfleets - the Theran frescoes and the Medinet Habu reliefs 

- are of ships without rams." The Medinet Habu relief suggests that naval warfare was 

seen as an extension of land warfare: the ships are brought into close contact with each 

other and those on board fight in close combat with their enemies. The weapons used 

by the Egyptians are a srlection of those used on land - arrows. spears and batons with 

shields. 

Bow projections are aimost alwüys found on ships whicn are built with 

distinct stem posts (see Introduction. p. 5-6) - where there is a clear break between the 

keel and the stem post. Neither the Theran nor the Egyptian fleets possess hulls of this 

son. They both belong to the tradition of the curved hull (seemingly the only shape of 

hull known in Pharaonic Eg~p t ) . ' ~  Neither fleet possesses bow projections. The 

Theran ships have a projection at the stem which still needs an adequate explanation. 

but which is clearly not a ram. The Egyptian ships of the Medinet Habu relief were at 

one time credited with rarns." Marx saw r m s  in the Iioness figureheads which cap the 

ends of the Egyptian bows. Aithough there bas been some controversy as to how 

"Egyptian" these ships are. there is no evidence to suggest that they were built 

-- 

R A  Set: figs 13 - 15. 
'%. g.. Landstrom ( 197 1 ). figs 3 19-32 1, 359, 372. 
*'Marx ( 1946). p. 232-25 1. 



differently [rom other Egyptian shtps?' that they were in anyway reinforced ai the bow 

(to receive the shock of r h n g ) .  or that these lioness figureheads were at ai1 different 

from other decorative bow "caps" which appear eisewhere." One of the ships (N 1 ) of 

the Peoples of the Sea (which are of the hull type with distinct end posts set vertically 

into the keel) in the Medinet Habu relief has a projection at the bow at the b a r  of its 

stempost. but it is small and is overhung by the figurehead of the stempost. 

1.4 Bronze and E d y  Iron Age Ship Models with Bow Projections 

A fine m y  of mode1 ships survive from the Bronze Age and represent 

severai types of ships: round ships from Cyprus. long. thin. n m o w  boats with raised 

ends from the Cyclades. boats with projections at one or both ends from many places 

and many periods." Models with bow projections are by n o  rneans uncommon and 

represent both types of projection-possessing bows mentioned in the Introduction (p. 

61, 

The type of bow whose projection is formed by the extension of the hull at 

the join between the stem post and keel (when the stem post is set into the end of the 

keel and at an angle to the rest of the ship) has not yet been represented in the an works 

so far discussed. Models of this type of hull have been found in Cyprus. the Levant 

and Greece. and the type also appears on a few Mycenaean vases (see chapter 2 ) .  On 

the whole these modeis seem to belong to the late Bronze Age and early Iron Age. and 

') 1 For example i t  is possible to see the ends of the ships' uansverse berims which were passed through the 
hull of the ship and cut off flush wiih the outer side of the hull (see the srnall rectangles dong the hutls of 
ships E 2.3 and 4). This type of construction ma' bc paratlelcd on mriny representritions of Egyptian ships. 
e. g.. the ships of Hatshepsut's "Punt Expedition" md "Obelisk Lighter" reliefs rit Deir-el-Bahari (SSA \Cr 
t'igs 14 and 18). 
''Beginniq. for example. with the curved end pieces on ihc bow and Stern of the Cheops ship which werc 
designed to slip ovcr the ends of the bow and stem (Jenkins [ 19801. p. 96-98 1; see also Lrtndstr6m ( 197 1 ). 
tlgs 343. 370. 371. 
"'Cyprus: Nicosia R B # 377. BM 98.12-1 105. BM 98.12-1 121: Naxos: Oxford 1929.26 (ser fie. 6). 
1938.725. 1938.726. LiverpooI 55.66.180: two projections: e.g. models from Mochlos (Iraklion 5570, 
EM I or fi: see fie. 5 )  and from Byblos. Beirut 3306 Idrited 1580-12001: one projection: Palaikastro mode1 
(see fig. 2). now in Iraklion 034 II). The Phyiacopi mode1 (Nb1 9892. fig. 3) is discussed in chapter 2. 
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the bow type then seems either to die out or to cvolve into sornething slightly different 

(see chapter 3). 

T h e  good examples of this type of bow form were found in Cypms (the 

fint two) and 1srae1.~" They are di about the sarne length - 19, 18.5 and 20cm 

respectively but of varying dates. The first model (Paris Am 636) is Bronze Age, the 

second (now in NMM. Haifa) is from the 1 lth century and the third (Jerusalem 44.49) 

is dated to the bon II period. Their pronounced sirnilarities are in the formation of their 

stem and stem posts. On aiI three the stem post ends in a quite clearly stylized animal 

head, sometimes giving the impression of having ears and an uptumed nose. The stem 

post is shaped like a tail and tilts in over the interior of the boat. AU the stems bul, me out 

below the "head," as if indicating the belly or chest of the animal. The bulges appear to 

be an intentional part of the overail design of the model; that on the NMM model was 

"clearly emphasized by pinching and extending the clay fonvard."'>' 

The second type of bow possesses what may be termed a "me" projection. 

in that the projection is a object separate from the resr of the hull. In the Bmnze Age it is 

possible to find models with projections at one or both ends. The clear evidence for 

stem projections on the Theran frescoes makes it impossible to distinguish the bow 

from the stem based on the presence of a pr~jection.'~ A well preserved model from 

Byblos (Beimt 3306). dated between 1580 and 1200 B. C.. represents the double 

projection ~ariety.~' The model is squarish. about 15cm long, and sits on a base. 

"Stem" and "stem" are not to be determined. Each end has a high castle with a smdl 

deck inside. Between the two castles the hull does not rise above the height of the smdl 

decks. The model is drnost syrnrnetrical. but carehil observation shows that one cade 

ULouvre Am 636: NMM model. Haifx knisalem 44.49. Widihs are noc provided for these models by these 
pubficritions. 
"Gotilicher ( 1978). p. 30i3 1. fig. 8. 
"The Palaikastro model is a good example of this problcm. 
"ûoctlicher (1978). p. 3 1.  Duoand (1939). p. 224.434. pl. CAL. 



is slightly smaller and narrower than the other. Two hull-piercing thwarts are set just 

inside from the castles under the "gunwale." 

A rolled strip of clay was laid through the centre of the hull. This likely 

represents the boat's keel. The roll was extended on the outside of rhe hull by roundish 

projections at each end. The one under the smaller castle is fairly pointed. Lrs top is tlat. 

and its undenide nses to meet the upper giving it a sharp tip. The other is quite square 

and larger than the first. There is no obvious means of propulsion. although the thwarts 

may be intended to serve as rowing benches. 

While the excavator. Dunand. suggested that the mode1 represents a two 

bench fishing boat simiiar to those in use in the Levant into this century." the mode1 

has strong sirniluities with the ships of the "Sea Peoples" as shown on the Medinet 

Habu relief.Yg Both are almost syrnrneuical. The castles are very similar with solid 

walls and generous proportions, and. almost cenainly. casde decks higher than the 

normal level of the deck or t h w m  of the midships area.'OO Although no one exampie 

of the ships from the Medinet Habu relief preserves keel extensions at both stem md 

stem. both the pointed (NA and 5) and the square (N. 1) are shown. 

A senes of askoi in the form of ships (or ship rhytons) are known from the 

LC III period on Cypms and represent both bow types. AU thee are Proto-White 

Painted Ware and are dated to c. 1200 and c. 1000 B. C. Two from Lapithos (Viema 

V. 1447. c. 1200: Nicosia Lapithos Grave P 74 # 108, c. 1000) share the first type of 

bow, but are angular rather than bulgy. The third, whose find spot is unknown 

(Nicosia 1943. V-29.1), but which is dated c. 1000. has a srnail, knob-like projection. 

AU three have. or had. long stem and stem posts. AU three are also elaborately 

deconted with pomeuical designs which can be compared to those on a uiangular bow 



(similx to the two askoi Vienna V. 1447 and Lapithos Grave P 74 #108). ü fragment of 

an LH ILI C terncotta mode1 (NM AF 1066). found on the Athenian Acropolis. 

It has been argued above in this chapter that while there is evidence for 

navies and seabattles. there is no real evidence for the pnctice of ramming. 

Nevertheless these models, and other ship representations, show that bow (and stem) 

projections existed. What purpose did they serve? In considering this problem, it is 

useful to observe that projections were placed at both the stem and the stem and that 

some examples possessed projections at both ends. This variety suggests either a 

variety of purposes or that a purpose which was served equally well by projections ;u 

either the stem or the bow or at both ends. An explanation which would allow for al1 

three options would be that these projections were meant to exrend the Iength of the keel 

(wirhout increasing the weight and size of the entire ship much) perhaps in order to 

irnprove the sailing (or rowing) abilities of the vesse1 or possibly to add extra weight to 

one end of the boat or the other depending on where. for example. the rnast is stepped. 

The purpose may have varied somewhat from ship to ship depending on its individual 

construction and use.''' 

1.5 Discussion 

On the whole, then. the late Bronze Age evidence suggests that war fleets 

existed and that ships with waterlevel projections existed. but that they existed 

independendy of each other. Neither the potential warfleet of the T h e r i  fresco nor the 

actud warfieets of the Medinet Habu have bow projections which can be used as rams. 

Thus although the social-political conditions made the existence of organised fleets 

possible. the evidence for naval warfare seems quite limited. It does not appear to have 

been an area of innovation - the weapons used seem large- importeci from land warfare 

""For ocher explanations see i!ueroIia Casson ( 1975): de Cervin (1977). a tow-mp "hook-up": Raban 
( 1984). a ram: Wachsmzinn ( 1995, 1997). an anrichronistic element kept for ceremonia1 occasions. 



and the tüctics used cünnot be shown to have included ramming."' Waterlevel 

projections are found on many ships from dl periods of the Bronze Age. but none in 

clear rnilitq contexts. Projections may occur at the bow or stem or both and are often 

overhung by higher parts of the stem or stem posts (as on the ships of the Sea Peoples 

on the Medinet Habu relien. The variety of shapes. lengths. sizes and ends of boats 

sugpests rhat their purpose was not aggressive. but probably served as extensions of 

the keei (e.g.. as cutwates etc.) and were intended ro improve the sailing abiiity of the 

vesse!. There is nothing either in the shape of these projections or in the documentary 

evidence to suppon the proposition that these are rams. 



Chapter 2: Mycenaean and Dark Age Greece (to c. 850) 

2.1 Introduction 

The nature of Mycenaean sedaring is a matter of dispute. Mycenaeitn made 

goods are known from Italy. Anatolia and even ~gypt."' Mycenaean settlements have 

been proposed for sites in Italy and the coast of Anatolia (especidly Milet~s).'~'l What 

remains unclear is the extent and nature of Mycenaean overseas contacts. Lists of 

exports do not seem, as yet, to have been recognized in Linear B tablets. so rhat there is 

no evidence for the direct involvement of the palaces in uade!" Securely identified 

Mycenaean colonies or settlements abroad would demonsuate an ability to move largish 

numben of men and maierial. but the simpk presence of Mycenaean wares can not 

reveal the means by which they arrived at a site or the nationality of the man who 

brought them there. 

This uncenainty is also present in the problem of navies and naval warfare. 

The apparently palace-based economy (or economies) of Mycenaean Greece could 

easiiy have provided the bureaucraties and the supplies needed to mate and support a 

permanent or semi-permanent fleet. Indeed a few Lincar B tablets from Pylos (see 

below. p. 43) have been interpreted as muster-lists of men available for or k i n g  

conscripted for rowing duties. There is at present. however. no way to judge whether 

these lists dealt with crews for warships or other types of ships, nor whether these 

provisions were peculiar to Pylos. 

If Mycenaean seafiuing is problematic. Dark Age sedaring is much worse. 

The cornplicated processes by which Mycenaean civilization disintegrated appear to 

have sent waves of refugees out in various directions to the Greek islands. to Cypms 

""~taly: Spivey and Stoddw (1990). p. 81. fig. 38: Ridgwq ( 1991). p. 3-10: Egypt:Wachsmann ( 1987). p. 
103-125: Egyptian objects in Greece: C h e  (1990-199 11. 
i'UDesborough ( 1963). p. 2 1. 
"'5Wachsmann ( 1997). p. 154- 155. 



and perhiips to the ~zvant . '~ '  In some places bastions of Mycenaean civilization seem 

to have been able to hold out for a while. possibiy preserving Mycenaean ship 

technology as well.'" Matever political structures existed in the Dark Age. they are 

unlikely to have been able to support proper navies. Ems in which social and 

technological regression has occurred are not the periods in which to search for naval 

or technological innovations. Nevertheless cenmic evidence suggests that contacts 

between various regions of Greece never entirely broke down. and these contacts could 

only have been maintained by sea."' There is no reason io suppose that seafaring ever 

came to a halt. indeed the topography of mainland Greece and the existence of 

setdements on the islands mean that journeying by sea was often the best. fastest. safest 

(particularly in times of uncertainty). and sometimes the only option for rnvelling from 

one place to another. Ships and boats will have been essential for coastal and island life 

in Greece from at least the Neolithic period. 

For the most pan when we try to understand the ship technology of the 

Mycenaean and Dark Age penods we are left seeking information from the visual arts. 

This body of material may not be as rich in ship representations as rnay be found in the 

arts of the later Geometric and Archaic periods. but the material is quite varied both in 

format and in origin.log The evidence from ship representations suggests a number of 

things about Mycenaean and Dark Age ships: the existence of contact with and possible 

influence from the Minoan civilization (which is to be expected considering the 

presence of mainlanders at Knossos during the latest phases of its existence. see below. 

p. 43f. and 47): the existence of at least three huii types. one of which may disappear 

after the Mycenaean penod: the presence of armed wamon on ships. 

"nWachsmmn ( 1997). p. 130. 
107 Snodgms ( 197 1 ). p. 28f. 
"'"Coldstream ( 1977). p. JO. 
I t N  At [ e s t  seventeen Bronze Ape and Dark Age ships are catalogued in COS (BA 1- i 1. Georn. 1 1. 
Excavations have uncovered several new examples (see Wachsmann [1995]. p. 26. 18: Crilligas [ 1990j: 77- 
33; Dikrimnia [1996]: 159-172). The Tragma pyxis (GUS BA 2) M somc missing pieces which have 
since been found (compare Wachsmann [ 19951, p. 29 with COS pl. 1 b). 



Most hulls have bow projections of one of the two types identified in the 

introduction (p. 5-6). The few ships without projections tend to have hulls that curve 

up and out at the ends. after the manner of the ships in the Therd frescoes. and tend to 

be longer at the gunwde than at the keel."O Mmy of these do not appear to have had 

substantial stem and stem posts. The ship painted on an LH III C stirrup jar from 

Scyros (see fig. I I )  is unusual in this respect. Its stem curves up almost to the height 

of its mast while the stem post is higher than the mast and terminates in a large 

thenomorphic figurehead. At the stem the large triangular head of the steenng oar is to 

be seen.' " The site of the figurehead and the shape of the ship's steenng oar have 

parallels in the many of the examples discussed below (the ship represented on the LH 

III C pyxis from Tngana in panicular, see fig. 12). These pardels may suggest that 

this ship ought to be classed with the other bow types, perhaps as a badly drawn 

"bulgy" type. but also that distinctions between ships büsed on hull f o m  rnay not be of 

much imponance in d l  instances. 

Al1 the following ship representations possess one or the other type of bow 

projection. The collection is not meant to be exhaustive but. rather, representational. 

The "bulgy" type of bow is discussed first in part because this type of bow appears to 

die out in Greece by the end of the Mycenaean period (although not. it would seern. 

elsewhere. so this observation may be subject to revision in light of future discoveries). 

"True" projection bows follow and include a number of Dark Age examples. The Dark 

Age matenai is included in ths chapter because it appean to preserve Mycenaean 

traditions and to be closer to the Mycenaean material than to the succeeding Geometnc 

style ships. Finally the archaeological context of the various items will be given when it 

is known. but contexts (and therefore dates too) are often unknown or uncertain. 

'"'For example the ships from the Dnmesi stele (Blegen [19391. pl. 7.6): a temcotta modrl from Argos 
(Argos 6098: Palriio~ou [1989]): 3 LH III B temcotta mode1 from Tanagra now in the Thebes Museum 
(Wachsmmn 119971. p. 149. tig. 7.39). 
"lWachsmann ( 1997. p. 139) cails it a quaner rudder and distinguishes i t  from thc true steenng o m  seen 
elsewhere in the Mediterranean at this period (p. 157). 



2.2 Bow Type 1 ("Bulgy" or Enlarged Forefoot / Gripe) 

The first type of bow. that in which the stem post is fitted into the keel's 

fonvard end. raking inward slightly. is represented here by three examples. The first is 

to be found on a sherd from an LH III C krater. It was found at Pyrgos Livonaton in 

East Lokns (see fig. 70). The place has k e n  identified as the site of Homeric Kynos. 

and the ship on the fragment is therefore known as the Kynos ship (Kynos A)."' The 

ship is whole except for the head of iü stem post and the furthest end of the stem. The 

hull is painted in diuk red and is not very deep. The keel line is almost flat and meeü 

the stem post at an angle just less than 900. giving the stem post a slight inward tilt. 

The stem post narrows as it nses up to its missing figure-head. The side of the boat is 

depicted as being composed of several layers. On the top layer stand two warriors 

carrying spears and shields. One warrior stands in the bow on a small forecastle. A 

lump on the stem post at the same level as one of the lower layers of the hull is likely to 

be a continuation of that layer, and thus probably represents a heavy wde.'12 Nineteen 

oiusmen have been identified in the sernicircles dong the hull."" The men on the deck 

are clearly ready to do battle which may mean that this painting is meant to represent a 

warship. The presence of so large a number of ovsmen means that this is not a 

merchantman (that is a ship which relies pnmarily on the wind and its sail for 

propulsion and does not cany a large crew whch could row if necessary). dthough it 

does not preclude it being what Casson and others cal1 a "merchant galley."'" 

"'Wachsmann ( 1995). p. 26. 
"'Wachsmann ( 1995). p. 26. 
""Wachsmann ( 1995). p. 26-27. 
'"SSA W. p. 157f. Oiher ship bottle scenes are known from the site of Pyrgos Livonaton. Anorher LH IUC 
frqment may show two men tighting s i th  spears ruid shields on a ship's dcck (Dakoronia [1996], tig. 9). 
Two sheràs preserve an rilrnost complete ship. The stem post is narrow and vertical. but its external brise is 
rnissing, The surviviq shizpe of the stem post. when compared to the other examples presented here. makes 
it unlikely that the bow was of the "bulgy" sort. if it hrid a projection. ii would have been of the "true" 
vririety. but there is no trace of rtny projection whiztswver on the sherd as ir now stands. A few fmcmentary 
models also from Pyrgos Livonaton seem to be of ships with stem posts similar to thac seen on this 
potsherd (ITakoronia [1996], figs 1. 2: pls 1. N), and these do nor seem io have h d  any son of bow 
projection at dl. 



The second rxmple was pliinted on a LH IIIC stirmp jar found in House G 

at Asine (see fig. 3). The ship is roughly drawn, and it has k e n  debated which end 

represented what.'16 A cornparison with the ship from Kynos (see fig. 20) described 

above and one from Tragana (see fig. 12) which will be referred to below makes it 

k e l  that the ship faces right. The almost flat keel line meets the post at an angle just 

under 90°. producing a mal! wimwls projection. The sail bulges toavxds :hc right 

end just as the sail does on the ship from Tragana. where the right end is clearly the 

bow. The wind fills the sail from behind. The keel line projection at the left end is best 

explained as a poorly executed steering oar. It should be noted that the tip of the 

projection is wider than its base, giving it a somewhat uiangular appearance which may 

be compared with the triangular steering oar of the Skyros ship mentioned above. 

The bow of a small model boat from Phylakopi is quite unusual (NM 9897 

[707], see fis. 4). On the whole the model is fairly round. At the bow. however. the 

hull is extended by a flat wedge which projects from the bow like a nose. The top of the 

wedge is flat, but the bottom has a slight downward angle. It rnight almost be said to 

look like a modem rudder, but the eyes on either side of it indicate that the extension is 

at the bow. This model may represent a three-dimensional version of the type of bow 

and bow projection collected in the preceeding examples - although it clearly does not 

have a figurehead. or a stem post which rises any distance above the gunwale.' '' 

3.3 Bow Type 2 ("True" Projection) 

The second group seems to represent a type whose history continues into 

the Dark Ages and which is probably the precursor to the late Geomeuic ship. A very 

early possible example is. in fact. Middle Heliadic nther than Mycenaean. The 

fragments of a matt-painted vase from Volos preserve small pieces of two ships (see 

l'"GOS, p. IO. 
"'Wachsmann ( 1997) makes the same observations. p. 149-150, 156. 



fig. l)."' Although the remains are rediy too frapentary to permit conclusions about 

the nature of the ships to be drawn, the bow fragment of one of the ships appears to 

have had a bow projection of the second type in which the stem post is fitted into the 

base of the bow projection. The projection gives the appearance of k i n g  thicker than is 

the later nom. but the downward slant of its upper side is comparable to the slight 

downward slant of the maIl projection of the chip on the pyxis h m  Tngma (see 

below). 

The ship represented on a LH UIC pyxis from a tholos tomb at Tnganü near 

Pylos has ken  referred to several Urnes in passing (see fi%. 12). The hull of this ship is 

similar to that of the Kynos ship (see fig. 20) in that the line of the hull is again fairly 

flat. The stem post is very narrow and rneets the keel at a right angle. The figurehead is 

I l 9  very large. At the base of the stem post a small projection may be seen. It has a slight 

downward slant and appevs to be a continuation of the keel iine. The central mast 

suppons a sail which billows forward. The direction of the sail on this ship whose bow 

and stem cm be determined supports the identifications of the bow of the ship on the 

Asine stimp jar referred to above. 

The next exmples are the two ships in silhouette painted on a Cretan beîî- 

krater of about 900 B.C., found in Tomb VI at Fonetsa Knossos and now in Iraklion 

(not illustrated). The pair are more or Iess identical. The vessels are mastless and 

oarless with a relatively flat keel and vertical ends. Both end posts terminate in curving 

homs. The nght end strucnire is smaller and narrower than the left. Four blobs of paint 

project from the nght post, one below. one at and two above the gunwale. while SLK 

project from the lefi post. one below. one at and the rest above the gunwaie. These 

blobs should be compared to the lump on the stem post of the Kynos ship where that 

""OS. p. 9. 
" m e  fonn of this stem post should be compmd to that on a Cypriote White Painted IV oinochoe (sa: 
below, p. 85, t7g. 48. Nicosiri 194711-1611). They share an exuernely nmow and vertical stem post. 
althoueh the large bow figurehead of the Bronze Age example does not appear on the Cypriote one (which 
has its "tigurehead" at the stem). 



object was rentatively identified as the end of a wale. Thew lumps are likely to 

represent something similar. Those below and at the gunwale will likely represent the 

ends of heavy extemal waies. while those on the end posts above the gunwde may 

mark bindings wrapped around the end posts in order to hold the timbers more tightly 

together and prevent them from ~eparat ing.~ '~ At the base of the left post, at the point 

where the post and the keel line meet. pro!ects a larger. rounder ohject. AE if is in no 

way clear which end is the stem and which the bow, it is not possible to decide what 

the knob is meant to be. It has been argued ihat the ships are facing left as the left end 

has the larger deck structure and high square screens are typical of bows.'" If this is 

correct then these knobs will fa11 into the group of ships with "true" bow projections. If 

this is the stem, however, they may represent steering oan (which their downward 

slant may support). 

Anodier ship with a bow projection is to be found under the handle of a 

krater (dating to perhaps the early ninth century) discovered in a tomb in the area of 

Halicarnassus and now Bodrum 42. The ship faces to the right. The stem seems to 

have been rounded and fairly high and instead of narrowing into a " horn" as the Cretan 

ships do, it remains thick with a slight tip away from the ship. The hull is quite narrow. 

but this may be nothing more than the artist's need to have the ship fit under the handle. 

The lowest point of the hull is directly under the middle limb of the M-shaped handle. It 

is, on the whole. a very abbreviated representation. 

In conmt to the roundness of the stem, the bow is quite angular. almost 

tnangular in fact. At the base of the stem there is a short projection."' The bottom of 

the projection is not dtogether clear. The upper side seems to corne out from the bow 

'"'Similar markings m q  bc sern in a number of othrr ship representntions. most notably on ihr stem of a 
ship on a Stone relief from Kantepe. Turkt-y (see chnpier 3. p. Slf.) and an ivory Laconirui plaque from the 
temple of Atremis Orthia. now Ntvl Athens (see chapter 1. p. 77). 
"LGOS. p. 12. 
'"van Doomick ( 1982). p. 279. 



on a downwards slant. It then seems to take a slight dip and nse up to the tip. The tip 

itself has an upward curve. The whole is overhung by the bow ornament. 

Two more examples come from recent excavations at Letkandi (see figs 

19,l and 19,2) and are dated by the excavator to the third quater of the Rinth century - 

in which case they would overlap with the first example in chapter three, a MG 1 fibula 

of c. 850 found in a grave Ui Athens. These Letkadi ships appear to be closer to the 

previous iconographie nadition while the fibula looks forward to that of the lare 

Geomeinc period, although there are clear aff~nities between the Lefkandi ships and 

their Late Geometric successors. 

The frst ship (see fig. 19.1) was painted on the belly of a pyxis of local 

fabric which was found in a disturbed grave (T.6 1 ) in the Toumba cemetery dong with 

five other local pyxides and two imported Attic early Middle Geometric 1 pyxides."' 

The bow (to the right) and stem are clearly differentiated. The stem post 

curves over on itself. ending in a three-prongd knob. A large triangular steering oar 

hangs down below the hull. The lines of the hull are straight. and the hull itself is of 

uniform thickness. Damage makes it impossible to be certain how the hull tapered out 

to the projection which extends beyond the venical stempost. The projection is short 

and angles op from its base line. The stempost is absolutely venical and quite narrow 

with diagonal hatching between its two sides, Six blobs. a feanire paralleled on the 

Tragana ship. protrude from the outer face of the post. Three horizontal rails (?) 

connect the stem and stem posts. These line up fairly accuntely with three of the 

"blobs" on the stem post (only the top one seems a Linle off). The lowest "blob" 

appears to correspond with the gunwale. As on the Kynos ship and the Cretan bel1 

krater ships it seerns possible that at least some of these blobs represent the ends of rails 

or wales which project beyond, and were, perhaps, affuced to. the stempost. There are 

three spears set up in the stem, held upright in the crook of the stem post.Iz4 



A fragmentq second ship on a krater sherd was found in a different areü of 

the excavations at Lefkandi (see fig. 19.2)."' The fragment preserves a section of the 

bow and a portion of hull containing two upright rail suppons. The keel line of the hull 

has a slight curve, and extends out ro a projection. The projection does not run straight 

out to its point but has a dip about half way dong its length. The stem post is concave 

on iü inside, but its outside iine is fairly vertical. and it has a "horn" anached to its 

upper surface which curves back towards the stem. One rail runs dong just below the 

tops of the upright suppons and projects beyond the stempost. No masr or oars are 

visible. 

A few frabmentary models seem to belong to this second group. Two small 

sections from bows are known from Kea. One, in bronze (NM K 3.600), is dated LM 

IB I LH II, or possibly even earlier. The projection is very slender and has an upward 

curve. The remainder of the fragment is roughly uiangular and somewhat bed2%e  

second Kean fragment (NM K 1.182) is terracotta and dated LH III A2 - B 1. The 

projection is thicker than the bronze example and seems triangular in cross-section. It 

was also painted wiih a wavy line which is perhaps to be compared with the more 

substantial designs of the Cypriote askoi (see above . p. 3 1 ), or was perhaps meanr to 

indicate water. 

A small section of a bow was found ai Phylakopi (NM 9893). It seems to 

represeni a concave bow with a small projection at the base of the stem and a slightly 

overhanging gunwale. It is vaguely dated as Mycenaean. A second mode1 was found at 

Oropos in North East Attica in an uncenain context and has been variously dated from 

the 1W to the Geometnc period."' Iakovides apparently would give it an LH III date. 

The bow and stem are preserved. The stem is curved. The bow is much more anguiar 

with a concave outer wall which tilts outwards over a short. rounded projection. 
-- 

'3Calligas (1990). p. 78. fig. 2. p. 83. 
I3caskey ( 1964). p. 327 11-39. 
'Evan Doomick (1952). p. 28 1-2. fig. 6. Iü present locaiion is unknown. and ic  is lirted in ihe catalogue 
under its find-spot. 



2.4 Textual Matenal and Wall Paintings 

The Mycenaean civilization would provide another historical moment when 

the right social conditions would have existed to support organized fleets. but there is 

very Little evidence concerning Mycenaean naval matters. A few Lhear B tablets from 

Pylos have been identified as relating to lists of crewmen for ships (An L and An 6 10). 

but they indicate nothing about whether the men were intended for warships. and, if so. 

how the warships fought."' 

Indirect evidence suggests that even if the Mycenaeans did not have 

permanent fleets, the idea of using ships for warfare might not have been entirely 

foreign. M. Shaw (1980, 1982) has q u e d  that a number of fresco fracpents from 

Room 30 (in the "domestic" area just north of the ~ e ~ a r o n ) ' ' ~  at Mycenae represent a 

frieze of four stem cabins,'" rather like those from Room 4 of the West House at 

Thera. As reconsuucted the Mycenaean cabins are not identical to the Theran. The 

generai shape is the sarne and both have central support poles, aithough the Mycenaean 

poles are extemal rather that set inside the cabins as the Theran ones are. The 

Mycenaean cabins, however. seem to be of woven textiles rather than hide. They are 

also closed. rather than two-thirds closed, although they are reconstmcted with ropes 

which would d o w  the top part of the cabin to be let down. If the repetition of the stem 

cabins in the Thera frescoes suggests that the stem cabin was an important symbol for 

the ships in the "Procession" fresco, its reappearance at Mycenae may reflect the 

adoption of the symbol into Mycenaean iconography. possibly dong with its original 

Minoan / Cycladic meaning. If the fmgments have k e n  properly identified. the fact that 

the stem cabin image has ken  dtered and not simpty adopted without change. miiy 

mean that it is reflecting an actual Mycenaean artefact. 

'"For a good recent dixussion seee Wachsmann ( 1997). p. 123- 130. 159- 16 1 : aIso Palmer ( 1956 ). Killen 
( 1983 ), Palaima ( 199 1 ). 
'?'M. Shaw ( 1980). p. 172. 
'"M. Shaw (1980). 111. 7. 



Two fresco fragments from Thebes rnay also represent cabin fragments. ' ' l 
one of which seerns to have been part of a scene. A fracment frorn a Stone vase found 

at Epidauros appears to show the stem of a boat (in the form of a dolphin - perhaps ri 

parallel for the anirnals placed at the stems of the Theran Procession ships'?) and part of 

a stem cabin with a scalloped edge."' This cabin is closer in appearance to the Theran 

cabins than any other yet discussed. These recurrences rnay support the possibility that 

the stem cabins had a role and a meaning in Mycenaean iconognphy. 

One final parallei between Mycenaean and Theran ships is the form of the 

mast head. A fresco fragment found outside the nonheast wall of the "Palace of Nestor" 

at Pylos preserves the multiple ring masthead and a few ropes of a ship."' This 

masrhead-type rnay be seen on one of the Procession ships ( i l  12) from Thera. and cm 

be paralleled by examples frorn the Egyptian Middle ~in~d0rn.l'~ 

In short the parailels between Mycenaean and Mnoan 1 Cycladic 

iconography, meagre though they are. rnay be used to support two ideas. one quite 

probable. the second more tenous. The fint is that Mycenaean ships were not 

completely different from and constmcted out of contact with the traditions of the rest 

of the Eastern Mediterranean. The masthead and die cabin rnay indicate either that 

Mycenaean shipbuilders adopted foreign feanires or that these features were part of the 

cornmon hentage of Eastern Mediterranean shipbuilders. The second is that the 

recurrence of the stem cabin symboi rnight indicate a similar emphasis on the 

importance of ships in both Mycenaean and Minoan / Cycladic culture and rnay even be 

taken as evidence for parallel uses of ships, namely as warships. 

2.5 Discussion 

I3'M. Shaw (1980), III. 13 a and b: scene fragment. Ill. 13b. 
'''M. Shaw ( 1980)- III. 10. 
'"Lang (1969): 19 M ne - "Venebnl Maypole." pl. 1 13. L: location. p. 186. 
'uWachsmann ( 1997). p. 97. 



The Mycenaean and Dark Age evidence strongly suggests the existence of at 

least three hull types. two of which show signs of extensions at the keel. Both types 

find panllels in the models discussed at the end of chapter 1 (p. 29). The first group, 

designated as the "bulgy bow." consists of the three examples in this chapter - the 

Kynos ship, the Asine stirrup jar. and. perhaps. the complete Phylakopi model, as weU 

as two models (Paris Am 363 and NMM. Haifa) and two askoi from Cypms (Vienna 

V. 1447. Nicosia Lapithos Grave P 74 #108) and one model from ez-Zib (Jerusalem 

44.49). This type of bow, as will be seen in chapter three. seems to die out in Greece. 

but may still be seen on an Italian stele of c. 600 from Novilara in the Picene region. 

The stele depicts three ships of the Picentenes. one of a number of Illyrian tribes living 

dong the Adriatic coasts of Italy and modem Bosnia-Herzegovina. Engraved stones 

such as the one from Novilan are known from Daunia. Forli and Bolognd3 On these 

boats, as on the boats mentioned above. the base of the stem post meets the end of the 

keel (or the base Line of the hull) at an angle. giving the bow an almost triangular 

appearance (compare in particular the Kynos ship). The stempost is extended in a long 

and narrow neck which ends in a pneric animal head and projects quite a distance 

beyond its lower part. Bonino argues that the projection at the base of the stem posts 

on these ships could not be nms because they would never reach an enemy's hull 

(because of the overvching neck): "this is a skid. which has the double function of 

helping the launching and hauling dong low shores, and improving the 

manwuvrability of the ship under sail. since the skid gives a reserve of buoyancy to the 

prow with the effect of displacing bxkwards the centre of drift. Two remarkable 

consequences are hat the bow does not sink too much under the effect of the sail. and 

that the tendency of the ship to bear up is dirnini~hed."'~~ 

' 3 5 ~ o n i n o  ( 1975). fig. 1. Also blontelius ( i89S). plates vol. 2.1. pl. 113 ?b for an illustration of the stele 
and not just the ships. 
""Bonino ( 1975). p. 13. 



The second type of bow h s  a vertical stem post which intersecrs the keel at 

the base of the bow projection nther than at its tip. To the exarnples of this chapter 

should be dded the Byblos model (Beirut 3306), the third Cypriote askos (Nicosia 

1943.V-29.1) and the ships of the Sea Peoples. The Byblos model clearly has 

projections at both ends while the ships of the Sea Peopies may have had. 

Momson and Williams assume the Mycenaean exarnples of both bow types 

to be rams nther than sorne son of saiiing device such as a cutwater. Are any of these 

projections rams'? Of the t h e  examples specifically cited as such by Momson and 

Williams (the Asine stimip jar k i n g  Type 1 [see fig.31, the Tragana pyxis [see fig. 12) 

and NM 9893 being Type 7), not one is convincing. In two cases (the Tragana Pyxis 

and NM 9893) the so-called ram is overhung by objecü projecting from the stem post 

above it. The projections could easily have made ramming dangerous for the intesnty 

of the ship. Ir a ship's stempost. or projections from its stem post. overhangs its mm. 

the stem post or its projections are Likely corne into contact with the enemy before the 

ram. As a ship's strakes are usually affixed to its stempost. damage to the stempost 

could cause the joins between the strakes to buckie and break. The only way to avoid 

doing damage to one's own ship would be to nm an enemy midships (having fint 

made certain that the enemy's hull at that point was lower than the projections on one's 

own stem post).'" Nor could one afford rniscalculation. To misjudge the speed of the 

ship to be r m e d  would mean ramming into the bow or stem area where the hull rises 

higher. 

The third example (the Asine stimp jar). while certûinly long enough to be 

able to damage an enemy in safety. is almost certainly a misidentified steering oar. The 

extended forefoot at its other end is again overhung by pan of the end post. which is 

shown as a convrx curve and from which two small Lines project. If this end is the 

bow, the problem mentioned above still penains. 

'"With thanh for observations and ihoughe on this problem to Victor Matihews and Gordon Shrimpton ru 
the annual meeting of the Clrissical Association of Canada in Ottawa 1998. 



The ram is the weapon of a fleet or. at least. a g o u p  of ships. not of a 

single, lone ship. The States of the Bronze Age are a logical place in which the ram 

might develop, but as was seen in the previous chapter. the only two images which 

survive of potential "wartleets" show no indication of their having used a ram. 

-4 similar conclusion may be drawn about the use of the ram in the 

Mycenaean context. There is some evidence. notably the Mycenaean stem cabins and 

the Pylian mÿst hrad. to suggest that Mycenaean shipbuilding partook of at least sorne 

of the features of contemporary Eastern Mediterranean technology. It seerns unlikely 

that if a ram existed elsewhere that the Mycenaeans would not have adopted it 

(particularly afier their arriva1 on Crete). while the reverse is also irnplausible 

(panicularly if, for example, the Mycenaean arriva1 on Crete was facilitatrd by the 

possession and use of the r m ) .  

Water or keelline projections are known from various sites around the 

Eastern Mediterranean from at l e s t  the third millenium onward. So far as can been 

known none of those so far considered have shown themselves to be rams. Mycenaean 

representations of ships with bow projections dmost always have some feature which 

overhmgs the projection. This. as was argued above. makes it unlikely that the 

projections could have k e n  used safely as rams. Equdly the presence of shipbome 

wmiors on the the so-called Kynos ship and the other LH IIIC fracment from Pyrgos 

Livonaton (see fig. 20) demonstrate that not only were such warriors not alien to ihe 

Mycenaean world. but that they could also uavel on a ship that hiis alrnost no chance of 

k i n g  able to m.''* which as Lionel Casson long ago observed makes it unlikely that 

anyone was using the mm."' The variety of bow "options" suggested by the Cypriote 

"hIt is unfortunate that in  neither of these examples is it possible to know wherher the a r a c h  were ship to 
ship or ship to land. Drikoronia (1996: 162) observes thrit the pirsence of ri helmsman makes it unlikely 
thrit the ship w;ts beached. Whik this seems l og id  (and 1 note thot thrit more fragments from this vesse1 
may have ken found providing more of a context for the scene). it is worth noting thrit rit least one 
Geometric ship-fighting scene (NY 34.1 1.2; sec fig. 23) shows a ship. almost certainly beriched. with a 
helrnsman - unless he is ri warrior who has boarded at the stem - in position beside the steering oar. 
133M W, p. 42 n.4, "If the mm was known in the Bmnze Age, the Egyptians would necessarily have 
adopted it. for it w u  3 weapon like the naval gun - once one fieet had it. al1 had to have it." 



askoi. give the impression. at least. that the form of the bow was the choice of the 

builder and was not affected by tactical concems. 

The variety of bow "options" seen in the Mycenaean evidence seems to 

indicate ihat whatever naval tactics the Mycenaeans might have practised. they are 

unlikely to have been very different from those practised elsewhere at the same Ume.'" 

It is worth noting. however. that of the three bow types (both with and without 

projections of any son) which can be identified in Mycenaean material. it is the vuiety 

with the " m e "  projection which appears to have survived the collapse of Mycenaean 

cilivization and to have continued to be built in Dark Age Greece. 

IY 'For the sake of comprüison, the Novilan stele. although much Iriter than the above exrimptes. shows 
men tlghting between two ships. The lower two ships on the stele contiont e x h  other. Atong the decis 
rows of men carry shields and seem to wave s p r s  zit erich other. The ships have not nmmed e x h  other. 
The necks of the figureheads are cmssed as if the two vessels are to be imagined as sailing past each other 
(as if to launch spears brondside). A battle of this son would nor be altocgether different from what secms to 
be going on in the Egyptian Medinet Habu relief. 



Chapter 3. Geometnc Greece (c. 850-700) and Assyria 

3.1 Introduction 

When Attic vase p i n t e s  twned to figurai representations after the stricdy 

geometncal designs of the early and middle Geometnc period, a ship with a relativelv 

long and nmow bow projection (bow type 2) was an early and moderately popular 

theme (figs 21-24). The most famous group of Attic Geometric ship representations 

(perhaps best dated c. 760-735),14' corne from the @gents of monumental p v e  

kraten from the Dipylon Cemetery at ~thens."' The dates of other Anic Geomeuic 

vases with ship representations are more controversiai. The date of ai least one vase 

(Eleusis 741, fig. 24) fluctuates by as much as one hundred years depending on the 

expert."" The Geometric style ship with its long, pointed bow projection had appeared 

by at Ieast 850 B. C. (see MG bronze fibula from Athens below), and continued into 

the seventh century on a group of bronze fibulae found at Thebes and Thisbe (see 

chapter 4. p. 70f.).I4' 

When the Greek material is compared with more or less contemporary ship 

representations from Assytia, it is possible to see that the long, pointed bow projections 

were a feanue of Assyrian, or more probably Phoenician (see below, p. 57 and 61). 

ship building as well (figs 28, 29). A variety of watercraft are known from Assyrian 

reliefs. Sorne of these are clearly Mesopotamian river  raft.'''^ but time different kinds 

'"Louvre A. 5 17, A. 522. A. 527, A. 523 (see f i g  Il ). A. 530. ex Louvre At 53 1, A. 532. A. 534. A. 
536. A. 539 and 540. CA 3362 (see fie. 22). CA 3364: together with a number of (appsuently) 
unnummbered h-qments in the NM (COS Geom 6[  11. S. 12. 15). 
'J=GOS. p. 12. 
"'GOS. p. 30. 
'"Group of Berlin 3 1013: Berlin 3 1013 a (see fis. 29) and b. London 3205. Oxford 1893. 366. Berlin 8396 
- dthou,oh even within this group the shape of the bow projection is chringing from pointed (e-g.. Berlin 
3 10L3a) ro "beak shapsd" (GUS. p. 77; cg., Berlin 5396); group of the Ship Master: N M  8 199. London 
121. Copenhagen 4803. Oxford 1808.624. Oxford G. 376; group of the Swan Master: NM 1 1765 (see fie. 
30). BerIin 8 145, 5. 
'"Nineveh. Kuyunjik SW palace Room XXII, slabs 2 - 4 and S. 



of Phoenicim (?) coastai vessels rnay be distinpishcd (a level of variety not seen in 

mainiand Greek material): t'hippoi," "round ships." and " longships." i46 It is these 

"longships" which share the long bow projection with Greek Geometric ships. The 

similarity in bow projection between the two groups of "longships" suggests that the 

projection may have k e n  a feature of traditional shipbuilding in the Eastern 

Mediterranean (a descendant of the "true" projection. type 2 bows discussed in chapters 

L and 21, and that it rnay have served the same or a similar purpose in both contexts. 

3.2 Greek Ship Representations 

Late Geometric ship representations are far more numerous, and less 

individual, than their Mycenaean and Dark Age predecessors. The break between the 

two penods is not exact. As was observed before (chapter 2. p. 4 1 ), the Lefkandi ships 

(see fig. 19). which were the last examples of the older iconognphic tradition. overlap 

the earliest exmples of the new Geometric iconognphy. There are points of continuity. 

The long and curving bow and stem omamenü (cf.. the Cretan beii knter in Iraklion, 

p. 39, and the LH III C stirrup jar from Asine, p. 38 (see fig. 31) continue and become 

more exaggerated. This ornament appean to oust the more theriomorphic figureheads 

(cf.. the Kynos ship. p. 37 [see fig. 201; the Scyros ship. p. 36 [see fie. I 11: the 

Tngana pyxis. p. 39 [see fig. I I] ) .  The small projections from the stem and stem 

posts, which, as was suggested previously (chap. 2. p. 37 and 39). probably represent 

the ends of heavy wales or rails, appear regularly on Geometric ships. The stacked 

spean fust seen on the Letkandi ship from grave T. 6 1 also reappear (p. 41). Finally 

the "me" bow projections develop a consistent form. while the "buigy" type of bow 

seerns to disappear. 

'*"HippoiW: Lwvre A 0  19889. 19890: "round ships": Nineveh. Kuyunjik SW pîlace Great Hall. slabs 14 
- 15 (see fie. 27); "longships" with long bow projections: Nineveh. Kuyunjik SW palace Great Hall. slnbs 
14 - 15 and BM 124772 (see fig, 28). 



3.2.1 MG Fibula 

The earliest known Geometric representation of a ship is on the catchplate of 

a corroded bronze fibula found in Grave 41 in the Athenian Kerameik~s.'~' It is 

securely dated to the EG II-MG 1 period. c. 850, but it is clearly related to the ships 

which began to appear on Attic LG vases more than fifty years later.ld8 Corrosion has 

desuoyed most of the ship, but the bow remains relativeiy intact. The ship faces the 

left. The lower Line which describes the hull is prolonged beyond the stem post in a 

long. slender and pointed projection. The upper side of the projection curves up into the 

suaight stem post which tilts in~ards . "~  

3.2.2 Late Geometric Attic vase painting (c.800-c.700) 

Although no two Attic representations are identical. they are di clearly part 

of the same tradition. Al1 are in silhouette. The "normal" hull has a stem which extends 

above the gunwale in a progressively nmowing and semicimular stem post (e.g.. 

" Athens Market" Attic cup; Eleusis 74 1. see fig. 24). Under or inside the curve of the 

stem post is a hatched area which may mark the location of a (raised?) platform for the 

helrn~rnan. '~~ Steering oars are two in number. From the stem the he of the keel is 

either straight or slightly convex and rises a little as it cornes to the projection. 

The line of the outside wall of the bow structure varies. king  either vertical 

(e.g.. NY 34.1 1.2, see fig. 23) or concave (e.g.. Louvre A. 517. "Athens Market" 

Attic cup). When preserved the bow projections of the Anic ships are quite narrow and 

iJ'vim Doomick Jr ( 1982). p. 183. There srems io bc some unceniiinty over the actual origin of this fibula. 
vin Doornick seems to assume that it is Attic. while Calligris ( 1990, p. 75) cdls it "Boeotiün." the 
quotation marks sueeesting that he is crilling it Boeotilin out of convention. It  is cleuly an riarly version of 
the tlbuiae known CTom later finds at Ttiebes and Thisbc (see klow.  chapter 4)- 
'*van Doomick ( 19821. p. 284. 
'*van Doomick ( 1982). p. 283. 
"'The hatciied area is nor ubiquitous. ex Louvre A. 53 1 (together with fragments in Athens. GUS Geom. 
1 1  ) hsis nothing in the stem. while BM 1899.2-19.1 hris a structure of some sort but no hatched ares 



pointed at the tip, dthough the overall length varies ~ornewhat. '~'  A "hom" is the final 

part of the bow structure. It appears to have k e n  an attachent set on top of the bow 

structure and has the shape of a backwards "Sm with an elongated central bar. Often the 

inside wdl of the bow structure is stepped. and the lower step supports a screen or 

fence similar to that seen at die stern. A multirayed "eye" is frequently painted on the 

bow structure. A number of horizontal lines connect the two ends of a ship. These are 

often intersected by vertical lines (which may be upright support posts). 

Here it is again possible to observe the small points which protrude from the 

bow and. more rarely, the stern, which rnay be added to the Bronze Age examples 

(r.g.. the Kynos ship. see fig. 20) and the ninth-century Cretan beil h t e r  (p. 39). On 

the Dipylon fragments the "bow points" number three or four and seem ro maintain a 

vague relationship with the horizontal lines which run between the bow and the stem - 
one of four rnay be at the same level as one of the horizontais (e.g.. the second point 

from the bottom and the lower thio line on the knter fragments in the NM. GOS Geoni. 

8(1), or the top point and ihe upper nil of the bow-fence of Louvre A. 5 17). In the 

same group of fragments the stem points are fairly rare, but then so are stems. One is 

to be seen on GOS Geom. 8(3). The Anic krater. NY 34.1 1.2 (see fig. 23). has no 

bow points. but three are shown at the stem of each ship. and they correspond fairly 

closely to the rails of the hull and stem fences. The horizontal lines of the hatched area 

at the stem (rails of a stem fence ?) on the Geomeuic skyphos Eleusis 741 (see fig.24), 

are quite clearly shown passing across the curve of the stem post. 

Fighting is shown around and on board ships (e.g.. Louvre A. 528. see fis 

211, but there is no cenain evidence on Geomeuic vases for two ships attackîng each 

other and none for rmming."' Some ships are shown with spears stored in the bow 

"'Compare Louvre A. 517 with the bow projection on a fn+ment in the NM (unnumbered'?. COS Gcom. 8 
[ I l ) .  A full discussion of the projections is put off untii both the Greek and the .4ssyririn material can be 
considered together (p. 63). 
'"~hlberg ( 197 1. p. 26. 58) believes that she ha one or perhaps two examples of fighting a sea: krater 
fragments Louvre CA 3362, CA 3364. CA 3362 shows the stern of one ship luid the bow projection of ri 

second which crosses over the steering oar of the fint ship. Below the hulis are the remains of two human 



( e g .  NY 34.1 1.2) or stem areû (COS Geom. 8 [ 3 ~ ) . ' ~ '  These have been identified 

with the long pike used by Ajax during the battie by the ships at Ilind XV. 616-678."' 

àhh' O ya vqWv ï~p i '  i n w x ~ s o  parpu PiPaaBwv. 

vWpa 6 i  ~uosov  piya vabpaxov i v  nohapqai. 

rohhqsov Bh~spoioi. buwrai~irooinr(~u. 

3.2.3 Other representations 

A Proioconnthian oinochoe with a trrfoil lip. found at Thebes and now in 

Berlin (Berlin 3 M3), has a ship painted in a reserved band around the shoulders of the 

jug, more or less centred under the spout. The hull is low and narrow and extends itself 

out into a long. narrow projection. The bow might alrnost be described as having the 

shape of an ox-hide ingot - wide at the top and bottom with concave sides. The bow- 

eye is set against the inner wdl.  A back-curving hom begins ai the top outer corner of 

the bow structure. A rail supported on nine surviving posts mns above the gunwale. 

The rail is probably to be thought of as being anchored outside the bow structure where 

a projecting knob may be seen (compare with a Cypriote model. NY 71.5 1 1752). The 

stem is partiaily lost. The rernains cuve upwards quite steeply and the area is painted 

except for a second eye just fonvard of a steering oar. 

A louterion. once thought to be Protoconnthian. was also found at Thebes 

and is now in the Royal Ontario Museum (Toronto 9 19. 5. 18. see fig. 26). It is 

probably not of Corinthian origin, although it is not quite clear what iü origin i d S 5  The 

ship is somewhat different from those seen on most Anic vases.'56 The hull at the bow 

bodies. The bodies strongly suggest that the scene was meant to represent combat around ships. but without 
the rest of the scene, it is not dtogether certain thrit the action wris set on the open sea. The ships may. for 
instance. have been intended to be understood to have been kached in a row dong a shore whik the bodies 
floated beside them in the water. CA 3364 shows even lesr - part of a steering O&. a ton0 and the tip o f  a 
bow projection. 
'"~hlbrrg (1971 ). p. 45 - 46. 
'Y.Ahlberg ( IWI), p. 46 n.48. 
"mie (1963); Hayes ( 1992), p. 32. 
'"COS. p. 36. 



is rounder md the bow projection is shorter and thicker and has a slight upward curve. 

The stem post is very short. A reserved line at the bow gives the impression of marking 

the curve of a cheek. The bow structure is stepped with a small. higher wall at the 

front. on which is painted an eye. The shape of the hull of the ship on a fragmentary 

West Greek Geometric krater from Pithekoussai (see fig. 25). is very similar to that of 

the ship in the Royal Ontario Museum. The hull is fairly deep and rounded at the bow. 

This projection also remains thick and is upwvd curving. 

The Geometric ship has a history of at lest 150 years (longer if the 

Boeotian fibulae of the next chapter are included). From at least c.850 to c.700 there is 

a "standard" form of ship which appears not only in Attic representations but also in the 

set of fibulae. which may be Boeotian, and on at least one Protocorinthian example 

(Berlin 3143). If the form of the Geomeuic ship were confined to one cenmic 

workshop in Attica there would be serious reasons to doubt how well it reflected 

"redity". This is not the case, and the consistency among the various representations 

extends beyond the confines of any given Anic workshop. The long narrow bow 

projection, the recurved "hom" at the bow. the over-curving stem, and horizontals 

(rails?) supponed by uprights are dl standard. The variety is not so much in structure 

as in ornarnent - whether the stem castle is a solid box or a fence, the number of rays in 

the eye and so on. This coherence of representation suggests that there might have ken 

a cornmon mode1 behind them dl ,  perhaps the standard form of longship of the day. 

It is wonh noting that the two main exceptions. the Toronto louterion (fig. 

26) and the Pithekoussai krater (fig. 25) display sorne of the standard characteristics of 

the "Attic" Geomeuic ship (the horizontal raii with ils support posrs for example) but 

seem to preserve a bow and bow projection which resembles that seen on the MH 

fmgment from Volos (fig. 1). Are these examples of a developed form of the Type 1 

("bulgy") bow discussed in the previous chapters, continuing to CO-exist with the long 



and pointed "me" projection bow type,lS7 or are they evidence for regionai variation 

within the " m e "  projection bow type (Type 3)? 

3.3 Asia Minor 

3.3.1 Anatolia - Kmtepe 

Karatepe was an outpost of a Hittite state in Cilicia on the river Ceyhan near 

Zincirli.'5%xcavation uncovered a large number of reliefs dating to c.700 B .C . ,Is9 in 

various rooms of the palace. Those from the south wail of the western Nebenknmmer 

include one of a masted five-oared ~esse l . '~ '  The ship faces the lefi with a crew of 

four. The vesse1 bears a strong resemblence to Geornetric Greek ships. although the 

stem post is thicker than those of most Greek representations. A rail suetches the e n t h  

length of the hull and is anchored by being extended around both stem and stem posts. 

At the bow the railing is given a second level. at the stem a second and third. 

presumably marking the bow and stem platforms. This configuration is very sirnilar to 

that on an archaic ivory caMng from the sanctuary of Anernis Onhia. Sparta (now in 

NM, but unnumbered (?); fig. 47). The front edge of the relief is the most damaged. At 

present the stem post ends Bat with the upper rail and does not extend ùito a slender 

'57This is of particular interest for considention of the Pithekoussai ship. as rhe Type 1 bow seems to have 
continued in Italy rit least among the Picentes of the east coast (see above, p. 45). 
'"CAH UI.2, p. 465. 
' m e  date of the site is debatable. The archaeological record of Kmtepe shows rhat it  was occupied at only 
one tirne and for a fairly short period of time. Many of the reIiefs were still unfinished when the site was 
desuoyed. and there is no evidence for reconstruction, rebuilding or repair even before the disaster (Çsimbei 
[1948], p. 151). In an important bilingual (Hittite and Phoenician) inscription from the site. the IocaI ruler 
Asitavandas ('ZïWD) names himself as the founder of the foruess and refers to Avarikas ('WRK) the king 
of the DNNJM (the Hittite version of the inscription calls him the king of the city of Adana) who M made 
Asitavandas geat (Mellink [1950j, p. 147). This Avarikas of Adana has been sissociated with Urikku of Que 
known to have k e n  ri tributary of Tiglath-Pileser III, Thus the excavators were tempted to date the 
destruction of the site to the sictivities of Salmaneser V (727-722) who is thoupht to have tumed Cilicirt 
into a province (Mellink [1950], p. 137). However rnuch in the reliefs seem to be stylistically later than a 
date in the 730's would a h w  (Meliink [1950]. p. 1-17]. and some of the Phoenician letter hrms in  the 
inscription have a seventh century shape (Mellink [ 19501, p. 1351. blellink (p. 148) suggests that the 
Urikku of this inscription is a descendant of the one known to Tiglath-Pileser DI. ruid that the fonress was 
founded after the 696 Cilician campaign of Sennacheri b. 1.1. Winter ( 1979) observes that al1 the un finished 
reiiet's are in the Iater style. whiie those in the older style. which inciude the ship relief', arp (il1 cornpiete. 
She suggests that the older reliefs were broughc from across the river from an earlier site at Domuztepe and 
thus dates them according to their style to the 9th century. 
'%ossert et al. (1950), pl. XVIL 86: XE. 95-97. 



hom. The plates in Bossert (1950) show that the tip of the bow projection has k e n  

broken off close to the curve up to the bow platform. A restored version of the relief in 

HS suggests that the bow projection was snub-nosed and fairly short.'6' The width of 

the relief as it appears in the photographs cerrainly makes it impossible for the 

projection to have k e n  extended to any great length. The scene does not appear to be 

warlike. although there are two human figures swimming (or drowning) beneath the 

ship dong with the fish.16' 

The vesse1 is cenainly comparable to Greek representations of sea-going 

ships, which may be thought odd in a small inland centre. The area. however. seems to 

have been in contact with the Phoenicians: the local d e r  saw fit to set up a Phoenician 

translation of a Hinite proclamation. and the iconography of some of the reliefs may 

show Phoenician influence,"' dthough this panicular relief shows more Assyrian 

influence.'" In addition Karatepe was an iniand outpost of a state whose people 

acniaiiy lived M e r  down in the Cilician plain and who were. apparently. seafaring 

folk. ' 6 5  

3.3.2 Mesopotamia 

Nineveh 

The palace of Sennacherib (705-681) at Nineveh, known as the Old or the 

South-West Palace. appears to have had a number of reliefs feattuing ships. very often 

biremes. It is ail the more unfortunate. therefore, that so many of these reliefs have 

'"HS. p. 55. pl. 6. 
'"de Gneve ( 1981. p. 64) suggesis that they m i y  be fallen enemies. The fish are reminiscrnt of the wealth 
of water life included in Assyrian reliefs (see references below 1. but fish are not inîkquent in Greek work  
either. consider the Geometric Pithekoussai krater. bronze fibulas Berlin 3 10 13a. Copenhagen 4803, NM 
11765. Corinthian plaque from Penteskouphia, BcrIin F. 646. and in particular on the Laconian plaque 
mentioned above. Are these similxities evidence for an "international" icono_gaphic tradition.? 
' O ~ C A H ~  m.2. p. 56s. 
'NMellink ( 1950). p. 147. 
''5Cambel ( 1948), p. 156. 



either gone missing (and survive as dnwings of vruying accuracy) or are insufficiently 

published. 

1. Relief thought to represent the flight of Luli, king of Tyre and Sidon, from Tyre 

18. In my third campaigri 1 went against the Hittite land. Lulî, king of Sidon - 
my terriQing splendor overcarne him, and from Tyre he fied to Cypnis 

(Yadnan, the isle(s) of the Danaoi) 

19. in the rnidst of the sea, and died. 

(from a Bull inscription from the palace at Nineveh)? 

The relief waç in the Great hall of the palace near the nonh ce (see fig. 

27). A drawing was made of it in sitii when it was discovered. At that time the relief 

consisred of two slabs (numbered 14 and 15). By 1903-1905 one slab survived to be 

ph~tographed.'~' The co~ec t ion  between the relief and the flight of Luli mentioned in 

Sennacherib's annals was made by Barnett in 1956."' No one nppears to have 

challenged this identification. The relief seerns to depict the evacuation, by ship. of a 

coastal city which is represented by a fortification wall and a two-column "temple."169 

The ships are of two types. longships with bow projections and round. 

syrnmetrical ships. Both are biremes with two clearly defined levels of oars. Barnett 

identifies the long ships as warships. possibly as what were called 'oniot tars"isw (ships 

of ~arshish) ."~ These appear to be acting as escon for the round merchant galleys. 

gôlah in ~hoenician." ' 

'"LuçkenbiIl( 19241. p. 68-69. 
'" '~mrt t  ( 1969). pl. 1.2; also de Gneve ( 198 1 1. pl. XLI. S7a. 
''%ametr ( 1956). p. 9 1 .  
l"Bmett ( 1969. p. 7) sees in this the famous twin columns iris he calls thcm) of the temple of Henkles- 
Melkart in Tyre. known From Hdt II.&  ai E%OV nAouoiwq K ~ T E O K E U ~ U ~ É V O V  ahhoioi TE nohhob 
àvaû jpaai.   ai i v  a h -  iuav a ~ $ t a i  660. 4 p i v  xpuooü Ùnicp8ou. 4 6 i  opapciy8ou hieou 
Aapnovroq T O ~  vl jnaq piyaûoq-). He reads the scene ris an evacurition since dl ships save the one sti11 
moored by the city gate and two of the "wanhips" are sailing to the Ieft away h m  the city. 
"!B;iniett ( 1969). p. 6. 
'"Bamett ( 1969). p. 6. 



The hulls of the warships are fairly fi at at the keel until the stem curves up 

in a semi-circle. There is also a slight rising of the keel-line at the bow out to the tip of 

the projection which varies from ship to ship. The stem post above the gunwale is 

absolutely vertical. and is shown no wider than the rails built into the ships' 

superstructure (see below). The ships are shown rowed by eight to eleven men a side 

(that is sixteen to twenty-two in total). Four or. more usually, five oars are worked 

over the gunwale, while four to six appear through ~arpons.~'' 

The superstructure of the long ships is somewhat complicated. The deck is 

divided into two levels. The roNr of shields is topmost (this is also the case on the 

round ships). and a band of alternating blank and cross-hatched squares is set between 

the shields and the heads of the oarsmen (this second row does not appear on the round 

ships). Although these ships are rowed, they al1 have masts (no mats are shown on the 

round ships). The sails are al1 furled, and seemed to be brailed up. The oars are shown 

as long thh loorns with short. square blades. The steering oan. two per ship. one on 

each side of the stem post, are long and thin. tapering out slightly to the tip. 

2. Other reliefs 

Four more fragmentuy reliefs from the South-west Palace show ships 

similar to these. One relief appears to depict a merchant gaIley,'73 while the other 

fraaments. from Room VIII (slabs 11, 12. 13). show long ships."' Again ail are 

biremes. In generai form the war gdleys are the same aj those on the "Luli" relief. 

They differ both among themselves and from the "Luli" relief rnainly in the number of 

oars each possesses. Of the three only BM 124772 (slab I l .  see fig. 28) is suIl panially 

available for study in the original. The fngment shows the bow and rnidsection and a 

l':On two ships the forernosr lower oar is too close to the stem post and the curve of the mm to bri 
betievable. 
"'de Gnevé (198 1). p. 67. # 56. pl. XL. 86. Before de Gneve the fnpent  was unpublished. 
"'de Gneve (1% 1). p. 68-69. pl. XLII. 88-90. Before de Gneve neither 89 nor 90 had ken published. 



second rnidsection of two long ~ h i ~ s . ~ ' ~  The ship with the botv has seventeen o m :  

eight are worked over the gunwale and nine from below. The second ship has thirreen 

along with two steenng oars. 

The bow projection of the better preserved ship is notable because it has a 

ring of sons at its base which may represent the point at which a metal cover for the 

bow projection was anchored. This treaunent of the projection may be panlleled on the 

Tii Barsib fresco (see below). in which the hull changes colour from red to yellow at 

the point where the huli begins to narrow and project out beyond the stem post and 

"attachments" are to be seen joining the red (hull ?) and the yellow sections (projection 

?). The superstructure of BM 124771 is identical to those of the warships on the "Luli" 

relief, with one layer of screens and one of shields.'" 

The last two fragments are known only from drawings. Both show ships 

saiiing along near a shore. The partiaily preserved Room VIII. slab 12 has five oars. 

three over the gunwale. Room WI. slab 13 has only six dtogether, unusuaily mmged 

with one Iower followed by rwo upper ones. Neither shows any marks on their bow 

projections. Unlike the other warships slab 12 hcks the screen section of its 

A fragment from a wall painting from the northem Assyrian palace at Til 

Barsib on the Euphrates preserves a tantalising but ultimately unsatisfying bit of a 

seabattle. The palace helongs to the penod of Tiglath-Pileser Ill (74-727). This 

"SThe nature of the second ship is. in fact. uncenain as neither bow nor stem is hlly presemed. 
"This paniçuiar relief is impanant for a di fferent reason; because both the ori-ind and a modern copy exisc 
it is possible to judge the accuracy of the copy. On the whok the copy is hir ly  accunte. but they disagree 
about the projection. On the h p r n t  the bottom line of the hull rises only a Iittle: i t  is the upper line 
which descends to tom the point. The drawing rnistakenly shows the reverse happening - the upper line is 
dmwn suaight out while the lower curves upwruds to meet it. 
'"de Graeve ( 198 1 ), p. 67. 
'"For Ti1 Barsib vs Ti1 Barsip see Thweau-Danpin and Dunnnd ( 1936). p. 6. For versions of the fragment 
see Thureau-Dangin and Dunand ( 1936). hntispiece: HS. p. 56. fig. 9: dc Graevc ( 1981 ). pl. XXXIX. 83. 



provincial seat was decorited with painred scenrs instead of carved  relief^.^'“ The ship- 

scene was painted on the wall of Hall 1 which provided access to the m i n  Court A.'" 

Aii visitors to the court would have walked. ndden or driven by it.'" The excavators 

were not quite cenain how to date this fragment. They suspected that the paintings in 

the palace were not dl of the sarne date. The older ones were at first thought to date 

between Tiglath-Pileser III and Sargon II (721-705). but subsequently Thureau- 

Dunand came to feel that some paintings were more archaic and possibly as old as the 

reign of Adad-nirân III (809-782).l3' The later paintings, on the other hand, might 

have been painted as late as the restoration of the palace under Ashurbanipal (669- 

626).Is3 According to Thureau-Dangin this particular fragment is difficult to date and 

was not exceptiondly well d ~ n e . ' ~ '  

Only a section from the bow a m  of a ship is preserved on the fragment. 

The hull is painted red. A circular shield of blue and red rings hangs on the side. There 

are six oars. The stem post seems to have been vertical. The ship appears to have a 

metal covered projection at the bow (the colour of the hull changes to yellow as the bow 

narrows beyond the foreestle). The metai is secured to the bow projection by three 

atta~hments."~ Unfortunately the fragment breaks before the tip is visible. From what 

rernains the ship - with its shield, vertical stem post and bow projection - is not unlike 

the representations of long ships at Nineveh (p. 56-59), although this ship appears to 

have only one bank of oars. while those ai Nineveh are di shown with two Ievels of 

oars. 

'%A fuller idea of the anistic programme of  the palace mriy be found in Pwot (1961 ). frontispiece. p. XII - 
XV, and figs 1. 109- 120, 266. 336-340. 342-348. These include rt lion hunt. genii and audience ruid 
procession scencs. 
'"'de Gmeve (1981). p. 65. 
'"Thureau-Dangin anci Dunand ( 1936). p. 7 1. 
":Thuteau-  an gin and Donand ( t 936). p. 45-46. 
"?hureau-Ilangin and Dunand ( 1936). p. 45. 
'1CLThureau-Dangin and Dunand ( 1936). p. 72. 
'"de Gmeve ( 198 1). p. 65. 



In the forecastle a large figure stands, one ami raised about to suike the 

enemy, the other stretching out in front. grasping the arm of an opponent who is 

otherwise 10% Below him, in the curve between the stem post and the projection are 

the tnink and helrneted head of another man, who also faces forward towards the Iost 

enemy vessel. in the lower corner of the m e n t  are two oars from another ship, but 

the rest of that ship is 10% If these were the sternmost oars of that ship, the oars must 

have been very close to the end of the ship as there is nothing preserved of its stem. 

They rnight even be steering ous as Assyrian reliefs do show steenng oars as long 

poles.lg6 The man whose arms are being grasped would have been in the stem cade.  

The bow projection of the fragmentary ship must have overlapped the hull of the lost 

ship. Had the ship actually rammed the other or were they merely very close topther 

(so diat the wanior in the fxst ship could reach out and grab his opponent)? If the 

individuai in front of the stem post is a real person and not a figurehead attached to the 

front of the bow. his position, if meant to be realistic. would seem unwise and Liable io 

cause him to be crushed between the bow of his ship and the hull of the enemy if tactics 

included ramming. The man inside the ship would likely have had some difficulty 

keeping his balance after the shock of impact. On the whole the position of the larger 

figure in the forecasde resembles that of Egyptian soldiers on the sea battle relief at 

Medinet Habu (see chapter 1, p. 25f.). where rarnming was not a iactic practised by the 

two fleets. but enemy soldien were attacked in rheir own boats by close-sailing 

Egyptians. 

The painting raises a number of interesting questions. Assyrian military 

reliefs sometimes illusuate "real" events. some of which are panlleled by wntten 

versions in the various royal annals. An example of this would be the relief at Nineveh 

which supposedly shows the flight of Luli of Sidon (p. 57). This escape is mentioned 

in Sennacherib's annais (ruled 705-681).1s7 Does the Til Barsib painting represent 

IMFor example Kuyunjik Great Hall slabs 14- 1% de Graeve ( 198 1 ), pl. XLI. 87. 
"'For the relief itself see below. Luckenbill. (1923). p. 29:37-40: p. 68-69: 18-19. 



anything similar? Ti1 Barsib was used by Sennacherib as a boat-building site. 

According to an inscription Sennacherib imported "~ittite"'" workrnen to build boats 

for a campaign which took him down river to the Persian Gulf against somr Elamite 

cities which were on the opposite shore.'" 

19. ..... Nagitu, 

20. Nagitu-di'bina, Hilmu, Billatu. Hupânu. the provinces 

21. of the king of Elam. which lie on the other side of the sea. 

where the people 

22. of Bit-Yakin. gathering the gods of their lands out of their 

shrines. before my rnighty arms. and crossing the sea. 

23. had settled, - in Hittite ships 

24. which 1 built in Nineveh and Til-barsip. 1 crossed the sea. 

(from the Nebi Yunus ~ l a b ) ' ~ '  

Since the painting does not seem datable - and could. therefore, date to any 

point between 743 (or even earlier) and 626. it is possible that this ship was inspired by 

those the "Hittites" built for ~ennacherib.'~' It is unfortunate that the cntical part of the 

"~uckenbill (1924, p. 29 n.20) says that the a m  Hittite is frequently used in  late Assyrian inscriptions to 
mean Syria or Phoenicia. 
I nv A second inscription, a Bull inscription from the pdace at Nineveh reports the same campaign, but 
mentions Nineveh only as the site of the boat-building, 

57. 1 ordered the mrirch to Nagitu. Hittite-people. plunder of 
of my bow. 

58. 1 settled in Nineveh. Mighty 
59. ships (after) the workmanship of their land. they buik 

dexterously . Ty rian, 
60. Sidonian rind Cyprian sailors, captives of my hand, f 

orde red 
6 1. (to descend) the Tipis with them rind to come to land at 

the wharves('!) at Opis. 
LuckenbiII ( 1923). p. 73. 
'"'Luckenbill(192J), p. 86-87; from the Nebi Yunus mound at Nineveh. 
'"'Sennacherib put his soldien on board his ships. but he himself wenr by land dong the river. Luckenbill 
(1974. p. 14) suggests that this was becriuse usine ships was novel. and Sennacherib did not wish to 
hriuard his penon in such a manner. Equdly it might be a sign of experience which led Sennacherib not to 
go &y boat. 

More important is the impression given by the account thsit Sennacherib bad had ta build his 
shipyards from scratch. He imponed the workmen, which sugsests that there were either nat enough or no 
Hittite shipwrights rtvriilable to do the job. and that if shipyards existed at Ti1 B m i b  ruid Nineveh (which 
they probably did. since even iivercraft must be built somewhere), the boats beinp buiit in [hem were not 
the right sort. ft is unlikely that Sennxherib would have had to do al[ this if it had ken done before. Water 



painting is lost. and it is impossible to know for certain what son of tactics were king 

used by the Assyrians. or by their imported Phoenician and Cypriote sailors. The 

location of the original painting in the entnnce hall of the court meant that it was 

constantly subject to public view. It was intended to be seen by those seeking audiences 

with the iiuthorities of the palace and is therefore Uely to represent the rnight of the 

Assynan empire, and a successful fonn of it at that. 

3.4 Discussion 

Greek Geometric ships and the contemporaneous and slightly later Assyrian 

ships share many features. The Karatepe ship with its problematic but possibly early 

date dso has suong paraliels with the Greek material. While it is always dangerous to 

assume that any object portrayed in m is representative of its subject in reality. the 

consistency (and the regional variation) of these ship representations - in spite of the 

distances and cultural diversity of the origins of the representations - is likely 

signifiant. Ifthe form of the Geomeuic ship were confined to one ceramic workshop 

in Attica or one pdace in Assyna, there would be serious reasons for uncenainty. But 

Assynan ships possess the same general hull form. the same long. conical bow 

projection as Greek ships. Greek and Assynan ships differ in those feanires which are 

less central to the ship's fundamentai form (and which varied most arnong Greek 

representations) - the elaborate, double-decker superstructure, the absence of a ship's 

eye at the bow. 

traffic between the Levantine coast and Mesopotiïmia is not possible in most places and only reaches as t'ar 
as Antioch alonp the more northerly Orontes. It was fat easier ro move the shipwrights than CO build ships 
on the coast and then try to tnnspon them inland. Winter i 1979. p. 121 11.28) suggests that the Ti1 Bmib 
painting rnay be doted to the reign of Sargon iI (721-705). Sargon. in his Cylinder inscription (Luckenbill 
i\LR 1 18). describes caiching the Ionians "in the rnidst of the sea like fish," but does not go into detaiis as CO 

how he caught them. Sennacherïb's deuiled account suggests that a certain amount of effort went tnto his 
expedition - which could lead to the conclusion thrit he had little to work with. The connection between Ti1 
B m i b  and the building of the fleet for the expedition seems a stronger link than ri hypothetical naval t o m  
used rigainst Ionians. 



There is some reüson to suppose that the two ship-building traditions were 

similar in other respects as well. Biremes appear in Assyrian art by c. 700 with the Luli 

relief at Nineveh. The Greek evidence is less clear, and a decision about the existence 

of the bireme in Greek art should depend on an understanding and accepiance of the 

principles of the Geometric style (see appendix 1). In the final analysis, however, there 

are three strongish possiblities for biremes from the Geornetric period. One is the 

Geometric louterion of uncenain origin in the ROM (Toronto 919. 5. 18, see fig. 36) 

which seems to have one level of oarsmen seated on its gunwale and a row of tholepins 

set into portholes below the gunwale. The other rwo (NM 265 and 266) are too 

fragmentary to prove anything for certain. They both show two levels of oarsmen. the 

Iower level sitting either beside or behind rectangular screens. On neither fragment do 

the upper oars cross through the space of the lower oarsman. It is possible that these 

represent the near and far sides of a ship with oars hanging below the hull as steering 

oars do. but that does not explain why one side of the ship should have lar, ~e screens 

beside its oanmen and the other side not. These examples of possible biremes tend to 

be dated towards the end of the Geometric period (c. 735-7 10).'~' which is rather close 

to the date (c. 700) when the first biremes appear in Assyrian art.'" 

The importance of this apparently simultaneous appearance of the bireme is 

twofold. In the first place it would be another point of continuity between the 

shipbuilding traditions of the two cultures. But far more imponantiy it would represent 

a sicpificant advance in shipbuilding technology. The ability to build a ship with two 

levels of oarsmen means the ability to build a ship that can cany twice the number of 

men in essentially the same hull length. Thus if a "standard" ship with one oarbmk 

";?'he imponance of this apparenily simultnneous innovation will be discussed in chapter 5. set  also 
Appendix 1. It should however be noted thac the bireme seems to have "caught on" much better in Assyria 
than in Greece. Greek biremes are fairly scarce. AH Assyrian longships rifter ihe "Luii" relief appear to be 
birernes. The double omge system was also used for the round-hulled ships of the LuIi relief ris well as tàr 
a lion-huntinp royal pleasure "yacht" in the time of Asshurbanipal (Kuyunjik. N palace. room S. shbs 3-5. 
de G m v e  ( 198 1 ), pi. XXXII. 67). 



cmied twenty-five oarsrnen a side. a birerne could cany fifty men a side with the same 

length of hull or halve its length and still cany twenty-five men a side.lu4 The smdler 

ship would probably have been swifter and more manoeuvrable than the "long" mono- 

pentecontor, while the longer, hundred-man ship would have curied more men and. if 

r;imming were an issue. would have "packed a greater puncht' because of its extra 

weight without taking up any more "storage" space than the mono-pentecontor and 

probably only a srnail amount more wood in con~tniction."~ 

Both these cultures have ships with long bow projections. Why should they 

not be real rams intended to destroy enemy vessels at seû? It seems fairly clear that 

these projections are the descendants of the smdler projections of the Mycenaean and 

Dark Age ships. In western Asia the Karatepe relief. if it is as early as Winter believes it 

to be. namely ninth century. may belong to the "Mycenaean and Dark Age" phase. If 

there is linle evidence that these projections were being used as rams in the earlier 

period, is there anything, other than their size. which would suppon a change in 

function in this period? 

It should be of concem that there is no supporting evidence. Homer has 

nothing to say on the matter of rams. Al1 that Homer provides evidence for are the long 

sea spears referred to in the Ilid XV.676-678. which appear in art as early as the 

Lefkandi ships (fig. 19). Hesiod. who rnight be expected to mention as many evils 

(such as rarn-bearing pinte ships. or pirates in general) as possible if they are 

concemed with seafaring, has nothing to Say either. Greek vase painting is free of 

ramming scenes. although this is perhaps not a paticularly valuable observation as 

even in the Archaic and Classical penods there are no examples of this activity.lYO 

There is plenty of fighting. but most of it appears to be scenes of fighting around a 

beached ship (e.g.. often men are shown boarding a ship by means of the bow 

IwBoth aItematives are possibIe and there is no evidence to sugpcst which (or if both) was built. 
"'Coates ( 1990). p. I 1 S. fig. 2. 
'w~lthougfi the Aristonothos krater (see fig. 51 1 and the Attic blnck-figure cup. BM B. 436 (see fig. 37). 
may show the moment before a nrn attack. 



projection, an action unlikely to take place at sea). From Assyna there is no texnial 

evidence either. The report of the expedition against the Elamites (see above. p. 63) 

contains no reference to ramming. The ships built at Nineveh and Ti1 Barsib seem to 

have been a clever means for getting at the Elamites from a direction they would not 

have expected. The Til B m i b  painting might have been able to answer the question 

def~tively,  but the critical parts are lost. Nevertheless the positions of the surviving 

figures do not support the contention that the battle represented included rmming. 

One final consideration ought to be the shape of the projection itself and a 

cornparison of it to later bow projections which are certainly (or almost) rams (e.g.. 

BM B. 436 [see fig. 371, a Roman relief from 0stiatY7. the Athlit nm [see fig. 54]"". 

Apart from being shoner. these later examples di have flat faces: they do not taper to 

points. The long pointed Geometric bow projection has a very uniikely shape if it is 

intended to be ramrned into the hull of another ship and be reuacted. It seems far more 

likely to splinter or. just Like a nail king hammered into a piece of wood. to become 

stuck as the slowly widening projection entered the hole made by its small pointed 

t i ~ . ' ~ '  

But if the projections are not rms. why do some of the Assyrian examples 

(BM 124772 [see fig. 281, Ti1 Barsib fresco) seem to have metal sheathing? In the fint 

place the sheathing may be illusory. The relief fragment (BM 124772) rnerely shows a 

ring around the base of the projection. Were there no evidence from Til Barsib with 

which to compare it. this rnight easily be understood as a ring intended to keep the 

timbea of the projection from spreading and separating - just as elsewhcre (as. for 

exampie. on the Karatepe relief) bands may be seen around the stem posts. presurnabbly 

performing a similar function. The change in colour on the Ti1 Bmib hull. however. 

together with the attachments (nther than a ring). does give the impression that 

"'SSA W fig. 125. 
""asson and Steffy ( 199 1). 
""'Casson and StetTy ( 199 1). p. 78 n.3 1 and 79 n.32 for ancient rekrences ta n m s  becorning stuck. 



something metallic was wripped around the hull at that point. but there is no way to 

know how much of the projection was covered or how thick the cover was. It is one 

thing to wrap a metal sheet aroung a wooden fom: it is quite another to cast a solid 

bronze form and fit it onto a wooden frame. 

Metal sheathing need not always - indeed if ever - have an offensive 

purpose. Thin lead sheaths were often attached to the hulls of ships to improve their 

watertightness and ward off marine boren. 'Oo niin bronze sheaths are known to have 

been used to protect the anchor flukes on the late fifth-cennir). Porticello wreck."' The 

bronze was intended to protect the wooden flukes against damage on the sea floor. 

Since the Ti1 Barsib painting is so badly damaged, there is no way to know whether 

what was shown was a h c k  metal (bronze?) case or a thin metai sheet hammered 

around the wooden hull. 

The evidence of Geometric ship fighting scenes suggests chat ships were 

beached (or could be beached) bow first - otherwise men could not board from the 

bow. This type of beaching might be be expected if men ran their ships up ont0 the 

shore bow first when raiding coastal cornmunities. The metal sheathing. for which 

there is no evidence at di from Greece, might represent a Phoenician answer to the 

damage, due to abrasion from the sand or shingle of a bexh, that this type of bow 

projection would probably suffer when beached bow first. 

There is every reason to suppose that al1 the ships with these projections had 

the ability to progress under sail. Masts, with or without sails, are common in 

Geometric representations. The Assynan ships also have masts."' The Mycenaean 

examples do as well. The "bulp" of the "bulgy bow" was explained in the previous 

chapter as perhaps representing a skid whose aim was to improve the ship's ability to 

""E.g.. 4th century El Sec wreck (Parker [ 19921. p. 393): 4th century B. C. Kyrenia wreck (Parker [1992]. 
p. 232; 3rd century B. C. Capo Graziano F wreck (Parker [ 19921. p. 1 19): f st century B. C. Albenga wreck 
(Parker [ 19921, p. 50) 
3 1  Owen (1971 ), p. t 26. 
'"~n fact it is perhaps worth noting ihat the round ships of the "Luli" relief do not have projections and h 
not have mats  either (see fip. 27). 



respond to the sail and to keep the ship from bearing up. These "true" projections may 

be serving a similar purpose, and I would interpret chem as elongated cutwaters. A 

cutwater would provide the ship with a longer keel without increasing the overail size 

and weight of the hull as the skids appear to do."' The cutwater also allows the ship to 

move through the water with only a very small surface entenng the waves. The 

narrower and more pointed the surface the less the arnount of resistance created by the 

vesse1 and the better it sails. This. then. might be the very pngmatic explanation behind 

the Geometric bow projection. 

'"The decision as to which bow type to buiid may have depended on the iniended use of the ship. If the skid 
does increase hull capacity to any extent. it might have k e n  preferred by a ship owner intending to c q  
poods in his hull. while the cutwater might attnct someone interested in speed over capacity. 



Part II: The World of the Ram 

Chapter Four: Archaic and Early Classical Greece. Cypms and Italy (c. 700 to c. 500). 

4.1 Introduction 

The matenal discussed in this chapter is generally dated between c. 700 and 

c. 500 B. C.. and is divided according to region. first Greece and then Cypms and 

Italy. A variety of material is covered hcluding engravings. painted representations on 

vases and models in a number of media. 

The chapter documents the changes which occwed in the presentation of 

ships (of "longships" at lest)  during this period. The abandonment of the silhouette 

style used by Geomeuic vase painters allowed a much greater and finer degree of detail 

to be presented. but not al1 the changes to be seen rnay be accounted for in ihis rnanner. 

Some of the rnost significant changes concem the presentation of the bow projection 

itself and the area of the bow which is Unmediately behind it, which suggests that a 

more fundamental change was taking place in the rnanner in which the Greek anist 

viewed the ship. The bow area becomes a major m a  of interest for the mists and 

causes the artisü to endow the ship with thenomorphic features and almost. at times. a 

"personality." This change occun during the seventh century. but the exact point is not 

ciear. Attic vases do not provide much evidence for the first hundred yevs or so. From 

other regions the evidence (es&, the Aristonothos vase. see see fig. 5 1 and below. p. 

92) suggests that whiie some changes towards a more Livefy presentation of the bow 

area (the ship's eye of the "Greek" ship has been carefully defined and made "redistic") 

were aiready beginning by c. 650. fully developed animal features had perhaps not yet 

appeared. The transformation seerns to begin in the shape of the bow projection which. 

as rnay be seen in the Aristonothos vase (see fig. 5 1) and in the "Rhodian" plate BM A. 



720 (see fig. 43), loses the exueme "pointiness" of the Geometric period in favour of a 

more "beak-like" appeamce (instead of both upper and lower sides tapering together, 

either the upper or the lower side dips suddenly to meet the other). This development 

ais0 seems to be occumng within the series of bronze fibulae discussed below. The 

"Rhodian" plate, BM A. 720. combines the "beakW-like bow projection with the 

beginnings of thenomorphic facial features which then l e d  into the mly developed 

features of the sixth century which appear on Attic and Corinthian wares (as well as 

those from elsewhere). 

4.3 Greek material 

4.2.1 Fibulae 

A number of bronze (and one gold) fibulae are known to have had ships 

engraved on their catchplates.'" Their find spots. when known. appear to be Thisbe. 

Thebes or Chaeronea. which may suggest a Boeotim ~rigin.'~"eir dates are not 

altogether cenain. While they may be generaily (or arbitmily) assigned CO the first half 

of the seventh century. the ship representations belong to a style which began in the 

mid-ninth century. The gold fibula in the British Museum may be quite a bit earlier than 

c. 700. while some of the bronze fibulae are probably to be dated after 650.'06 

The ships are, on the whole. not very different from those of the Late 

Geomeuic period. Hulls are generally the same depth from behind the bow structure to 

the point aft where the hull begins to narrow in order to rise up to form the stem. The 

hull is higher in the bow forming a breastwork. A long. back curving "horn" is set on 

top of the bow structure. A long, tapering projection extends from the keelline. usually 

3YBrr~in 3 101 3a (see hg. 29) and b (which shows ships on each side of the carchplace. one wiih a horse. the 
other with wamors. 8396. 8135. 5:  London 121 and 3203: Oxford 1893. 266. 1808. 624. G. 376: 
Copenhagen 4803: ml 8003. 8199. 11765 (see fig. 301. 30.1. 30.3: as weil there rire iseerningly) 
unnumbered fibulae in the Louvre (COS Arch. 23). Heidelberg (COS Arch 22). Thebes ( from Chxronea 
GOS Arch 12): the gold fibulae is in the Elgin CoIIection at the MM (COS Arch 19). 
" " ~ e e  above. p. 49 and n. l W. 
'%OS. p. 78. 



ending in a pointed tip. Soine rxamplrs have small projections poking frorn the outer 

wall of the bow, which were elsewhere sugested to be the ends of wales or to mark 

bindings around the stem and stem posts (p. 55).'07 A few show traces of warlike 

features. Berlin 3 1013a (see fi$. 29) has a row of shields hanging from its side. Berlin 

3 10 13b (wmior side) has one surviving shield which rnay have been the beginning of 

another such row,'08 

The sirnilarities beween these fibulae and thek Geometric predecessors are 

hardly surprising. Working on the assumption that an early seventh century dating iç 

correct, these fibulae have a ciear ancestor in the MG 1 fibula from Attica mentioned in 

the previous chapter (p. 50-51). This suggests that these fibulae are part of an oider 

artistic tradition than the rest of the material which will be discussed in this chapter. and 

rnay not, therefore, be representative of seventh century ship depictions. On the other 

hand, a few of them may show the beginnings of a change the the depiction of their 

bow projection. While Berlin 3 lOl3a (see fig. 29) has a very Georneuic projection. 

NM 1 1765 (see fig. 30) has a more beak Iike projection which is comparable in foim to 

the "beak-liket' projection seen on the "Rhodian" plate, BM A. 720 (see fig. 43). 1s this 

a development in the fom of the bow projection in art or in "reality"? Although in this 

case the difference rnay be due to the work of a different engraver (the engraver or 

workshop of the Berlin 3 1013 group in contrat to the Swan rna~ter).'~' a sirnilu 

variation rnay be seen within the group of Berlin 31013 (Berlin 8396) and within the 

work of the group of the Ship Master (NM 8 199 is "beak-liket' while Copenhagen 4803 

is pointed)." 

4.2.2 Anic Represenrations 

""E.g.. Berlin 3 10133 (see fig. 29). Nb1 1 1765 (see tïg. 30). Copenhyen 4803. 
:"GOS. p. 76. 
'%OS. p.75. 78. 
"%OS. p. 77. 



The first hundred years (c. 700 - c. 600) or so of the period covered in this 

chapter are poorly represented by marerial from Attica. Ship representations seem to be 

largely limited to vase painting, and only a very few Protoattic ships are known." ' 
Only one small fragment from a plaque, published by ~oardman." ' preserves part of  a 

bow projection. Unfortunately the tip has k e n  lost. so it is not possible to know how 

the projection ended. In fact as no entire Protoattic ship seems to be known. it is 

difficult to know how one would have compared with those of the Geometric style. 

In contrast to the Protoattic penod the hundred and twenty odd yean of the 

Attic black-fimwe and early red-figure technique (c. 600 - c. 480)"hre relativeiy nch 

in ship depictions which may be found on a variery of vase foms."" Superficially 

mmy ships appear to be very similar to each other. possessing the svne low projection 

and rectmgular breastwork at the bow, the same gently up-curved stem. They lack the 

exaggented "horns" and stem posts of their Geometric predecessors. Masts and sails 

are dmost universal. Stems Vary somewhat in their height above the water and the 

form of the stem post. The stem post usually divides itself in two with one h b  

curving over into a bird's head. but there is a great degree of variation in the elabontion 

(or lack thereof) in the stem post (compare figs 35,36 with fig. 37)? The stem post 

nses above the wall of the bow breastwork. but its length varies considenbly from the 

shonest iittie knob (e.g.. Louvre F.62, Sydney 4703) to a pole which reaches from a 

man's waisr to above his head (Louvre F. 123. see figs 35 and 36). It cm take any 

direction - aftward, forward or verticd. 

- 

'"Examples in the NM: EPA fn-ment from Phaleron (COS k c h  1 ): EPX plaque fragment. NM 3588; 
EPA plaque fragment (COS Arch 31: MPA h t e r  fragment from the Acropolis: in the Agon bluseum: 
EPA knter fragment. P. 3776; EPA krater fragment. P. 2 1232. 
"'Boardman ( 1954). p. 196. pi. 16. 2. 
".To be precise there appear to be very k w  representations of ships in red-tigurc. One fine example is ri red- 
tlgure stamnos by the Siren painter (BM E. 440: see tiz. 52). which shows Odysseus tied to his mast with 
Sirens tlyinz about him. 
""kater: the François vase: hydria: Louvre E. 735; dinos: Viennri 36 19 (an especidly populm ype): cups - 
type A: Sydney 4703: band: Louvre F. 145; plate: Athens. Acropolis 2414. 
'"Some ships show much more elabontion (e.g.. Louvre F.123 [see figs 35 and 361 and F. 145). while 
other ships wiiI "make do" with a single, undivided post (e-g., BM B.436: see fig. 37). 



One important area of variation betwren black-figure ships is in the length 

and form of the bow projection. The black-figure bow projection is substantially 

different f'om its Georneuic predecessor. In length it is usually shoner than the 

Geornetric projection, but never as short as the Mycenaean projections were (with a few 

exceptions such as the small bow projection on Theseus' ship on the François Vase). It 

has ceased to taper out to a sharp point. instead the upper and lower sides of the 

projection tend to run out svaight as two p d l e l  lines until they reach the projection's 

fiat, vertical or sometimes bulbous face at ils end? The flat faces tend to belong to the 

eariier and often better drawn examples. Black-figure bow projections are never pointed 

after the manner of a Geometnc projection: however long they might be. they will 

always terminate in either a flat or a bulbous tip. 

The lower bow and projection areas are often cnss-crossed by a series of 

lines. The most frequent of these are a long horizontal line which runs from the face of 

the projection back to a point under the forecastle. and one or two pairs of chevrons set 

either behind or in front (or both) of the ship's eye (which has been lowered from a 

position on the forecastle on Georneuic ships to the region at the base of the bow 

projection)."' These lines are incorporated into the animal portraits with which the 

black-figure projections are deconted. Generaily speaking there are two types of 

animals portrayed. One group of ship representations, which is associatrd with the 

artist Exekias and which is dated a little earlier (c. 550 - c. 530) than many of the other 

black-figure ship representations. opts for somewhat longer projections with concave 

stems which resemble the heads of dolphins or some such creanire. The "dolphin-ness" 

is rnost pronounced on the black-figure cup by Exekias now in Munich (Munich 2044. 

see fig. 31) in which Dionysus in a dolphin-projection ship (which has two small 

dolphins painted on its huii) is surrounded by real dolphins. 

""Flat: Bertin F.654 and F.78 1 (see fip. 39). Berfin F. 650 (se f?g. JO), Vienna 3619. Munich 2O.W ( s e  
fig. 3 1); bufbous: Bastis cup (see fig. 34). BM E. 2. BM B.240. For bulbous projections see GOS, p. 101. 
"'For an interpretation of these lines see below. p. 84. 



Generally later (c. 530 - c. 480) and shoner projections tend to have the 

features of a boar, often with pig-like eus  ( e g .  black-figure column krater. St. 

Petersberg B. 1525, fig. 33; the New York Bastis cup. f ig .  34). This porcine treaunent 

is not limited to Anic representations: it is certainly known frorn Connthian evidence 

(e.g.. a Connthian arybdlos now in Boston. see fig. 38 and below). The painter of the 

cup signed by Nikosthenes as potter (Louvre F. 123. figs 35 and 36) even added 

bristtes to the projection of one of the four ships painted on the vase. The iine dong the 

top of the ram up to the stem post tends ro be convex or at least ridged over the eye and 

brow of the ram."' Length and porcine features, however. are no guarantee of 

"earliness." Theseus' ship on the François Vase (from the fint half of the sixth century) 

appears to have had only a smdl knob of a projection with faint pig-like traits.'" 

4.2.3 Corinthian Representations 

3.a Vases and plaques 

A later (700-650) Protocorinthian skyphos fragment from a grave at Eleusis 

was decorated with a small boat."0 The depiction is very rough. nothing but a 

silhouette. The hull. although it retains the same rhickness for most of its length from 

the stem forwards. narrows a bit at the bow. especially as it extends out in a bow 

projection. The projection is quite long for the length of the ship and has a rounded tip. 

The fïrst half of the sixth century is represented by a pair of 1ate Connthian 

aryballoi (the Boston aryballos [fig. 381 and NM 281) and a number of votive plaques 

found at Penteskouphia and now rnainly in ~erlin."' The two aryballoi show smailish 

ships (four to five visible oarsmen). The Boston arybdlos (see fig. 38) seerns to have a 

mydiical subject: a man tied to a rnast while large birds fiy about - possibly Odysseus 

""OS. p. 99. 
=lvCOS. p. IO 1 
='Louvre CA 3364. For an illus~ration see Skias ( 1898). pl. 5.3. 
2L~~aques :  Berlin F. 62 1.  F. 646. F. 647 and 656. F. 650 (see fig. 40). F. 652. F. 654 and F. 78 1 (see fie. 
39). F. 833. F. 835, and one plaque (unnumbered '?, COS Arch 45) in the Louvre. 



and the Sirens. The hull is quite derp. The bow is in the shnpe of a boar's head with a 

convex brow. The bow projection takes the shape of a snout and even has a small fang 

in its lower jaw. The stem post is the boar's ear and is set just behind his eye. 

The second aryballos is in Athens (NM 28 1). Its ship is much more of a 

sketch than the other. It appears to be a birerne. The bow is nther flat. A slight 

concavity draws it out into a very short and stubby projection (whose tip is fairly 

vertical and marked by an extra thick iine of paint). The projection is raised a Linle 

above the water and appears to be "stuck" onto the bow rather than a direct extension of 

the keelline. 

The quaiity of the work on the early sixth cenniry votive plaques from 

Penteskouphia varies from the rxtremely detailed and careful (e.g.. Berlin F. 654 and 

78 1 : see fig. 39) to the "sketchy" and rough (e.g.. Berlin F. 650. see fig. 10). For the 

most pan they show ships which looks as though they are intended for warfare as some 

have stacks of spears or men with ms."' Those whose bows are preserved have bow 

projections."' 

On the whole the plaques do not show anything revolutionary. The form of 

the Corinthian bow projection of the eighth cenniry is hud to ascertain. It may have 

ken  similar to the normal Attic projection (e.g.. Berlin 3 141). or if. as seems unlikely. 

Toronto 919. 5. 18 (fig. 26 and above, p. 53) is Protocorinthian (rather than very late 

Attic Geomeuic or Atticizing), the bow projection may have resembled a minor Attic 

variety of bow projection which was rounder and more upward cur~ing.''~ If the 

former case is correct. the Corinthian plaques continue the tendency for Corinthian bow 

projections to resemble Attic ones. The tips of the projections are flat faced as on many 

Attic black-figure ships. A few features on the plaques suggest some efforts at 

experimentation. The artkt of the black-figure Berlin F. 654 and 78 1 (fig. 39) has used 

7-7  

-Berlin F. 647 and 656, F. 654 and 78 1. F. 835 and the Louvre plaque. 
=Berlin F. 650, F. 654 and 781. F. 833. F. 835. 
-'~gora P. 6094 and P. 2400. Kemeikos fragment in Tolle (1963). Abb. I 1. 



his technique to try to indicate how the stem post is fined into the bow by continuing 

the line which cornes up the stem from die top comer of the face of the bow projection 

with an incised line behmd the front wall of the bow. He has also possibly auempted to 

show the curve of the hull as the suakes corne together at the bow by incising a circular 

iine behind the outsuetched ami of the figure who lies alongside the hulLE5 On the 

other hand the artist has done nothing to chmcterize the bow projection which is 

shown as a solid. black object with a flat vertical tip and a concave upper side. 

The degree of detail put into the depiction of the bow projection is much 

greeater in Berlin F. 650 (fig. 40). This plaque was done in outline and is. overall. 

somewhat rougher in appearance than Berlin F. 654 and 78 1. Nevertheless care was 

taken in the depiction of the bow projection. The stem post is short and has a curved 

tip, which makes it look like an ear. An eye is set under the upward c u v e  of the 

projection. ThRe wavy lines hang down from the Bat top of the projection. as if 

indicating whiskea. The flat venical tip of the projection is decorated on its top corner 

with two qumer circles marking a nose. 

3.b Models 

At least seventeen models are known from the a m  around Connth 

(including Isthrnia) which are dated (sometimes from context. sometimes by 

cornparison) to the seventh and sixth or possibly early fifth  enn ni ries."^ About five of 

the models are well enough preserved at the bow to show that they were ships with 

bow projections. Three of these are probably to be dated to the seventh or sixth 

centuries. Corinth KT 52-9 is a small cmde model (just over 7cm as preserved). It has 

a bow projection. but the projection has k e n  broken off fairly close to its base. There 

is no indication that the model was ever painted. The other two models do show signs 

of paint. Connth KT 52-3 has iü  entire projection preserved. but littie else of the ship. 

Enough survives of the stem post ro show thm it was vertical. The projection is set at 



the base of the stem post and is fairly shon with a rounded tip. The keel of the ship was 

indicated in the model. and it had begun to curve up a bit at the bow when it met the 

bow projection (that is to say that the bow projection is not a direct extension of the keel 

on a straight line out from it). A face has been painted on to the projection. The elliptical 

eye is vertical rather than horizontal (as is usually the case). A brow is painted above it. 

A mouth line runs back from the front face of the projection. and the face is marked by 

a touch of paint. The last model, Isthmia IM 2429. is sornewhat different and rnay have 

the other type of bow projection (Type 1). Unlike the Mycenaean examples of this type 

(see chapter 2. p. 37). however. the stem post does not continue beyond the gunwale 

and the bottom line of the hull has risen up in a concave arc to the base of the stem post 

(instead of remaining flat). This gives the bow a beak-like appearance which is in no 

way lessened by the large eye painted part way up the stem post. 

The last two models with projections are dated to the late sixth or euly fifth 

centuries."' Corinth KT52-5 is shon (9.3cm) and wide (4. lcm). It is unpainted and 

the hull curves up a little before it meets the projection. The projection prouudes from 

the bow of the model just below the gunwale and has a downward slant. A mouth line 

seerns to be incised into it running back from its rounded tip, and the projection bears a 

certain similarity to the beak of a dolphin rather than the snout of a box. 

The exact provenance of the second ship. BM 89.8-6.1, is not clear. 

dthough the green cl- is. according to Higgins. Corinthian. It is dated to the late sixth 

or perhaps early fifth cenntry by andogy with similar models found in Cypriote tombs. 

These Cypriote models are dated by the pottery which accompanied them to the early 

fifth century."' The model is rough and hancimade but was intended to represent an 

open ship with a bow projection. The main part of the model is an open hold which 

houses five little clay men. The sides of rhe hull corne together sharply at the stem post. 

The sides of the hull do not nse above the level of the gunwale and so do not form a 



breastwork or structure in the bow. The stem post is not panicularly high. and it is 

quite vertical. A red line down is painted down its front edge leading directly out to the 

tip of the projection. and the whole projection is painted red. Red paint is also used to 

mark the gunwaie on both sides and the curled over portion of the stem post. The tip of 

the projection looks as if it might have been pinched flat by its maker. The projection 

itself has fairly straight lines top and bottom. but the tip appears slightly flattened and is 

somewhat nanower than the rest of the projection. The tip is rounded in 

4.2.4 Island material 

4.a Samos 

At least twenty-one wooden votive ship models have ken excavated in the 

area of the temple of Hera on Samos (mainly area 0 14)."* The models are extremely 

simple, usually c m e d  from a single piece of wood. Their breadth (not more than about 

5 cm and usuaily about 3 cm) is negligible in cornparison with their length. which cm 

be up to 62 cm."' They might alrnost be said to be two dimensional. They are dated 

from the mid to the end of the seventh century. Some models (Ohly [ 19531 #25 [see 

fig. 411 and 27) seem to preserve the Geometric style stepped bow-breastwork. Where 

the bow is sufficiently preserved, the rnodels seem to display iwo types of bow 

projections. Some models keep their projections low, as the naniral end of the keel. 

although more similar to the Type 1 (or bulgy, or as here, uiangular) bow projection 

(p. 5 ) ,  thm the long "me" projections of the Attic ship representations (e.g.. Ohly 

[1953] # 28 [see fig. 421). Others raise the end point of the projection up quite high. 

after the manner of a minority of late Geometric and related representations ( e . ~ . .  Ohly 

.. 
-%ee unpublished rnodels found in a votive deposit near Ischia / Pithekoussai are said to "be not unlike" 
this Corinthirin mode1 (BM 89.8-6.1). The tschian models are said CO be roughly made and badly bumed. 
They are dated to 635-620 (Johnston, p. 64). 
"'~amos H 83, H 83. H 85, H 86. H 87, H 88, H 89. H 90. H 91, H 92. H 93. H 94. H 95. H 96. H 97, 
H 98. H 99; the location of €ive other models is no longer known (OhIy [19531, #25 [here Fig. 41 1. 26, 27. 
28 [here fie. 42],29). Primary pubticritions are Ohly (1953). Kopcke (1967). Kyrieteis (1980). 
L"Samos H 92 h the longest surviving mode1 at 62 cm. 



[1953] # 25, Samos H 92; compare Toronto 9 19. 5. 18. [see fig. 261. the west Greek 

krater from Pithekoussai [see fig. 251 and the krater fragments from the Agora. P. 6094 

and 2400). 

4.b "Rhodian" 

Two "Rhodian" plaies (BM A. 7 19 [see fig. 441 and A. 720 [see fig. 431). 

both fngmentary and one badly wom, were painted with ships with bow projections. 

Boih are dated to the second half of the seventh century. BM A. 719 is a good early 

example of a carefuily detaiied projection. One thick dark line and two thinner and 

lighter lines are painted diagonally across the projection in front of the ship's eye. Lines 

in similar locations are known from Attic representations (p. 73) and are discussed 

below (p. 84). The tip of the projection is flat but not vertical. tipping outward slightly 

as it rises from the lower to the upper sides of the projection. Its shape is clearly echoed 

in the shape of the "beak" of the small fish-like (dolphin again?) creature shown 

beneath the hull. Overlapping semicircles dong the gunwale may indicate the heads the 

tops of ~hields.'~' 

The wom ship (BM A. 719 [see fig. 141) is sufficientiy well preserved at 

the stem to suggest that it may have been carefully done. A biack band extends from the 

stem fonvard. At the stem the band is as wide as the hull. About midway dong the 

hull, however. a lower section of huIl appears to have ken added which is lefi 

unpainted. This lower band seems to grow wider towards the bow. The bow itself is 

badiy wom, but it does not appear to be similx to that of BM A. 730. Rather it 

resembles the uiangular bows of some of the Samian models. and. therefore. the Type 

1 Mycenaean bows. aithough the aftwards tilt of this bow is much more dramatic than 

is normally seen in the Mycenaean examples (see above. p. 37f.). There are a few 

traces of paint on the reserved area of the bow, but it is not altogether clear whether 

they represent facial features or structural ones. One may be an oarpon. On this ship 



also there appear overlapping sernicircles which may represent the tops of shields hung 

along the g~nwale."~ 

4.2.5 Other 

There are three noteworthy items which do not fa11 into z j r  of the above 

categones. Two date. or are thought to date. to the second h d f  of the seventh century: 

the third belongs to the second quater of the sixth century. One is a rhyton. now in 

Boston (99. 515: fig. 45), of uncenain date and fabric. but probably belonging ro the 

seventh cenniry and probably from ~oeotia.'" tt is part ship and part animal with four 

legs and a round belly. Its bow projecûon is triangulv in shape with a wide base and 

angled sides. Its tip is Bat and vertical. 

The sixth century kantharos now in Paris (Louvre CA 577: fig. 46) has a 

handle at one end (essentially in the form of a ship's curved stem post) and a ship's 

prow nt the other.'" The ship has been reduced to these two features along with a low 

bow cornpartment and a short stem post. The bow projection is a fully developed box .  

The eye is set in the nse up to the stem post. A mouth line divides the snout and ends in 

a tusk. Two curved cheek lines sit undemeath and behind the eye. The forehead is 

topped by a crest of bristies. 

The third item is a famous ivory plaque of Laconian manufacture found in 

the sanctuary of Arternis Orthia ai Spana, now in the National Museum in Athens. and 

dated to the second h d f  of the seventh century (fig. 47)? This shows a ship wiih a 

thick, upcurved stem, a fiat-bonomed huli and a slightly upcurved and upwards 

pointing bow and bow projection. Several of the ship's features bear strong 

resemblences to features of the ship on the Kantepe relief (see chapter 3. p. 55f.). The 

fence structure in the stem has raiis which are anchoreci on the stem post. A rail 

33GOS. p. 82. 
'%OS. p. 82. The filler hole is amidships and the pounng spout is in the stem. 
3sJohnston (1985). p. 67. 
""vory plaque from Arternis Onhia; see fig. 47. COS, p. 53. 



supponed on vertical posts runs as a continuation of the lowest rail of the stem fence al1 

the way to the outer wall of the bow structure. It is partially hidden by shields (not a 

feature of the Kuatepe ship) which are hung dong it. The bow structure is in two parts 

- a srnall fenced m a  and a higher. solid breastwork on which one crewmember 

crouches fishing, as if there were a platform there. 

The bow projection of the plaque is quite different from the stubby 

projection of the Kantepe relief. The bottom of the hull is marked by a double Line 

which begins at the tip of the stem post and runs dong the entire Iength of the ship to 

the tip of the bow projection. The projection is an extension of the hull and has a slight 

upward curve. The upper side of the projection is flat for most of its length but has a 

slight upward curve at its very end. The end of the projection is pointed and altogether 

more iike Geomeuic bow projections than other late seventh century examples. The 

cunosity of the bow is that it seems to combine the thinness of the Attic Geometric 

tradition with the upward curve seen on a few Protocorinthian or West Greek 

examples. It may be that the bow has been affected by the curving edge of the plaque. 

4.2.6 Discussion 

Aithough some similarities exist between ship representations of the 

Georneuic and Archaic periods. the changes are evident. The bow projection becomes 

flat-ended and is no longer the "needle-nose" of the Georneuic ships. The stem post 

becomes verticai. The stepped bow structure disappears from most representations, 

although it is still seen on the Laconian plaque and a few of the Samian models. On a 

group of Attic dinoi and other cups which begin around 550. the bow structure has 

become larger and rectangular and seems to be covered with or buiit from a screen 

divided into diamonds or squares."7 The stem is shoner and ofien curves over on itseif 

more abruptly usudly ending, in some fashion, in a bird's head. The new painting 

'"E.g.. Vienna 3619. Munich 781 and 2044 (see fig. 31 ). Villa Giulia 50599 (see fi?. 32). Oxford 1932. 
45. Louvre F. 62 and F- 123 (see fies 35 and 36). Bristis cup (see fit. 34). Sydney 1703. 



styles allow for much greater detail to be show.  thus different colours are sometimes 

used to pick out horizontal lines dong the hull. although this may dso be done simply 

with incised lines. These lines presumabl y indicate important wales. possibly the 

gunwale (e.g., Munich 103.1, fig. 3 1). 

As was suggested in the previous chapter it may be possible to see a degree 

of regionaiism among ship representations. The peculiarities observed in certain 

Geornetric exarnples (West Greek krater from Pithekoussai [fig. 251, Agora P. 6094 

and P. 2400. Toronto 919. 5. 18 [fig. 261) may be extended to include the Samian 

models and possibly the the Laconian plaque. although its bow is longer and nanower 

than the others and its curvature rnay be atuibuted to the shape of the plaque. The 

Boeotian fibulae. on the other hand, appear to follow the Anic tradition and are very 

close to the Attic Geometric tradition. This panicular difference in bow form seems to 

have disappeared by the beginning of the sixth century. The "Greek" ship on the 

Aristonothos vase (see below, p. 93. in spite of its "western" origin) of c. 700-650 has 

the long low bow projection rather than the round upcuwed projection of the 

Pithekoussai krater (see above, p. 54). The Corinthian aryballoi (Boston and NM 28 1) 

suggest that the Corinthian vadirion (if represented by Toronto 9 19.5. 18) had changed 

by 600-550. The Sarnian dedications, however, still possess the round bow projection 

(as weii as the stepped bow screen) and may suggest that such bows were still to be 

found around 600. There is no reason to expect that any change in local building 

traditions, if that is what is to be observed here, would be immediate and universal. 

The most significant change, however. is the decoration of the bow 

projection area. Mycenaean ships had figureheads set at the top of the stem post which 

tended to look like birds or some son of animai. often with an elongated and upturned 

beak or nose. This elongated nose may be the ongin of the long curved bow "horns" of 



the Geomeuic period. The eye of the Mycenaean figurehead - having "lost" its head - 

uûvelled down the stem post to find a place on the forecastle."' 

Beginning at sorne point in the seventh century a major change m q  be sern 

to take place in the characterization of the ship. The focus drops from the stem post and 

figurehead (which shnnks into a simple, usually low, post) to the bow projection and 

its immediate area. The projection becornes a snout. The ship's eye falls from the 

forecasde to a position at the base of the bow projection. The theriomorphic bow 

projection is an innovation of the Archaic period."' Although a small number of Anic 

examples associated with Exekias appear to resemble dolphins, the boar is altogether 

the most common animal portrayed and appears not just in Attic material. The arnount 

of detail varies considerably. The "Boeotian" rhyron (Boston 99. 915. fig. 45). for 

example. belongs to what rnight be cailed the minimal end of the decoration scaie with 

an eye and a black outiine. The Boeotian kantharos in Paris (Louvre CA 577. fig. 46), 

on the other hand, is at the m m m d  end with eye, eyebrow, crest, mouth and cheek 

Lines and nisks. Vases produce examples al1 dong the spectrum between these two, and 

the boar's head seerns to have become so closely associated with the these ships that 

ships are sometimes found reduced to their box's head b o ~ s . " ~  

This change is surely significant. If the choice of motif for a figurehead is in 

some way an indicator of how men think about their ships, or of what they wish them 

to resemble, the shift from bird (or deer. if the Geomeiric bow "horns" are meant to 

resemble anders) to boar is notable. A bird may, for instance. be thought to indicate the 

ship's ability to skim swiftly over the water - speed and sailing ability. the ski11 of 

travelling on the breezes. A box  carries an entirely different set of expectations. The 

boar is not bmcefd or delicate in his rnovements. Rapid he may be. and capable of 

sudden shifts and tums when cornered. but the boar crashes dong through the 

3nI know of ont example where a second eye was painted on the stem castle. a Prorocorinthian jug from 
Thebes now in Berlin (Berlin 3 143: Furtwiingler 1888). 
'" Johnston ( 1 985), p. 47, 
'*'E.g.. Louvre kantharos CA 577. Bastis cup (see fia. 34). Sydney 4703. 



underbrush. His power lies in his muscles and in his titsks which gore and pierce his 

enemies. Ln short the boar is a far more appropriate symbol for a ship which intends to 

ram other ships. 

But why choose an animal. of whatever son, at di? In a number of 

examples the animal faces were seen to incorporate a number of lines - in panicular a 

long horizontal line which mns from the tip of the projection and pais of chevrons on 

either side of the eye. Although in some instances these lines emphasize the 

theriomorphic features of the bow projection. in others. however. the lines are more 

than what is needed for or even detract from the "realism" of the pomayal. For this 

reason, if for no 0 t h .  one might suppose thût they represent features of the bow 

projection or the bow itself. If the bow projections of this penod represent rams - as the 

Literary evidence (see chapter 5. p. 100f.) and the symbolism seen in the choice of the 

boar proposed above suggest - these lines should mark the imponant parts of the lower 

bow area such as catheads. seams from pieces of bronze sheathing (if the mm was 

sheathed) and rivets (from the anachment of the bronze sheaths or casing, if the ram 

was cast, to the wooden core of the projection)."" 

Theriomophism appean fairly early. The best early example is the 

fragmentary Rhodian plate (BM A. 770. fig. 43) of the second half of the seventh 

century, on which the shape of the projection is refiected in the beak of the sea creature 

swimming below the hull. The Aristonothos vase (see fip. 51 and below, p. 92) is 

probably earlier than this plate, and may be argued to display a siightiy less advanced 

degree of theriornorphism. Its eye is more fuiiy animal-like than those of Geornetric 

ships and somewhat more comected to the bow projection than to the rather truncated 

forecasde, but the bow projection is still more beak-like than snout-like (and therefore 

similm to some of the early fibulae which alter their pointed projections to beak-like 

ones, see above. p. 71). Perhaps the long horizontal (seam ?)  line reminded men of a 

"'GOS. p. 88. 89,9498; cg.. Berlin F. 833. F. 835. Munich 2W. For previous examples of possible 
sheathing see the Assyririn materid of chapter 3. 



mouth, the chevrons of cheek-lines or ears and caused them to see faces in the bow 

projection where no one had ever thought of seeing them before. If the addition of 

sheathing to the bow projection in Greece (for which there is no Geomeuic evidence) 

coincided with û change in the use of that projection (from simple sailing aid to 

weapon), this combination of events would go some way to explaining the 

development of the presentation of the bow projection at this time. 

The appearance of this new bow projection is not confined to Greece. Both 

Cyprus and Italy produce models and vases paintings which show ships with the 

shorter, thicker bow projection. sometimes decorated in "Greek" fashion to resemble an 

animal face. 

4.3. Cyprus 

4.3.1 Vase Painting 

 the^ are relatively few painted ships from bon Age Cyprus before c. 500 

B. C. Three oinochoi from the Cypro-Archaic 1 penod (750-600) were decorated with 

ships. Two vases show round-hulled ~hips.'~' The third ship is on a White Painted IV 

oinochoe whose provenance is unknown. It is in the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia 

(1947/1 - 16/1: see fig. 48)."'%is ship is completely different from the other two. Its 

hull is very nmow and Bat. The stem post curves up and inwards ending with a bird- 

head which faces towards the bow (this stem post has a eye. so it is clearly intended to 

be a head). The stem post is narrow and vertical and nearly as high as the stem. It is 

joined to the hull at a right angle. and at the base of the join is a small. downward 

pointing projection not unlilce the small protrusion shown at the base of one stem on the 

Protogeomeuic beii knter fiom Crete (see chapter 2, p. 39). and the combination of 

pp -- 

"'BM 1926.6-28.9 and NY 74. 51. 5 1 1. 
'"~llustntions of this ship are h d  to find. Gray lis& it (G 3 1. 3b). but does not illustrate it. Wesrerberg 
( 1983). fie. 54. 



stem post and projection finds a close parallel on the Mycenlican pyxis from Tr~gana 

(see chapter 2. p. 39). 

This vase painting is interesting for several reasons. In the fint place its 

strongest paraiiels are with Greek matenal of the Iate Bronze and early Iron Apes. But 

perhaps more interesting is the fact that although Cyprus ha produced a relatively large 

number of ship inodels, none of them are good matches for this ship. 

4.3.2 Clay models 

Temcona ship rnodels from Cypms corne in a variety of foms. At least 

twenty-eight date after c. 800 B. C. and represent at least three distinct types of 

ships.'" Of the twentyeight ten appear to represent ships with some sort of bow 

projection. The models generally suggest hulls that are long and narrow. although this 

is not always the case as a mode1 in the Pierides Collection. for example, has quite a 

round huli (which ought perhaps to be compared to the round Corinthian model. 

Corinth KT52-5). They do not aim at symmetry. The bow tends to rise venically. or at 

least in a suaight though angled line. from the keel while the stem is often curved. One 

end or the other is Likely to have an extended endpost. but there is no obvious 

preference. Five have vertical lines painted dong the side of the hull which may 

represent oars."' Another five have eyes painted at the bow behind the ram? At least 

seven had various marlüngs painted dong the hull. 

Nicosia #1935 CS7 is unusual. The stem curves gently and is broken off. 

so that it is not possible to know how high it would have risen. At the bow the hull 

begins to curve up then changes direction and develops into a smail "nose" projection. 

' V p e  1: a deep hulled. rounded ship with a super structure - Nicosiû 1953M-30/6. BM 94. I 1-1 182. NY 
7451,1752 and 74.51.1750; Type 2: ri csuiw-like cnfi - Nicosia 1Y37NI-8/3. Salamis Tomb 104 #5. 
1956X-1/ 1M. 1946KiI-23/1. BM 94.1 \-\.?82.9it. 1 1-1 183 - 1 t 86 ( 1 185 is fip. 49 2). NY 74.5 1.175 1 ('!). 
Piendes models 1 ,  3; Type 3: ships with some son of projection at the bow - Nicosia 1935 C.57. 1935 
C.56; Nicosia Amathus T3 #23. Pierides model 3. B M  #94.11-1258. 95.1 1- 1 l8$(5 17) (see fig.50). 
1938/I 1-30.6 (see tïg. 49.1); Cnçow XI-1237('?). lost mode1 frorn Castle Goluchow. Cncow; 49. 
'%icosia XI935 C.57. #193S C.56: BM #9J. 1 1-1258. 41938/1L-30.6 ( x e  fis. 49.1): los[ model from 
Castle GoIuihow. Cracow. 
'*Nicosia Pl935 C.56, W 24; BM M4. I 1-1258.94.1 1- 1 1 SJ(5 17). 19381 1 1-30.6. 



From the tip of the "nose" the stem post rises. after a slight curve at the base. in a 

straight, slightly aft-tilting line (a shape which might be compared to the "beak-like" 

shape of the Isthmian model, Isthmia IM 2429). It is topped by a single curved horn. 

Black paint suggests the slanted oars along the hull and outlines the gunwale and. 

presumably. the waterline beneath the oars. The "horn" is a solid black and a black net- 

like pattern covers the bow. There are markings inside as well. Vertical lines run down 

the side of the hold from the gunwale. 

BM 94.1 1- 1 l84(5 17) and 1938/11-30.6 (see figs 50 and 49.1) are most 

similar to the ships seen on Archaic Anic vases. They both have upcurving, rounded 

stems and relatively vertical bows with "horns." Both have eyes on their projections. 

Both have carefully painted lines behind the eye. Lines are found in a similar position 

on a number of Attic black-figure cups and dinoi (e.g.. Vienna 36 19. Munich 2044 [see 

fig. 3 11, Villa Giulia 50599 [see fig. 321). although these are not straight. To be precise 

many of the Anic representations have two sets of lines. one directly behind the eye and 

still on the projection itself, and another. usually a single line. farther back on the hull 

below the bow structure. The eyes on the models are much larger than those on the 

vases, and their size forces the vertical lines to come much farther back along the hull. 

so it is not clear to which set of lines on the Attic ships these should be matched. BM 

94.1 1- 1 184(5 17) continues its similarities with the Attic ships with another line in front 

of the eye (see the same examples as above and a column h t e r  in Naples and BM E. 

440). The black paint which covers the tip of the projection on BM 94.1 1 - 1 1 84(5 1 7) 

may be intended to indicate that the projection was sheathed in bronze (see discussion 

above. p. 66). 

The Pierides model 3. Cracow #XI- 1237 and a lost model once in Castle 

Goluchbw. Cracow, are associated by the slight oddities of their bow projections. The 

Pierides model has a very round hull, curving up at both end like a bowl. Yet half way 

up the hull there is a rounded, downward-pointing protrusion. Above the lump rises an 



end post, presumably the stem post. which has a thick. outward-painting. lower trunk 

and a much narrower, back-tilting tip. The other two models may be evidence for the 

exisrence of a small secondary projection but are otherwise dissimilar. Cracow #XI- 

1237 is quite assymetricai. Its bow does not begin to curve up from the keelline as soon 

as the stem does, and the hull remains much deeper at the bow (as rnight be expected if 

the bow is meant to take the force of being rammed into another ship). The two 

protrusions from the stem post are represented as sharp uiangular projections. The 

space between them is a comparatively large serni-circle. The lost mode1 appears to 

have had a flatter hull than that of Cracow #XI-1237. The two bow protrusions are 

again trïangular but are set much closer together. the srnaller one sitting just above the 

Iarger. On d l  diree of these models the projections are set quite high on the bow. long 

d e r  the curve up to the stem post has begun.'" The purpose of the projections is 

uncenain. On the one hand they may be compared to those Corinthian models which 

have projections set partway up the stem post. It is ais0 possible that these 

"projections" are not bow projections at dl. but rather they may mask the joins of heavy 

exterior wdes such as may be seen clearly on NY ü74.5 1. 1752. 

The Cypriote models provide a wide variety of bows and bow projections. 

Some models provide excellent parallels for the contemporary Greek style bow 

projection. Five models possessed eyes and two. BM N4.11- 1 184 (5 17) and 

#1938/11-30.6 (see figs 50 and 49, l), rnight almost be taken for ships from Greek 

vases. The variety of projections arnong the models. however. suggests that there was 

not. on Cyprus at lem, a single type of ship with bow projection - or even a single type 

of bow projection. Nicosia #1935 CS7 might be another exarnple of the Type 1 bow 

projection. while the two Cracow models mipht be M e r  evidence that even at so lrue 

a date (if they are Cypro-Archaic) al1 bow projections need not be interpreted as r a s .  

"iInste;id of being an extension of the keel as on B M  #94.11-1184 (517). #Fi93811 1-30.6: Istanbul #5793. 
or various Attic Geornetric and btack-tlgure vases. e . g .  Athens "Market Cup." Eleusis 741 (see ttg. 24). 
NM 1 1765 fsee fig. 30). Munich 2044 (see fie. 3 1 ). 



The ship on the Nicosia oinochoe (#1917/1-16/1; see fig. 48) is quite 

unexpected. It belongs to the penod between 700 and 600 B. C.,">et its strongest 

parallels are with representations at lest  two hundred years older. If it is meant to 

represent a long-/warship the shortness of its bow projection is quite remarkable. There 

is no cornparison between this iittie object and the long straight(ish) projections of 

Greek Geometric and contemporary Assyrian representations which are relatively close 

in time to this oinochoe. Nor cm the oinochoe be compared to later seventh or sixth 

cenniry representations whose bow projections, while shorter than the Geometric. do 

not point downwards and are always thicker than this projection. While Cypriote 

backwardness seems to be something of a pr~verb,"~ it seems unlikely that if the 

Greek Geornetric projection were a ram and had been in existence for at least 150 years. 

the Cypriotes could be so behind "modem technology" so as to be stiil building ships 

with minute. militarily useless projections. This apparent continuation of the use of the 

short "Mycenaean-Dark Age" projection migbt be taken as further. though slight. 

evidence that the Geometric projection was not a uue mm. but just an elongated version 

of the projections seen on Mycenaean Type 2 bows and which can probably be 

interpreted as cutwaters. 

Slim as the evidence is, 1 am tempted to wonder whether Cypriote ship- 

building might not have simply bypassed the long-projection phase of Greek 

shipbuilding. By the sixth century Cypt-iote models include a number which rnight have 

been taken from a black-figure vase (e.g., BM #94.11- 1 184 [5 171). Although there are 

many Cypriote models, none of them match Greek Geometnc ship representations. 

4.4 Italy 

The materiai from Itdy is exuemely interesting as it combines native Italiûn 

(Etruscm and other) uaditions with immigrant Greek ones. It seems possible that there 

'*Westerberg ( 1983). p. 45. 
24"E.g.. Hiegins (19541, p. 245 on the driting of a Corinthian model. 



is enough evidence to suggest the existence of a unique Etruscm shipbuilding tradition 

(perhaps best seen in the differences between the two ships on the Anstonothos vase. 

fig. 51). 

4.4.1 Vases 

Oinochoe from Veii 

The oinochoe was found in the 1930's as one of ten vessels buried in Grave 

1 at ~cii."' Grave i is part of the Group A graves and is dated to the beginning of the 

7th century."' The impasto ware vase is red-brown in colour. Its top is entirely broken 

away and its surface is badly marked.": 

The ship is nther curious. The hull of the ship is curved and not given 

much depth of free-board. The ends of the ship are quite high, and they rise to about 

the sarne height. In short the ship looks as if it ought to belong to the round-hulled. 

projectionless variety. The top of the stem post folds over on itself twice. first in 

towards the centre of the ship and then back out, probably intending to be a stylized 

bird head. The stem post simply curls over. There are platforms at both bow and stem. 

They are essentidy identical, boxes with two suaight sides which fit into the rising 

c w e  of the hull. The visible sides of the boxes are subdivided by a number of vertical 

Iines. There are both a mast and oars. 

in spite of its apparently rounded hull, however, there is a projection 

beneath the bow. Its tip is rnissing. Its base is thicker than the width of the hull. and it 

is attached to the huU just as the stem begins to c u v e  up. It does not appear to have 

projected beyond the outwud-leaning stempost above it and is. therefore. unlikely to 

have ever been usable as a rarn?' 

"'Vighi ( 1935). p. 43. For illusmiions of this ship see. besides this article. G n y  tig. ZJc; HS p. 43. fig. 
7.  
>'Vighi ( 1935). p. 42. 
3'Vighi ( 1935). p. 33. 
"%e last feature of this ship is a spear or SV-like fishing pole which is hung over the side of the hull 
between the oars and the steering oars. A full view of the vase and the ship shows a large tish nibbling rit 

the spear's tip. 



Amphora h m  Caere (Cervetri) 

This amphora does not appear to be particularly well pub~ished."~ It seems 

to have corne out of a grave before the tum of this century. Gray says t h  it belongs to 

an Italian-protococinthian transitional style and dates it to the last quarttr of the seventh 

c e n ~ r y . ' ~ ~  

The two ships appear in a decontive band across the shouldes of the 

amphora. The ships are quite srnall. off to one side near one handie. and face each other 

nose to nose. They are almost identical. The hull has a straight. Bat bottom which is 

prolonged beyond the sternpost %reek-style' in a projection. The hull nmows 

considerably as the stem nses. and the stem post hangs as a tight curl over the the 

gunwde. The bow is triangular and painted in a darker colour than the rest of the hull. 

A stocky, fonvard pointing "hom" sits on the top of the sternpost. but does not 

overhang the bow projection. It is painted the same colour as the rest of the bow. The 

gened form of the vessels is very similar to two of the models from Cyprus (BM 

#94.11-1184 [5 171, #1938/11-30.6, see figs 50 and 49.1) which may suggest a Greek 

or eastem Meditemean origin for the design (see below. p. 95f.). 

Amphora from Vulci 

An Italian Impasto ware arnphora with a ship decoration was found in the 

Poledrara grave at Vulci (now BM H 230)."~ Gray dates the mphora to the 1st 

quarter of the 7th century? Elsewhere it is dated to the first quarter of the sixth.''' 

"blontelius ( 1895). plates vol. 2.2. pl. 347. 4. The description of the plates in this pan of volume 1 w u  
promised for 1906 but dues not appear to have been prduced. 
:''Gray (1974), p. 3 1. HH 3.b. 
3'For an illustration Gigliolo ( 1935 j. pl. 45.1 : a photopph of the entire amphon. îs to br seen nt Massa- 
PairriuIt ( 1996). p. 76, although rhc ship itself is not pmicularly visible. Massa-Painult calls the find spot 
the Isis p v e  insterid of Poledrara. 
=Gray ( 1974). p. G32. 
3xHS, p. 43: SSA W. p. xx (W3). 



This ship is an example of what may be a native Italian building tradition. 

The Batness of the keel is comparable to that of the Greek-style ships of the Caere 

amphon, but there the sirnilarities end. The bow is different from normal Greek ships. 

At the bow the hull begins to narrow. but does not continue into the stem post. nther 

the hull begins by c w i n g  upwards and rhen develops a shape rather like the head of a 

deer or moose with a long nose and overhanging antlers. The gunwale and the keeiiine. 

or more precisely the double Lines which descnbe the outline of the ship. are left 

reserved, while the portion of the hull in between is coloured in. 

The form of the bow, with its raised projection. and the use of a double line 

to mark out the gunwale and the keel appear to be peculiarly Itaiian habits. as will be 

seen below (p. 94-95). The form of the bow seems quite un-Greek, and may. in fact 

represent somr version of redity since it appears not only on native ltalian objects, but 

Western Greek ones as well (the Aristonothos knter). 

Aristonothos vase 

This famous vase was found at Centetri and is dated to the first half of the 

seventh century (fig. 51).'59 It was painted by a Greek who signed himself 

Aristonothos, and is generaily believed to be of West Greek origin rather than an impon 

from the ~egean.'" 

On the reverse side of the krater two ships prepare to confront each other. 

The left-hand ship is clearly of a type known to Aegean Greek artists. although there is 

no exarnple from the East which resembles this version closely. The bow projection is a 

direct extension of the hull. The exact form of its tip is lost in a crack. but is it unlikely 

to have tapered to a point in the Geometnc fashion. its large eye is set at the base of the 

projection where the bow runs up into the stem post. The ship is clearly designed for 

warfare. A large shield hangs at the stem and three spears stand up in the curve of the 

"Palazzo dei Conxrvatori. Rome. COS. p. 74-75. 
?5ee in prirticular Schweitzer ( 1955). 



stem post. A fighùng platfom has ben  set above the heads of the rowers?" Three 

m e d  warrion prepare to meet the crew of the right hand ship. 

The right-hand ship, however, is not at di Wre iü attacker/prey. The ship is 

much higher and much rounder. The stems of both cuve up and curl over. but the 

curve on the "Greek" ship is much more gradua1 - ihere is room to fit a large round 

shield into its curve. The stem on the right-hand ship begins its rise soon afier the 

midship point and nses higher and more steeply. The bow. although it does not take on 

an animal f o n ,  is comparable to the ship from Vulci or, even more closely. to the ship 

on an ivory box from Chiusi (see below). The bottom of the huii rises up in a fairly 

shvp curve to a point which is about level with the gunwaie. The curve then changes 

its direction as if to begin a gentle downward curve. The form of the bow is nther like 

that of a fish-tail. and the front end of it is quite broad with only a slight convex curve 

to it. At its top is a short vertical post with a small bulge at its tip (again pualleied on 

the Chiusi pyxis). Two wdes are shown protruding beyond the broad face of the bow: 

a third, in the rniddle between the others. only reaches the face. There are no oarsrnen 

on this ship. but there is a mast set amidships which is missing on the "Greek" ship. 

Etniscan Black-Figure Hydria 

An Etruscan black-figure hydria now in the British Museum (BM B. 60) 

which shows a bireme. may be dated to c. 525-485 (fig. 53)?" The shape of the hull 

is "Greekish." In panicular the bow is modentely concave with a thin. aft-tiiting stem 

post. The vase has been restored from fragments. and the bow projection. if one 

existed, has been lost.'" The stem post is sirniiar to that on the red-figure starnnos. BM 

E. 440 (see fig. 52). which has only a very short bow projection. The rest of the ship 

seems more Greek than Euuscan. There is a large and etaborate three-level bow 

"'~n eastem G m k  pmllel for this deck is hard to 6nd. indeed the besi panllel is on another western vase. 
the Etnisczin black-figure hydria (BM B.60. see fie. 53) discussed beiow, 
"'COS, p. 1 12: pl. I l b .  
'63See COS. p. 1 12. where they suggest thaï the projection is meant to be hidden under the waves. 



cornpartment. The length of the hull is traversed by a darker line below the gunwale. 

presumably a strengthening wale. The lower level of oars extend from this line. The 

upper set of oars end at the gunwale. The stem curves up and appears to have a small 

deck or cornpartment of some son. The preserved arm of the helmman holds the loom 

of one steering ou .  His other hand waves at the six other figures who are rushing 

armed towards the bow. 

4.4.2 Carvings 

Ivory box from Chiusi 

The ivory box from the Pania grave at Chiusi was reconstnicted from five 

large fragments and several splinten and is probably to be dated CO the seventh century. 

It has four bands of figura1 omamentation with decontive bands at top, bottom and 

between the figurai bands.'" The bottom two bands show pictures of animais. real and 

mythical. The upper two bands show humans. The upper band represents Odysseus' 

flight from the Cyclops. The goal of Odysseus' flight is a little  hip p.'^^ 

Although the hull of this boat is curved rather than flat as on the Vuici 

arnphora, the bows are similar. At the bow the hull curves upwards like a cresting 

wave. A fairly straight but back tilting face then joins the lower hull to the upper line 

which has curved up from the gunwale. Atop the bow is a short. upsidedown-"Lw- 

sbaped object. which is probably the same object as is found of the top of the bow of 

the "Western" ship of the Anstonothos vase. As on the Vulci amphora a double line is 

used to outline the forrn of the hul. 

Stele of Vel Kaikna from Bologna c. 460 



The fifth-century stele of Vel Kaikna is slightly later than the stated penod 

of this dissertation. Its features, however, are very much those of the earlier examples 

and it is useful for demonstrating their continuity?" 

The ship is on the reverse side of the stele. The hub is quite round and is 

outlined by a double line. The stem curves up. beginning just in front of the helmsman, 

and ends in a fan of at least four members. The bow is also rounded, and although the 

stele is dmaged in the bow area. the lines and angles of the bow suggest that there was 

a raised projection at the base of the stem post. The edge of the bow structure is also 

rnarked off by a double line which is prolonged into the inside cuve of the stem post. 

The outer Limit of the bow is another double line which ran down the outside curve of 

the stempost. Its angle gives no impression of having ended abruptiy and. therefore. 

rnight have continued out to a point where it would have produced a tapering horizontal 

projection sirnilar to that of the Vulci amphon (see above. p. 9 1). 

While the Cypriote material providrs a number of pardlels for the Greek 

bow projection, the Italian matenal tells a slightly different story. There is some 

evidence to suggest that there was an independent. native ship-building tradition on the 

Italian West coast which managed to continue down into the fifth century in spite of 

Greek coloni~ation.'~' Greek-style ships (with bow projections) appeared twice in the 

material presented above, in one case on the Anstonothos vase, which seems to have 

been painted by a Greek, in the other on the Caere amphora which. though an Italian 

vase. seems to have "Corinthianizing" tendencies. Another bow projection was found 

on a ship with a rounded huii - a combination not found in Greece. The next most 

h~ good illustration is to be found at Massa-Painult (1996). p. 146. The illustration in HS p. 46. fig. 12. 
is no1 as clear, and gives the impression that there is less of the stele preserved thm seems to be the crise. 
'Di~unher examples of the nised "western" bow are to be seen on an oinochor of c. 700 from Tarquinia 
now in the Museum of ,ilrt and Architecture. Univeristy of Missouri (Cristohni [1YS3]. fig. 9): a "ceretano" 
plate with a fishing scene now Acqusi Acetosa hurentina. 675-650 (Cristofani [ 19831. tlg. 12); ri boat 
en-nved on a bronze plaque of the first q m e r  of the sixth century now Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in  
Copenhagen (Cristofmi [[9831, fie. 29). This last also has the odd taIl post at the top of the stem which 
may be pmfleled on the Anstonothos amphora and the Chiusi box. 



Greek-like ship in Italian art is probably the Etniscan black-figure hydria (BM B. 60. p. 

93) which shares sirnilarities with the ship on an early red-figure starnnos (BM E. 

440).'~"he suong presence of a completely different bow type down to at least c. 460 

(the stele of Vel Kaikna) is very interesting. and might suggest that whatever was going 

on in Greek shipbuilding. the local Italian tradition did not begin to adopt the "new" 

type of bow until a latish date in the sixth century (BM. B. 60. if it had a projection. see 

fig. 53) and that the transition was not complete until after 460. In short. if the seventh- 

century change in the form of the Greek bow projection marks a transition from a 

projection which served a navigational purpose to one which also served an offensive 

one, becoming a m e  ram, the Itdians do not seem to have rushed to abandon their 

traditional foms in spite of a some awareness of the new Greek styles.'by 

This is interesting, as a number of the western ship representations seem to 

be of warlike scenes (more, in fact, proportionally than rnay be seen in Greek black- 

figure material - perhaps only one. BM B.336. see fig. 37). The earliest example is 

probably the Aristonothos vase which shows two sets of armed men prepaing to atmck 

each other. Their attitudes do not suggest that they are expecting their respective ships 

to siam together at any moment. 

Another such scene is to be found on a well preserved late seventh century 

pyxis from Caere (now in the Louvre, D 150). This pyxis shows an encounter between 

two of the strangest Iooking water craft to survive from ~ntiquity."' The ship on the 

lefi is the more bizarre. It looks like an enormous fish with its mouth open and its 

tongue sticking out. It is clearly not a fish, as an "x-ray" view of its hold shows that it 

is full of oarsmen. A helmsman is nicked into the stem and what may be an archer is 

perched up on the top of the "fish's" back. 

lh'Besides the sternpost (p. 72. above). both ships have their eyes fairly high up on the bow. just below the 
hreçastle. insterid of farther down closer to the bow projection. 
"'Even though there is a tradition preserved by Pliny the Elder (NH VU. 209) that the nm (rosrru) w s  
invented by Pisasus the son of Tyrrenus (rostrri addidit Pisaeus Tyrreni..,.). 
'Tor an illustration of the right hnnd ship nlone see Gray ( 1974). fig 21g: for both ships and the entire 
pyxis. Schweitzer ( 1955). Taf. 39.2- 



The right-hand vessel is only a littie more convincing, being rather like a 

cartoon version of ships known from elsewhere."' The stem post and its figure head 

are out of proportion. The stem is in the form of an enormous, and angry, duck. At the 

base of the bow is a projection which is overhung by the beak of the figure head. The 

bow and the keel are marked in white. Above ihe heads of the oarsmen is the gunwale 

or an upper deck upon which stands a long file of shield-bearing warriors. 

Neither vessel seems ro be able to mm effectively. The fish-ship lacks 

anything which mighr be so construed. The duck-ship has a bow projection. but it is 

overhung by its figurehead. Again. the presence of wuriors standing on a fighting deck 

may suggest that they were not expecting to be thrown off balance by the force of 

r&ng action. 

Two funher warlike encounters may be mentioned. The fint is to be found 

on the Novilara stele mentioned in chapter 2. The ships of ths stele represent a different 

tradition from that of the western Italian ships discussed in this chapter. They also have 

a bow projection, but their figureheads overhang the projections and the wmiors stand 

on fighting platforms. The final example is the Etruscan black-figure hydria. BM B. 

60. mentioned above (p. 93). In this case there is only one ship, and it seems to lack 

any kind of bow projection. Six m e d  men rush to the bow, urged on by the 

helmsman. Ai the bow the foremost man is already kneeling and drawing his bow. 

It is not clear why these scenes should have been more "popular" in the 

West. If it is evidence for the natives of M y ,  the Etruscan in panicular. living up to 

theirreputation for piracy (see chapter 5). it does not show that they were committing 

acts of piracy with rarns. A vase painter would have had some difficulty in showing a 

ramming battle. The medium iwlf rnakes "side-on" views prefenble. and al1 known 

depictions of ships meeting are of two ships facing each other bow to bow. Athenians 

preferred their nmming attacks to corne from the side (which is not unsensible as 

"'such as the bird-headed ships of the Sea-Peoples (chapter 1. p. ?5), the hone-headed Phaenicim ships of 
the Khorsabad relief, and the ships shown on the Novilm steIe. see above, p. 45. 



nmming another ship head on gives that ship an equal opportunity to rm its attacker). 

The Syracusans (Thuc. VII.36) had to alter their ships in order to d e  ramming from 

the front a regular practice. Thus while it is possible ro chart changes in the depiction of 

ship bows and general tendencies in ship "chancterizationtt it is probably not possible 

to d e  these vases as evidence for the form of sea-warfare pnctised in the West (or 

elsewhere) since the natural restrictions of the medium make a truly "realistic" 

presentation impossible. 



Chapter 5. Literary Evidence for Sea Battles, RÛmming and Piracy 

S. 1 Introduction 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The fist two deal with the textual 

evidence for early Greek sea battles and piracy. The evidence is fairly limited. I have 

tried to coiiect ail relevant passages from authon before c. 400, although 1 have 

included some Iater references. I do not assume that the traditions related by the earlier 

authors are a more accurate account of events, but rather that as the authors are closer in 

time to the events they narrate. they may have had a better undentanding of the 

condiditions under which the events took place. 

Early sea batiles are few in number. It is even more rare for my information 

concerning tactics to be preserved. The earliest banle for which there is any intimation 

of information on tactics is Aldia which was less than a hundred years before the binh 

of Thucydides. 

The nature of early Greek piracy is the next concern. The connection 

between piracy and naval warfare has been. at cenain times in history. quite close. If 

naval warfare is construed as an attack of one or more vessels on one or more vessels. 

usually belonging to different states."' which has k e n  sanctioned by the govemment 

of the state of the attacking vessel(s), while piracy is an attack which lacks the sanction 

of an official body. the difference in tactics may be non-existent. In chapter 4 it was 

suggested. based Iargely on i con~~pphic  evidence. that the invention of the r m  

occurred during the 7th century B.C. Scholars who wish an early date for the invention 

of the nm tend to Iink it with the problem of piracy referred to by ancient authors. 

Thucydides in particular."' Careful consideration of the matenal. however. will also 

--", 
-'-Althoueh not in the case of a civil w u .  .-- 
-"L. Casson according to Wachsmann ( 198 1 ). p. 21 7: van Doornick Jr. ( 1982). van Doomick recognises 
the probiem of associrttinp the invention of the nm with the problems of piracy (Basch 1975. p. 202). and 
proposes to associate its development with the political environment surrounding the estabIishment of the 



demonstrate that the type of piracy which concemed Homer and Thucydides most of di 

was in fact ship-borne miding of coastal settlements. and that there is little evidence for 

the ship-on-ship agression which constitutes the modem idea of piracy. The final 

portion of the chapter wiii deal with the date of the trireme and how the developrnent of 

the trireme may be connected to that of the ram. 

5.2. Sea Battles and Rarnrning 

References in Greek texts to early sea battles are rare. The only sources for 

conflicts in the seventh and sixth centuries are authors of the tifth and Later centuries. 

There is no direct, contemporary materid, apart from Hipponax's reference (see below) 

to the trireme and the ram. for either naval warfare or tactics. The following passages 

are comprehensive collection of early references to early battles, or possible batties. and 

other naval concems such as triremes and rarns. 

In ali of Homer there are only two instances which hint that sea fights 

between ships were a part of his world. In the Iliad. in the fighting around the ships, 

Ajax is said to wield a 12-cubit long spear made for sea-fighting, 

vwpa 6 i  & o ~ o v  ~ i y a  vaijpaxov IV nahaprpi.  

roh h r l ~ o v  ~ ~ ~ T P O I U I .  ~ U W K ~ I E  t ~oainqxu.  (XV.676-678). 

in the Odyssey Penelope's suitors plan to ambush Telemachus on his return from 

Pylos. They ready a ship, hide in a narrow strait between Ithaka and Samos (Od. 

IV.669ff.), and wait. Their expressed intention does not include how they planned to 

exterminate Telemachus and his crew. The poet seems to keep it a bit vague when he 

retums to the proposed ambush in Book XVI. 

a p a  6' +hic+ r a ~ a b i j v ~ i  

06 TTOT' in' jnr  ipou V ~ T *  aaapv.  ÙXA' h i  ~ O V T W  

Calaurian Amphictyony. But this is only acceptable if one is willing to believe that the Amphictyony a. 
existed and b. existed as ezirly as c.900. both fairly dubious propositions (see appendix 3). 



vqi 8ofj nhr;ov~a< hpipvoptv 'HO bïav. 

Tqhlpaxov ho~owvrr<;. %a cpûiawpcv ih6vrrc 

akov .  TOV 6' apa T ~ O C  anhyayrv o'kabc gaipwv. 

i p c î ~  8' hv0aba oi cppa(WPcûo huypov oh~ûpov 

Tqhcpaxq. ..... (XVI.366-372) 

They lie in wait and plot death. but how they intend to carry out their plot is not made 

clear. Wili bey nm the ship, mn it ashore, board it, or capsize it somehow? Perhaps 

the poet himself was not sure. In the end Telemachus escapes and the question of 

"how" is avoided, 

The firsst use of the word Eppoho~ to mean ram appean in a fragment of 

Hipponax (who is genenlly dated to the second half of the 6th century) which also 

possesses the fist use of the word ~ p i i p q ~  (West Frag. 28. 1-3). 

Mipvfi rarwpo~avr.  pqriri y p a y ~ ~  

oncpcv ~ p i i p r o g  i v  nohu/<jyq roixw 

an'  tp~ohou cp~ijyovra npog cuprpvj-rrp- 

The earliest henry  evidence for nmming cornes from Herodotus' story of 

the Phocaeans at the banle of Alaüa c. 535 B.C. (1.166. see below). Thucydides 

(1.13.4) refers to an eariier seabattle between the Corinhians and the Corcyreans as 

k i n g  the earliest about which he has any knowledge. 

vaupa~ia TE n a h a i ~ a ~ ~  &v Ïoptv y iyvrrat KopivBiwv 

npot K~prupaiou<-  ET^ 61 pahio~a *ai T ~ V T ~  i t f i t o v ~ a  

rai biarooia ion  pixpi TOÜ a h o û  xpovou. 

but he makes no mention of the tactics used in the battle nor of any other relevant 

details. He dates the battie about 260 years before the end of his war (either c. 680 or c. 

665). or about 140 to 120 years before Alalia. 

Diodoms Siculus in his narration of the colonization of the Lipari islands by Carian 

and Rhodian settlers (V. 9.2-5) makes mention of seabattles between the settlers and 



the Etruscans (Tyrrheni). Diodonis dates the initial expedition of colonists. who were 

uying to settle in Sicily near Lilybaeum. to the 50th Olympiad (580-576). Afier 

misfortunes in Sicily the survivon intended to retum home but were encounged by the 

Lipari Islanders to settle on their islands instead. The colonists were plagued by the 

Etruscans, 

üa~cpov 6 i  TWV Tuppqvov h r ~ o ~ ~ u o v ~ w v  ~à ~ a s a  

8ahat~av noh~po&mot ~ a r ~ o ~ ~ u a a a v t o  vauri~ov ..... (V.9.4) 

but because of the well-regulated, commune-style organisation of the colony the 

islanders were able to defeat the Etruscans regularly. 

p ~ ~ a  86 TOÜTO noAhai< voupa~ ia i~  tvi~qoav TOUS 

Tupprlvoijg 

and with such success that they would send tithes from the booty to Delphi (V.9.5). 

There is no mention of how, stntegically speaking, the islanden were so successful 

(beyond the fact that their organisation allowed one portion of the population to devotc 

itself to seabattling while the Etruscans, presumably. remained "amateurs"). Diodorus 

makes no mention of the tactics used by the islanden; he is more interested in how their 

unusud social system drveloped in response to the Etmscan threat. Aithough the 

account indicates that a certain arnount of tirne passed while the colony's structures 

were developing (Üo~~pov si... and ptra ~ a û ~ a ) .  it remains possible that the 

beginning of these sea-battles may date to the late sixth ~en tu ry . ' ~~  

Hemdotus' account of an Athenian raid on Aegina (V.82-88) is notable as a 

sea battie that did not happen. Aegina and Athens were enemies and. according to 

Herodotus. the ongin of the enmity was said to date from a time long p s t  when the 

Athenians tried to remove two statues from a sanctuary on Aegina. The story goes that 

at one time Aegina was under the hegemony of Epidaurus. but by developing their sea 

power the Aeonetans were able to raid Epidaunis and successfully to assen their 



independence. On one of their raids the Aeginetans appropriatrd two wooden statues 

from Epidaunis. These two statues had originally been made on the advice of the 

Delphic oracle in order to end a local crop-crisis. The statues were made of olive wood 

brought from Athens, for which the Epidaurians owed a religious tribute to Athens. 

When the Athenians ieamed that the statues had been rnoved they tned to get their 

uibute from Aegina by diplornatic means. Aegina refused. so the Athenians tried to 

steal the statues back. 

Herodotus' informants. who appas to have been natives of the various 

States involved, disagree about what happened next. The Athenians claimed to have 

sent a single ship, a trireme ('ABqvaÎoi ~ i v  vuv hiyouai p r ~ a  ~ j v  Ùna i~qo iv  

anoosah~vai ~ p i i p c Ï  pi4 ... V.85.1). the crew of which. save for one man. was 

destroyed by supernaturd means. The Aeginetans clairned that a fleet had been sent and 

that al1 the crew, again apyt from the single surivior, were kilied in batde. They further 

claimed that had the Athenians sent a single ship, or even a few ships, they could 

fended them off on their own without the need for Argive help. 

Herodotus clearly does not believe di that he relates about this rnatter. He 

also has no clear idea of when the events took place other than that they were earlier 

than the Aeginetan raids on Attica (V.79-8 1). which took place after the fa11 of the 

tyrants but probably before the battle of Manthon. Modem scholars have tried to date 

the early battle on its reported "social" results. The single Athenian survivor was killed 

by the wives of his fallen cornrades. They stabbed him with their dress pins. This led to 

a change in women's fashions (to pinless clothing) in Athens and to die use of longer 

dress pins, dong with a tradition of using them as votive offerings. on Aegina. There 

was also a ban placed on the use of Attic ceramics (and other Attic goods) in the 

sanctuary on Aegina, 

' A T T I C ~ V  6È P ~ T E  TI ahho npoacpipciv npog TO ipov p j n  

ripapov. ahh' gr: X U T ~ ~ V  tntxwpiÉwv vopov TO hoinov 



Chronology seems to have been the major scholarly concem over this 

incident. Investigations into Herodotus' daims have yielded litrie c~ncrete."~ Figueira, 

basing his arguments on various bits of information from a number of authors. tried to 

establish a chronology which would allow for Aegina's changing political conditions. 

By these means he would date the event to sorne tirne after 650.'~~ The chronological 

problem is not helped by Herodotus' zeference to the Athenian trireme. If the insistence 

on the ship having ken  a trireme is conect (85.1 [~p i ipa ï  and 2 [TOUS 6t 

~pqpiraq]) and is an integrai part of the Athenians' version, rather than an invention 

of Herodotus'. the raid will have occurred some time d'ter c. 700 (or later depending on 

the date of the trireme's invention)? Othrr parts of the story are in "myth-tirne." a 

time. for example. when only Athens had the olive (although Herodotus does not 

believe it, 82.2). 

The point here, however. is that the Aeginetans do not use their sea power 

to defeat the Athenians at sea. Herodotus has just been explainhg that the Aeginetans 

were able to free themselves from the Epidaurians because they had become powerful at 

sea, G ~ T E  8aAaoaorpa~oprq tovrrç (83.2). yet they are not able to ward off the 

Athenians. Indeed they are made to claim that the Athenians had to have come with a 

large fleet because they could have dealt with one or even a few ships, 

" m e  date of the chanse in Arhenian fashions is put at sorne point in ihe sixth century. but is pan of an 
"lonianw-wide change. and not pecuIiar to Athens. Although Herodotus was correct about the use of pins as 
votives. he wsis wrong aboui the change in length. Coldstream believed. basised on the cenmic evidencr, that 
he could date the raid to the LG Ib penod (mid-eighth çentury). The ban on pottety has k e n  extended to 
cover the entire islrind (GGP. p. 361 n.10). and even the Ar~ives. but the text of Herodotus very likely 
rneans that only the temple areri was atTected If the ban hd covered the entire isltind. there is only limiteci 
evidence for it. Coldstream believes chat there is a shon gap in the cenmic record equivalenr to the LG B 
period (GGP. p. 361 n10). but othenvix Aegina has prod;ced a full selection o f ~ t t i ç ' s ~ l e s  and periods. 
'76Fipueira ( 1993). 35-57. 
m ~ G e  inclusion of the trireme could be argued to be a niionnlization on the parc af Herodoms. Perhaps. for 
example, his Athenian sources told him that onIy one ship was sent. What choices for ships did Herodotus 
have? A pentecontor represents about fifty men. a uireme about two hundred. Herodotus might have 
reckoned that fifty men would have k e n  too srnaIl a force to riccompIish the mission and. therefore. 
clarified his story by altering a non-descriptive v a ü ~  to a precise ~pi t jpr l~ .  



Does Herodotus. or his  sources. mean to imply that the Athenians could muster a larger 

fieet than the thalassocrat Aeginetans? 

The entire story involves so many difficult and contradictory issues that it is 

alrnost impossible to come to any son of conclusion about its veracity. Even if we 

accept that Herodotus did in fact consult natives of the states involved and that he did 

receive versions of the story simila to those he relates. the story is still such a 

combination of plausibility (there is nothing more likely than that the natives of archaic 

Greek states raided their neighbours. see section below on pincy) and rnythology, and 

possibly propaganda.'78 that it is not really possible to come to grips with what might 

have happened or when it might have happened. What can be surmised. however. frorn 

the account is the nature of the beliefs which fifth-century Athenians and Aeginetms 

had about their past. If Herodotus' account is a true reflection of the information he wns 

given, his sources seem to have beiieved that whenever this encounter took place. 

triremes were available for use and that sea-battles were possible. 

The Phocaems seem to have k e n  involved in early naval warfare. 

Thucydides (L13.6) refers bnefly to a battle fought between the Phocaeans and the 

Carthaginians at the Ume when the Phocaeans were founding Massilia (about 600 B. 

C.). Thucydides has nothing more to say on the matter. If Thucydides' chronology is 

accunte. this c m o t  be the sarne battle as Herodotus describes as taking place between 

the Phocaeans and the Carthaginians and Etn~scans after the expansion of the Penian 

empire to the coast of Asia Minor [c. 540). 



Herodotus' version of the battle between the Phocaeans and the 

Carthaginians and the Etruscans (1.166) yields a few curious (however accurate) details 

of an early sea-battle. His story is interesting because of those things about which he 

remains silent. The details. if they are accepted without question. are as follows: 

Phocaeans with sixty ships fight an died force of Carthaginians and Etruscans of 

double that number. The Carthaginians and the Ewscans seem to have felt that it was 

impentive that they remove the Phocaean newcomers from their sphere. but they also 

seem to have beiieved that they would need a fleet of at les t  twice the size of the 

Phocaean one in order to be sure to defeat them. As it tumed out they underestimated 

the number required. The Phocaeans won the battle even chough they had lost forty of 

their ships and the remaining twenty h d  had their rams bent beyond use. although the 

ships as a whole appear to have still k e n  fairly seawonhy. How many ships must the 

Carthaginians and the Euuscans have lost? 

We know that the Phocaeans had rams because Herodotus tells us that the 

surviving ships had had theirs rendered unusable. This should mean that the Phocaeans 

used rams against their enemies. But we are told nothing about the darnage done to the 

Etruscans and the Carthaginians. Were their r m s  also damaged? Did they use rams in 

the first place? Something made the Phocaean tleet better: something made it possible 

for sixty ships to defeat twice their number. 

The Phocaeans very likely had plenty of sailing experience. Their travels to 

Spain and in the Western Mediterranean caused hem to be at sea for long periods of 

tirne and their ship of choice was the pentecontor (Hdt 1.163.7). When they lefi Asia 

Minor for Coaica. they took to piiiaging their neighbours. For five years the Eüuscans 

and the Canhaginians allowed this to go on and then opposed the Phocaeans with a 

joint fieet of 120 (Hdt 1.166- 1). Why did the Etruscans and the Carthaginians wait so 

long. and why did they need twice the number of ships the Phocaeans did? 



On the whole linle seerns tu be known about Etruscan warships (if. indeed, 

Emscan shipping was so specialized). In chapter 4 (p. 95f.3 it w u  proposed. based on 

art  histoncal evidence. that it might be possible to recognize a distinct Etruscan. or at 

least Italian, shipbuilding tradition. The form of the bow in this hypotheticd tradition is 

constructed in a manner completely unknown futher es t .  The shape of the bow, as 

seen for example on the right hand ship on the Aristonothos vase (fig. 5 1 ) .  does not 

aiiow for the easy addition of a water-level nm. 

The nature of the Punk warship is even less identifiable (down to the third 

centus, B. C. that is. when it becomes possible to dnw on the evidence of the Punic 

warships of ~arsala"~).  If the western Phoenicians carried on the shipbuilding 

traditions of their eastem ancestors. archaic Punic ships may have looked something 

like the ships seen on Assyrian reliefs. This would mean that the bows of sorne Punic 

ships will have ended in long, tapering bow projections just as the Geometric Greek 

and "Phoenician" ships did. It was argued in chapter 3, p. 65, that these projections 

were not rams but elongated versions of the projections seen on eariiei- ships (and 

therefore cutwaten or something of that son). Whde it is unlike!;. that the eastem 

Phoenicians were "left out" of the development of the ram. it is possible that the 

Carthaginians had no reason to aiter their ancesual traditions. If their principal 

opponents were the Etniscans (although it has ken suggested that the Etruscms were 

unuiterested in seafaring until they felt threatened by the mival of large numbers of 

Greeks.''' in which case the Carthaginians were perhaps matchiess on the water for a 

long tirne), who were also ramïrss. or other western peoples whose shipbuilding 

traditions were possibly sirnilar to those of the Etruscans. 

It rnight. therefore. be suggsted that the Carthaginians and the Etruscans 

pracllsed a different foxm (an older form) of naval wvfare frorn the Phocaeans. The 

'%est et ai. ( 198 1 ). 
'%merod (1924). p. 153: on Etniscan sea-faring and pincy in genenl Briquel (1993). p. 59-73; Spivey 
and Stoddart ( 1990). p. 139. 



forrn of naval warfare used in the Bronze Age. according to the example of the Medinet 

Habu relief (p. 27f.). has many panllels with the tactics practised by Meditenanean 

fleeü of the Middle A p s  and early ~enaissance.'~' Neither used the ram. This form of 

sea-fighting employed weapons and training which are adapted from those developed 

for land-fighting. No special forces or special training was required. If this was the 

form of sea-fighting practised by the peoples in the Western Mediterranean. it is easy to 

see how they might have found the Phoceans hard to deal with. 

On the other hand there is no guanotee that Herodotus' description is at di 

accurate. If Thucydides' banle (1.13.6) is indeed a different and earlier battle than the 

one narrated by Herodotus, the Carthaginians and the Phocaeans had battled at least 

once and probably many times (unless they had corne to some son of agreement in the 

sixty-odd years between the foundation of Massilia and the banle of Aldia). They 

should have had a fair idea of each others' abilities. Herodotus' comments about the 

darnage to the Phocaean r m s  is, perhaps. sufficiently odd to be potentidly accuntr. 

and it may be taken as likely that the Phocaeans, at lem. used rams at Aldia. 

Between Aiaiia and the Ionian revoit few sea-battles are rnentioned. 

Herodotus refers very bnefly to a battie won by Polycrates (III.39.4), in which he 

defeated the combined forces of the Lesbians and the Milesians. The organization of the 

passage suggests that the battle took place relatively early in Polycrates' reign and that it 

was fought out. at l e m  by Polycrates. with a fleet of pentecontors. 

E K T ~ T O  61 T T € V T ~ K O V T É ~ ~ O ~ <  TE ~ O T O V  iiai xihiou< TO<OTO<. 

Ecpcpr 6t rai fiyr nuvro< 5iarpivwv oU6Éva- .... a u ~ v à q  pÈv 

bq TWV vfioav O P C I I ~ ~ K E E .  nohha bi   ai T:< jn~ ipou  a a ~ ~ a .  

IV bi 64 *ai A~opiouc n o v a ~ p a ~ i î j  BorlûCov~ac Mthr~aioioi 

vaupa~  ;q ~ p a ~  joaq E ~ A E  .... IIL39.3-4 

ylGuilmrirtin (1974). Indeed the 1st Meditemean ram battfe seems to have been in A. D. 55 1 when the 
Romans faced the Goths in the Adriatic (Procop. Wars VILI.23.33; [Casson and Steffy 199 t]. p. 76). 



At some point between this battle and Cambyses' invasion of Egypt 

Polycrates is thought to have invested in a Beet of triremes. According to Herodotus 

(In.44) when Cambyses was planning to invade Egypt, Polycrates offered to send him 

ships. Carnbyses was thrilled with the offer. and Polycntes carefully chose men, 

enough to fil1 fony triremes, whom he suspected of disloyalty. These he sent to Egypt 

with the request that they not be returned. After a time. however, these men are said to 

have rehuned to Samos and to have fought a banle with the remainder of Polycrates' 

fleet (III.45.1-2) which they won. In the end the rebels were not able to take the island, 

so they sailed off to the Peloponnese. 

Again it is highly unlikely that aii the details of this story should be taken at 

face-value. Fony triremes was a good-sized fleet at any point in time. and Herodotus' 

story would seem to ask us to believe that Polycntes not only had fony triremes, but 

that he must have h d  many more, as he was willing to sacrifice forty to his scheme. 

We are also asked to believe that Polycrates suspected some 8.000 men of disloyalty. 

AU these details seem to belong with the "actions appropriate for an arrogant tyrant" 

type of stories. Does Herodotus choose to c d  Polycrates' ships uiremes because he 

knows that they were. or because triremes are bigger and require more men and. 

therefore. are better proof of Polycrates' tyrannical nature? 

Although the Ionian revoit might be said to have begun with the Persian 

attempt on Naxos (and its nhoia pa~pa nohha. V.30.4), it was not a conflict nch in 

sea batties. A Persian fleet of two hundred was used to carry the Persian army to Naxos 

(V.3 1.4)- but no battle is reported. According to Herodotusf account the ships sent by 

Athens and Eretria (V.99-103.1) appear to act only as uoop carrien and do not engage 

in any reponed battle. Plutarch. on the other hand, in the "On the Malice of 

Herodotus," reports a battle between the Ereuian fleet and thar of the Great King (Mor. 

861a-b). The battle took place in the Parnphylian Sea around the time of the siege of 

Sardis and ended in a victoq for the Ereuians. 



ij6q yàp Ws (TWV Wyttenbach: tnUûov~o ~à FGH 426 F1) 

ncpi T ~ V  ' I ~ v i a v  ~ U ~ I C E X U ~ C V W V  (UUKEXUIJ~VO. FGH 426 F 1)  

rai o~ohou pauihtroù npoanhiov-roq. a n a v ~ j u a v ~ ~ ~  E<o 

Kunpioug i v  TG flapqwhiq nthayri r a ~ ~ v a u p a ~ q a a v -  

Mur. 86 2b 

Plutarch says that the barde was reporteci by a number of authors and cites Lysanias of 

Mallos' k p i  'Epc~p i a ~  (FGH 426). in parti~ular.'~' 

The sea banle won by the Ionians in defence of Cypms (V. 1 12.1 ) is 

mentioned oniy briefly. 

vquoi piv vuv ' I w v ~ g  arpoi ytvoptvoi ~ a û ~ r l v  T j v  ipipav 

ÙncpePahovro TOC< Ooivi~aq. rai s o i ~ o v  Zapioi fipia~tuoav- 

without any reference to tactics. 

Lade appean to be the first naval battle for which very large. specific 

numbers are given (Hdt VL6f.). Aialia was fought out between 180 ships. none of 

them known to be triremes. Herodotus claims that the Ionians had 353 ships at Lade. 

di triremes (VL8.2), against 600 ships belonging to the Persians (VI.9.1). Nearly a 

thousand ships dtogether. in spite of their numencd superiority the Penian 

commanders are sufficiently womed by the Greek numbers that they try to lure the 

various Greek factions away from their common cause (VI.9). 

Two parts of the story of Lade deserve hnher attention. When the Ionian 

fleet mustered at Lade. three ships were sent from Phocaea (by those Phocaeans who 

had not sailed to Conica) under the cornrnand of Dionysius. Dionysius is made by 

Herodotus to offer to train the Ionian fieet in order to make hem unmatchable. A few 

days' labour, he promises. will make them so effective that the Persians will either go 

'"As the text of Plutarch stands now the Eretrians seem to have fought a Cypriote detachment of the King's 
tleet. The Loeb editor cites the texi of Pletho which suggests ri di fferent reading: the king's fleet sailed from 
Cypm. " m o h w  B a a t X 1 ~ 6  6s KIjnpou TC 'Iwvia rrpounhiovrr icw i v  TG flapcpuhi+ n~hayri 
a n a v ~  j o a v ~ q  ~ a t i v a u u a ~ q o a v .  " 



away withour fighting or will be defeated (VI. 1 1.2-3). The Ionians took up his offer. 

and for a few days Dionysius trained them (VI. 12.1). 

O 6È ayayWv ~ K U ~ T O T E  Ini cipaq ~ à q  via<. orwg 

TO~CJI t p i ~ r p  x p i a a ~ ~ o  Gidrnhoov noiritptvoq ~ j o i  vquoi 

61' ahhqhiwv tcai T O ~ C  k n i P a ~ a <  O n h i a ~ i ~ .  TO hoinov T(< 

iyiprlq ~ a <  via< EXEOKE in' a y ~ u p i w v .  napt ix i  sa ~ o i a i  

'1 moi novov 51' i p i p q q  

The Ionians eventually become sick and tired of al1 this training and refuse to obey any 

longer. 

This passage is apparently the earliest reference to the compiicated naval 

tactics associated with ramming battles."' The diekplotis and the periplous (not 

referred to in this passage) were to become the mainstay manoeuvres of the fifth- 

century navy?" but there is no mention of their existence before Lade. 

Wallinga makes a great ded out of the fact that Dionysius is Phocaean md 

goes so far as to claim that the reason why Dionysius was in charge was that he alone 

(or that the Phocaeans aione) were knowledgable in these tac tic^."^ The Phocaeans 

rnight even have created them. Aithough there is no direct (or even indirect) information 

in any ancient author to support such a claim. it is within the realm of possibility. Our 

howledge of Ionian naval resources is limited. Wdinga believes that the Ionian fleet 

was probably largely composed of ships confiscated from Persian naval installations in 

Ionia.'" There is a tradition in Thucydides (1.13.6) that the Ionians were possessed of 

large fleets at the time of the Penian c ~ n ~ u e s t . " ~  It seems reasonable that from the time 

of the Persian conquest warships will have been under the convol of the Peaians nther 

- -- 

" ' ~ a l l i n ~ a  (1993). p. 73. 
:"Morrison and Coates (1986). p. 43.52.53. 
'*'WaIlinga ( 1993). p. 73-73. 
"'WalIinga ( 1993). p. 111. 
LGSamos and Phocaea certainly did: Naxos is said to have had many Iong shipi Just before the lonian revolt 
( Hdt. V.30.4). 



than local Greek govemments.2" Nevenheless there is no reason to suppose that locd 

Greeh were not conscripted by the Persians into manning the ships. What is difficult 

to know is whether Persian interest in naval matters was sufficient (that is beyond 

simply recognizing the need for a navy) to lead thern to tactical innovations. The fear of 

the Persian commandes over the size of the Greek fleet may have k e n  due to any 

number of causes. from knowledge that their crews were tired to knowledge that the 

Greeks had cornmand of better ramming tactics. It may be that a date for the 

innovations in tactics should be set before the Persim conquest, but there is no sure 

w q  to know. Whatever the quality of the Phocaean claims, the Chians either knew the 

diekploos beforehand or were quick leamen. as Herodotus says that they used this 

manoeuvre valiantly. 

ahhu PET' ÔAiywv auyyaxwv pcpouvwy~voi 6 i r r n h i o v ~ ~ g  

tvaupapov.  (VI. 15.2) 

It is the crewing of the Chian ships which is the other point of interest in 

this battle. .Although the crews seem to have been competent in the finer points of 

&me warfare. the Chians had nevertheless chosen to burden their ships with fony 

men at arms for each ship, 

0'1' nape ixov~o p h .  Womp coi n p o s ~ p o v  ~ i p i e q .  viaç i ~ a ~ o v  

 ai in' C r a o ~ q ç  aijstwv av6pog ~ ~ a o ~ p a r o v ~ a  TWV OOTWV 

Aoyabac t n @ a ~ ~ U o v ~ a ~ -  (VI.15.1) 

This is about the same number of men as the Peniiuis sailed on thei. ships in 480 (VIL 

184.2). Momson and Coates have the following to say about the Chian policy. 

"Nevertheless, the 40 picked soldien which the Chans carried on deck 

'"Wdlinga (1993). p. 1 I8f.: although it is to bc noted that there is no tes1 textual evidence for either 
situation. The nature and composition of the Persian navy is of gre;it concern. but it is possible ro begin 
with an idea th31 the navy w u  not very différent tiom the rest of the rniiitary. and that local traditions were 
preserved. Thus one might assume chat the navy wris cornposeci of various local divisions in which the 
Phoenicians. Greeks and Egyptirins al1 buiIt ships according to their own traditions (which were probably 
hirly similar at this point, especirilly if the tnreme had been mund for ri hundred y e m  or sol. mmned by 
and large by locals but under the overdl command of the local Persian cornmanden and governors. 



show that the Chians were not totally cornrnitted to the rarnming tactic. but 

regarded what Thucydides was to cal1 'the old-fashioned way of fighting 

at sea' as equally important. The two are not really compatible, since 40 m e d  

men on deck would thernselves have diminished the ship's speed and agility. 

and for reasons of stability required a more heavily built hull and a deck 

bulwark as ~ e i l . " ' ~ ~  

In sum. the texniai evidence. though limited. produces the following 

scheme: the first recorded sea battles date from c. 660, the first references to the ram 

corne a little more than a hundred years later, sophisticated ramming tactics are known 

from the 490's. These are the latest dates for these "innovations." Although it has k e n  

argued above (chapter 4) that the ram itself is an innovation of the srventh century. 

based on iconographie evidence, there is no supplementary source of evidence for the 

date of the introduction of the diekploos or the periploos. 

5.3 Piracy 

Piracy in the ancient world is a topic which deserves far more study, and the 

problem of its exact nature is not unconnected to question of the development of the 

ram. Without any evidence for sea-battles of any type before c. 660, those who would 

put the invention of the rarn earlier have occasionaiiy proposed that the ram could have 

developed as a defence against pirates.'g0 Such an assumption is necessary if the ram is 

to be associated with pincy. As Basch pointed out. in the matter of piracy rams only 

'x'%lo~ison and Coates i 1986). p.44. The traditional complement of marines is ten hoplites and four 
archers. If a full uireme crew was two hundred, the weight of the crew (at an avenge 75 kg per man) wouid 

u ;1 set: have been ribout 15.000 kg with an extra 300 or so for the weight of the hoplites' amour (at 30 k, 
according to Hanson [1989. p. 561 it is difficuIt to keep the weight of ri full set of m o u r  under 70 lbs.). If 
the number of hoplites were increased to fony. the ovenli i n c m e  of the ship's complement would k 
twenty-six if rhe archers were replaced, or thiny if the archers remained. plus the weight of thiny more sets 
of hoplite m o u r .  This would increrise the wei~ht of the crew by 1950 or 2250 kg plus 900 more for the 
weight of the armour. or by about 204. Momson md Coares ( 1986. p. II 1 )  estirnateci that the weight of 
the hull (complete with outriggers. seats. decks etc.) wouId be 25 tonnes. or slightly more than one half of 
the weieht of a trirrme fully manned and equipped. Thus if 10 tonnes was the weight of a trireme manned 
with two hundred men. an addirionai thiny with m o u r  would increase the total burden by about 8%. 
%'Sec n.273. above. Basch ( 1975). p. 202. 



make sense as a defensive weapon. The profit-seeking pirate is less likely to risk 

sinking his prey befgre he c m  take possession of its cargo and crew. and ship for that 

matter, than the would-be prey is to worry about the condition of his attacker. Holing a 

ship could easily spoil its cargo. while the simple impact of the ram. even if it did no 

real damage. could cause the cargo of a heavily-laden ship to shift and thereby capsize 

the  vesse^.'^' 

On the other hand funher thought might suggest that the use of the ram as a 

defensive weapon against pintes also lacks practicality.'g' In the first place the use of 

the ram requires a great conuol over the direction and speed of a ship's progress. A 

merchantman. a ship which relies on its sail for most of its power. cannot ram because 

its helmsman's ability to control its direction and speed is limited by the direction and 

force of the wind. Thus the ram could only be the defensive weapon of an oared ship 

which h a  the ability to control its direction and speed as well as the ability to reverse 

direction at a moment's notice by backing water."' The use of the mm tuns  the 

attackee into the attacker. A r m  works by turning a ship into a missile to the extent that 

the ship becornes subordinate to the ram, king nothing more than the motor behind the 

ram. And a m only worh by facing the enemy and attacking him. If a pirate ship 

were to approach from behind or from the side, the attacked ship must tum about and 

go after it. It cannot attempt to flee as that would turn the r m  away h m  the attacking 

ship. No pirate would oblige his prey by sailing around in front of him and voluntarily 

impaling himself on the fleeing ship's mm. 

Perhaps the most senous objection to any theory which would base the 

invention of the ram on piracy, is that there is no early literary evidence for assaults of 

-Y'This mis fortune still occun and c m  cnpsizr even a modern ship with almost un believnble sperd. 
"'van Doornick ( 1982) and Basch ( 1975). p. 202. On the other huid if the impression provided by the 
Odysse~ is reasonribly correct. chat just about anybody at seri in ri ship could turn pinte if the opponunity 
provided itselC the difference between pinte and prey was. perhrips. largely a matter of wha won the 
encounter. The difference between their ships would be ne~ligible. Both would have m s .  One is therefore 
Ieft with the image of two ships pursuing erich other around in circles tryinp to ram each other. 
"'For the importance of the ability to back water after nmming. Casson and Ste ffy ( 199 1 ). p. 78. 



ships on ships while at sea. There is nothing in Homer. where it might be expected. 

Odysseus encounters al l  kinds of dangers - storms, Scylla and Charybdis. cannibals. 

but he is never atracked by another ship, nor does he ever attack one. Odysseus does 

raid Ismanis (Od. iX.39 ff.). and would have carried away booty and women if he had 

lefi directly. Whenever characters tell stories about being carried off by pirates, they 

have aiways k e n  taken by force or by guile on land (e.g., Eumaeus' story Od. 

XV.417 ff.). Mucb as Hesiod disliked the sea and intimates that putting a boat in the 

water for purposes of vade is a slightiy dubious activity, he does not include pinte 

attacks mong the dangers of sailing. When Thucydides wntes of the impact pirates had 

on early Greece (L7), it is not their depredations on ships or uade that he mentions, but 

the fact that they forced men to build their settlements away from the shore. Thucydides 

never directly says that, in this early period, they interfered with ~hipping.'~" 

Thus the most profound effect of early piricy seems not have been a fear of 

sailing, but nther a fear of living too close to the coast and a fear of strangers who 

rnight mm out to be kidnappers. The fear of k i n g  nided and plundered prevented 

towns from growing beyond the confines of their walls. A great amount of wony 

seems to have k e n  focused on offshore islands which could serve as bases for raids. 

The Athenians womed about Aegina, the Spmans about Cythen (Hdt. VII.235: Thuc. 

IV.53.2-3). and the Massaiiotes about the Stoichades (Strabo IV. 184 1 IV. 1.1 O). The 

Phocaeans raided from Conica and the Dolopes from Scyros. The Lipari islanders may 

have k e n  harassed by the Etniscans because of Etruscm fears of their potential 

raiding. 

It rnight be objected that ancient authors refer to men who. N e  Minos. rid 

the seas of pintes (Thucydides of Minos 1.4. of the Connthians 1.13.5). Thry do nor 

make clear. however. whether diis entailed the destruction of pirate-towns by annies 

- -- 

'wDiodonis Siculus tells a similx tale about the early settlements of the Sicani on SiciIy. Their homes 
were in vilIages, and their villages were built on the strongest hills because of pirates (bia TOÙG Aqcrrac- 
V. 6.2)- 



brought thither by ship,'" or by the annihilation of pinte shipslfleets caught at sea. To 

clear the sea of pirates rnay. at times, have rneant the ability to endicate colonies of 

people who denved their livelihoods by raiding other settlements - just as the Etruscans 

uied to do to the Phocaeans and the Lipari islanders. Since, however. fighting piracy 

appears to become a signifier of a society which is becoming more civili~ed,"~ there 

rnay be problems of anachronism in this matter. It rnay be that anyone. such as Minos. 

who developed a reputation as a civilizer or "empire-builder" would have automatically 

had pirate-desuoying added to his list o l  accomplishments simply because that was one 

of the things which a civilizer did. Fighting piracy improved living conditions. 

The definition of piracy. Aqo-r~ia. seems to have encompassed a number of 

activities. There is the land raiding mentioned above. hqmcia  also included various 

ways of attacking ships without venturing out onto the open water. Much ancient 

seafûnng tended to hug the shores and permitted sailors to corne ashore daily for 

supplies and trade."' This meant that merchant vessels would often lie close to shore a 

night. Surprise attacks from shore upon sleeping crews are known rven in more cecent 

times?' One of the rnost infamous pinte raids in classical history was committed by 

the Dolopes of Scyros on a Thessalian ship which was anchored in their harbour (Plut. 

Cimon 8). S trabo (XW.802 / XVII. 1.19) telis of E~p t i an  shepherds who lived near 

the harbour at Pharos and who attacked those who would uy to anchor there 

(cppouptio0a1 6' h o  ~ourohwv Aqa~ôv  inis10éptvwv TOT< npaooppilop&oi~). 

in the Classical period there is some evidence for the use of very smail boats 

for piracy. The Athenian capture of Megara was effected with the help of uaitors who 

""~ompey's campai~n against the pirates in 67 B. C. was successful in part because he did not  nrglect io 
destroy the pirates* landbitses, espeçially in Cilicia where he used siege engines to demolish their 
fonitïcritions (Cary and Scullrird [ 19751. p. 25 I ). 
''"~ruli ( 1978). p. 1 19. 
'"'~he Kyrenia wrecli is probably an exmple of the small uamp merchant ship. She pmduced evidence for 
eating but not for cooking. and it hris k e n  hypothesized that her crew would have made anchor e x h  night 
in order to cook on shore (HS. p. 50). Of additionid interest is the facr that she was faund to have spear 
heads fixed into her huIl. which may mean that she w s  rnkn  ruid scuttled by pirates who werc interested in 
capturing the crew for sale as siaves (Parker [ l992]. p.232). 
' Y ' O ~ r o d  ( 1924). p. 26. 



blocked the town gate open with a boat (Thuc. IV.67). It was a small boat ( a r a ~ ~ o v  

àpcpqpirov) which they had pretended to take out of town for the purpose of piracy 

(WG hr\aroi, 67.3). It was so small in fact that it could be brought in ünd out of the 

town on a wagon. Later on the inhabitants of the Ulyrian Coast. also known for piracy. 

are credited with a variety of smallish, swift craft.'" 

Reputations for pincy (or privateering) seem to be developments of the 

seventh century or later. The Carthaginians and the Euuscans both developed 

reputarions for being hostile to foreign vessels found sailing in their waters. The word 

"Tyrrhenian" was aimost synonymous with pirate. although it has ken  suggested that 

there was some confusion between the Tyrrhenians of the east and the Tyrseni of the 

nonh ~ e g e a n . ' ~ ~  This reputation, correct or othenvise, seerns to have been acquired 

quite early.'*' Tynhenian sailors kidnapped Dionysus in the Hymn to Dionpiis. which 

should put their activities back to the sixth century. The Carthaginians are known from 

a treaty recorded by Polybius (III.27-23) to have guarded their trade routes jeaiously. 

According to Eratosthenes (in Strabo XVII. 1.19) the Carthaginians would drown 

foreigners caught sailing past Carthage for Sardinia and beyond. 

Early references to ships attacking other ships and carrying off booty are 

rare. The Spartans accused the Samians of having sent warships out after a great 

cauldron which they were sending to Croesus (Hdt. I.70.2), but most instances of the 

interception of goods tend to take place on land or in harboun (e.g.. the Corcyrean 

youths who were supposed to be sent to Sardis. Hdt. 111.48.2-3). While it is clear that 

by the beginning of the fiNi century the seizure of merchant shipping could be used as 

a military tactic (Hdt. VI.5.2-3). it is hard to find earlier references to it. In shon most 

of the early evidence (that is also from the eariiest authors) leads to the suspicion that 

most "piracy" was reaiiy the raiding of land and is essentially the ship-borne equivalent 

3'Ormerod ( 1924). p. 19. 
Sx'~rmerod ( 1924). p. 152- 153. 
U''~ciquel (1993). p. 159- 163: also p. 173. where she suggests that these charges might have been 
something close to anti-Etniscan propaganda 



of border raiding."' The similarities berween the two extend to the vocabulary for 

piracy and brigandage, which is the same; hqa-rtia and its associated words are used to 

mean violent theft by land-'0' or by sea. 

5.4 The &me and the rarn 

npW~oi  bf Kopivûioi hhyov~ai iyyijsa-ra ~ o û  vùv rponou 

p ~ ~ a x ~ i p i o a i  ~à nrpi ~ à <  vaüq. coi spiipciq Cv Kopivûw 

nporov T ~ C  'Eh Aa&o< vaunqyqûiva t .  cpaivr~ai 6é rai 

Iapioiq ' A ~ a i v o r h ~ ~  Kopivûio< vounqyoq v a Ü ~  noirioaq ~ i o -  

uapaq  ET^ 6' i a ~ i  p a h i a ~ a  T ~ I ~ K O O I U  t< T j v  T E ~ E U T ~ ~ V  

~ 0 û 6 i  TOÜ noXipou OTE 'Ap~ivod(< Iapioiq ?$8cv. 

T ~ u c .  1.13. 2-3 

This passage of Thucydides is usually understood to mean that the 

Corinthans were the first Greeks (though not necessarily the first people) to build the 

uireme, and that they did this sometime in the seventh century. The reference to 

Ameinocles is dated to c. 700,'" and the entire passage is followed by another 

reference, to the first sea battie of which Thucydides knew, which is dated forty years 

later than the Ameinocles date. The passage may, therefore, be taken to be increasing in 

specificity both as reguds general information (from "nearest the present rnanner" to a 

particular type of ship and a pYticular individual). and in chronology as the two dated 

references follow the vaguer remarks about Corinthian acti~ities.'~' This view has been 

chalienged upon occasion.'06 These challenges tend to 

rereading of the text. which seems difficult for the text to 

depend on a fairly 

bear. The traditional 

-q"~ompa.re the stories told by Nestor about the geaf cattle nids of his youth ( I L  XI.669ff.1. 
'"E. g.. Oedipus uses hqa-ri~ of the men who attacked Laius (Soph. OT 535). 

radical 

reading 

-qu'Three hundred yem before rhe end of this w u "  wouid be c. 704 if Thucydides means the end of the 
entire Peloponnesirin War. nther than the end of the first part of the war in 424. 
"'5E.g.. Homblower ( 1997). p. 4243. 
 av avis on ( 1947) and recenily Wallinpa ( 1993). 



of the text is the most nanird and suggests that Thucydides (regardless of the accuracy 

of his understanding) understood and believed that the building of these early 

Corinthian triremes were closely connected in tirne with Ameinocles' building of ships 

for the Samians and with the sea battle between the Corinthians and the Corcyreans. 

That Thucydides might have believed that the uireme in Greece was to be 

dated as early as c. 700 finds some confmation in Herodotus' commenü (II. 159.1 ) 

about the navy of the Pharaoh Necho (6 10-594). Herodotus States. 

n a u o a p t v o ~  6i T!< GiWpuxoç ô NEKWC iipanc-ro n p o ~  

u~pa~qiaq.  rai T ~ I ~ ~ P E E ~  ai p i v  h i   fi Bopqiq 8ahaaa~ 

ino i j8qaav .  ai 6' i v  TG ' A p a p i ~  ~ohnc+ h i  r j  'EpuBpij 

8aAaoq. TWV ETI O; 6 h ~ o i  €;al 6iho1. 

Although there are reasonable lexical grounds for Herodotus to have made a mistake 

about the nature of Necho's ~ h i ~ s . ' ~ '  the important point is that Herodotus appears to 

have had no reason to doubt the accuracy of his sources. He gives no indication thar 

there is anything bizarre in the idea that Necho rnight have had triremes or that niremes 

at so early a date were an absurdity. 

If the invention or the arrival of the trireme in the Greek ship-building 

tradition is as late as c. 575,'O"ere does not seem to be impact on the surviving 

sources. If Herodotus was bom around 480. this major revolution in ship technology 

had occurred only 45 years before - easily within living memory and surely not 

something to have gone unnoticed in a seafaring place such as Halicmassus (which 

supplied triremes for the Penian navy in the 480179 w u .  Hdt. VII.99.1-2). Moreover. 

if a date of c. 525 were correct. Polycntes of Samos would be associated with some of 

the earliest triremes in Greek waters, since dunng his reign he appears to have changed 

his fleet from pentecontoa at the beginning of his reign (III.39.3) to triremes by the 

'"~allinga (1993). p. 104-105. The r e m  "knbt ship" which w u  used to designate the uireme in Epypiian. 
was ancieni and had changed its meaning several times. 
UUWallingo ( 1993). p. 103f. 



time Carnbyses was invading Egypt (111.44.2)."~ Herodotus seems to have found 

Polycrates and Samos itsrlf wonhy of great attention. yet while he mentions the two 

different Beets, he makes nothing of the change. Likewise. although Thucydides does 

say that few States had triremes until the emly pan of the fifth century (1.14.1-7). he 

does not state that the reason was because they were new. nor does he take the 

opporninity to demonstrate that Herodotus must be mistaken about the Egptian 

triremes (contrast his comrnents about the Pitanate lochos, 1.20.3 with Hdt. I X S  2) .  

Perhaps a solution might be found by considering the problem of the trireme 

together with that of the rm. Grerk vase painting and Assynan reliefs (see appendix 1)  

both provide some evidence that biremes were in use in the Eastern Mediterranean by 

around 700. If. as has been proposed in this thesis. the development of the rarn belongs 

to the seventh century, the bireme is likely to have antedated the mm. The separateness 

of the bireme and the mm may be seen. in Assyna at any rate, in those reliefs which 

depict biremes whch are clearly not " longships.""'" 

How great was the step from bireme to uireme? The change from one to 

two levels of oarsmen must have had a substantial impact on the thinking of 

shipbuilders. The Greek and Assynan biremes are ships with oarsmen on two levels. 

and this will have meut  trying to understand how to build a ship in which two levels of 

oarsmen could exist in the first place and then prrform without impeding each othrr. 

But once ship-builders had begun to think and move beyond one level of oarsmen. 

there was little reason to stop at two. 

The trireme. as we understand her. was. for the most part. a nonsensical 

ship. 1 think that it is most likely that the bireme was created by putting benches or 

some other elevated platform down on top of the thwans upon which the original level 

of oarsmen sat (the zeugites from zeugos, thwart). and seating the second level of 

VWWailinga (1993). p. 84 and 99. 
""EZ.. the ''round ships" from the "Luli" relief frorn ihe Great Hall of the SW palace. Kuyunjik. and a 
royal "pleasure craft" from Room S of  the Nonh palace. Kujunjik. Nineveh. 



oarsmen on them (thranites from thranos, bench)." ' ~ h e  change which created the 

uireme was the filling of the entire hold with oarsmen (the thalamioi from thalamos, 

hold). This meant that the hull was no longer free for cargo - a problem which the 

bireme probably did not have. Thus the owner of a trireme cannot reaiiy have expected 

to use his ship for serious trading in either buk or distance. With al1 the extra crew he 

will have expected to sail fast. and the size of the crew will have made the ship very 

heavy. A &me may even have looked very impressive in cornparison with other 

ships. It proved that its owner had the social standing or wealth to comrnand the rime 

and labour of close to 200 men. As a use of manpower. however. the uireme was 

relatively inefficient. The number of men needed to crew a uireme could just as easily 

be used to fil1 three or four pentecontor~."~ The problem is in knowing what it was that 

made the trireme so much better than any of its predecessors. 

Much of the discussion must. unfortunately. depend on matters about which 

little is really known. What was the nature of most Archaic fleets - of whose ships did 

they consist? If rnost fieets were put together on an ad hoc basis from ships owned by 

local aristocrats,)" it is easy to see why pentecontors will have remained p~pula r .~"  

With its hold free of rowen and rowing benches the pentecontor was probably far more 

versatile than a trireme could ever be. With a pentecontor a shipowner would have k e n  

able to cany on his aristocntic business (raiding and so on) with room for his booty 

"'Wellinga (1993). p. 14 and 53f. The ouuigger which supponed the thnnite oan on the trirerne will. in 
this reconstruction, actually have been deveIoped for the bireme and then transferred to the trirerne. 
"'~nfortunately the nature of the pentecontor is also uncenain - a "monoreme" with twenty-five men a 
side? A bireme with twenty-five men in total per side m g e d  somehow on two levels'? Wallinga has uied 
to argue (1993. p. 45f.) thrit the m e  pentecontor (what wlts metint by the term "pentecontor" when used by 
a Greek author) was a bireme with rows of eleven and founecn (or twelve ruid thirteen) a side. There is no 
certain ancient evidence on this matter. 
mat or example the somewhat mysierious forty-eight Attic naukmïes which. according to Poilun (8.108). 
were supposed to provide one ship and two horsemen. Gabrielsen (C19941. p. ?Off.,) however, doubts the 
connection between the nnukranrri and ship Ievies. "However. rnost of whrtt is said by Pollux (or by his 
source ) on this mater represents purely speculritive and improbable ametions to the nmt ive  of Aihetraioti 
Politeia 8.3 and 2 1.5 (e.p.. he erroneously attributes to the nauknroi the power to decide on the revenues 
and expenditures of the démes) also chkter is t ic  of a v i e t y  of versions @;en by other Irxi~o~pphers." (p. 
23 ). 
"70 some extenr diis argument should apply whaïevrr the nature of the pentecontor (see WaIIinga [ 19931. 
p. 64, and chapter three passinij. 



and srill tum up with a reasonably speedy ship when required. The trireme would have 

been attractive to a few truly wealthy individuals and possibly of States with large 

incomes which could afford to keep ships of Lirnited usefulness. It is also plausible that. 

und more or less permanent navies came into existence and oarsmen became well 

trained, the strategic advantages of the vireme (whatever they were) could be offset by 

larger numben of pentecontors. It seems possible that until the appeannce of a large 

and organised fieet (in short the Penian navy), there was no real need for most Greeks 

to alter their ancestral habits in the matter of naval prepüredness and building customs. 

What is the ram's comection to di of this? It was proposed in the 

Introduction (p. 2) that the origin of the ram belonged to a time when a process of 

speciaiization was occming in shipbuilding. The trireme is the first ship in the Iron 

Age of which we have any reai knowledge which can honestly be said to have k e n  

specialiy built for a specific purpose - to fight battles on the sea. With its crew loaci it 

c m  not carry much by way of cargo and, except in speciai circumstances. can not travel 

far from land for any length of time. It is, however. swift, and, with the weight of its 

enlarged crew behind it (close on 15,000 kg). it probably could be said to have "packed 

quite a punch" in a nmming battie. It could be put to other uses. such as horse- 

transportation (Thuc. iI.56.2 - which Thucydides says occurred for the first time in this 

instance). but the other uses regularly require severe intemal alteration, and it certainly 

was not invented in order to be dtered. In a similx way the nm may be argued to be a 

feature of a ship which is expecting to be in regular violent contact with other ships. It 

is an expensive and useless piece of metal if encounten between ships are rare. Thus 

both the trkeme and the rarn are likely to be innovations of a time of increasing confict 

and increasing specialization. and the development of the trireme seems to depend on 

the pre-existence of the rm. 

The connection between the bireme. the trireme and the ram is not aitogether 

clear. Unless we are completely mistaken about the nature of the trireme. the evolution 



of the trireme depends on the earlier invention of the bireme. The 

should. by my arguments, develop afrer the bireme and belong to 

ram. although it 

the same p e r d  

trend in shipbuilding which led to the trireme. may not have depended on the pre- 

existence of multilevel ships. Much of archaic Greek art shows "monoremes" with bow 

projections which should be r m  - indeed biremes are st i l l  quite rare in Greek art long 

afier they "ought" to have been inuoduced (see appendix 1). It is probably safe to 

suppose that. if the mm developed out of a preexisting bow projection (likely a 

cutwater), this development was part of the general movement towards rmlitarism and 

specidization in Greek shipbuilding. It is neither clear nor in any way certain. however. 

that the specific vinues of rnultilevel ships (twice the men. same length: sarne number 

of men. half the length etc). were essential to the development of the ram. 

The development of the uireme. on the other hand. is aimost certainly due to 

the prior existence of the ram. The trireme seems to have been the most effective rm- 

carrier developed by the ancients. lts qualities were such that it survived as a type of 

wanhip down to the batde of Actium. long after much larger ships appeared. Although 

the tnrerne wili have developed out of the knowledge used to build the bireme. the fact 

that the men needed to row it (at hill complement) seerns to have been three times 

greater than the next largest ship (50 for a pentecontor: 170 for a trireme) sugpsts that 

it was built with an eye to putting as much weight and force as possible into the ship. 

reaching out to the limits of what was possible for ancient shipbuilding techniques. 1 

think that the motivating factor behind the invention of the trireme was the nm and a 

desire on the part of builders to find a way to put as much power behind the ram as 

could be contrived by their skill. 



Chapter 6 Conclusions 

The aim of this dissenation has been to gather together what evidence there 

is for the development of the naval ram and to use this evidence to question the 

regularly assumed dates for the introduction of the r m .  This goal has ken pursued by 

a study of both the art historicai and the textual evidence related to the ships and the 

types of military activites accomplished with and by ships in the Bronze and Iron Ages. 

This investigation has led to the following observations. In the Bronze Age 

in the Mediterranean and in Greece in particular art historiai evidence points to the 

simultaneous existence of three types of hulls, two of which might be consuued as 

possessing water-level projections at the bow. These two projection-bows have k e n  

identified as Types 1 (or "bulgy") and 2 (or "me"). Neither type cm be associated with 

ramming-naval warfare, and although naval warf'e did take place during the Bronze 

Age. it does not seem to have involved ramming. Indeed the three fleets of ships which 

are most likely, or which did in fact. take part in naval warfare. the fieet of ships from 

the Theran frescoes and the Egyptian navy as shown on the reliefs at Medinet Habu. 

have no features which could reasonably be described as rams. while die ships of the 

Sea Peoples had smaii projections which do not seem to have been usable as rams. 

Thus the bow projections of the Bronze Age are likely to have k e n  cutwaters or 

edarged forefoots which were intended to improve a ship's sailing ability. 

AU three types of hulls may be found in ship representations from 

Mycenaean Greece. although the "me" projection type is far more common and seems 

to have best survived the fail of Mycenaean civilization. While ship representations 

from the Mycenaean and Dark Ages of Greece tend io be very individudized, there is a 

certain degree of continuity between them. and there does not seem to be a major 



change in iconography until the Geometric period. The 

Greek art for at least 150 years and tends to a remarkable 

"Geometricl' ship survives in 

unifomity. A small subset of 

examples with a much rounder and îuller bow (such as Toronto 9 19. 5. 18) rnay 

represent some evidence for regional variarion in the Type 2 bow or may be an evolved 

form of the Type 1 bow. It was also observed that the Geometric ship mipht well have 

used as a mode1 the type of ship which was in fact to be found sailing in Mediterranean 

waters dunng the eighth century. The uniformity of presentation seems to extend 

beyond Anic workshops into Boeotia and Corinth. and even more importantiy. bears 

strong resemblances, especidiy in the form of its bow projection, to the ships carved 

on contemporary Assynan relief sculptures at Nineveh. 

In spite of the great length of the bow projections of the Geometric ships. it 

seems unlikely that they were used as rams. In the first place their shape does not 

compare well with later rarns. In the second there is no corroborative evidence which 

demonsuates that rams were needed or used in the eighth century. Of the surviving 

vase paintings not one shows two ships fighting each other. AU scenes of fighting 

appear to cake place on land aound beached ships. and this variety of "ship-fighting" is 

in accord with descriptions of fighting around ships in Homer. The ram is properly the 

weapon of a uained and organized fleet. and the piiiical organization of Greece in the 

Dark Ages and the ninth and eighth centuries may not have been suficientiy developed 

to maintain such fleets. The explanation which was suggested for these long projections 

is that they are cutwaters, and that they serve the same purpose as those projections 

which were seen on Mycenaean and Dark Age ships. This explanation is supported by 

the continued existence of projections similar ro the shorter Mycenaean and Dark Age 

examples on ships of later periods (see appendix 2) - ships which are not war ships 

with projections which are not rams. 

Sometime in the seventh century a significant change in the shape and the 

presentation of the projection was seen to have occurred. The change from the long and 



pointed Geometric projection to the modentely shoner and Bat-faced Archaic projection 

rnay have been gradua1 as a few early Archaic ship representations seem to have "beak- 

like" projections which rnay represent a mid-way point in the evolution in its form 

(e.g., NM 11765). As well the seventh century ship models from Samos also seem to 

preserve more than one hull form. one of which (e.g.. Ohly # 25) rnay be of a hull type 

sirnilar to that of Toronto 9 19.5. 18. Nevenheless by c. 600 the change seems to have 

been alrnost universal in Greece and bow projections had becorne flat-faced and more 

or less thenomorphic, usuaily boar-like, in presentation. This change in the depiction of 

the bow of the ship suggests that an important change had or was occumng in how the 

anist perceived and conceived of a ship. and that the change to a theriomorphisrn 

focused on the bow projection probably marks a shift in how the ship was used - 
namely for ramming naval warfare. This date coincides with the fint known report or a 

sea battle from a classical source as well as with the rise of more centralized polis- 

govemments under the tyrants of the seventh and sixth centuries. 

In sum the date for the introduction of the naval mm should belong to a 

period of naval innovation and specializarion as well as a tirne when the poliûcal 

organization of the States of the Meditemean would allow for some degree of 

organization. The bireme seems to have been an innovation of the very late eighth 

centuy (see chapter 5 and appendix 2) and is an indicator of naval experimentation. 

The Assynan Sennacherib rnay have been experimenting by using a fleet of ships to 

attack the Elarnites (see chapter 3) which rnay be another indication that military minds 

were thinking about ships and how to use thern at about the same tirne. The major 

change in the way by which Greek artists painted ships also begins at this period and 

appears to be complete by c. 600. The seventh century is. therefore. the penod which is 

most likely ro have seen the final development of the naval r m .  



Appendix 1 Biremes 

The identification of biremes in Greek and Assynan an is cenual to the 

dating of their introduction. The problem of identifjing, and thereby dating, biremes in 

Greek art is complicated by the nature of "perspective" in Greek Geometric art. The 

recognition of biremes in Assyrian art is much more straight fonvard. The presentation 

of objects in Assyrian art is two-dimensional. If two levels of oars appear to corne out 

from the side of a ship, the ship should be thought of as a bireme. Biremes are first 

known on relief sculptures from the reign of Sennacherib (705-68 1; see chapter 3). and 

may, therefore, be dated in the Levant to c. 700, if not somewhat e ~ l i e r . ~ "  

It would seem reasonable to suspect that Greek biremes would date to about 

this period too. Only Greek yt can provide the clues. A word, similar to trireme. which 

describes a two-level ship does not really exist in classical Greek. Even the word 

b k p o ~ o ç  is fmt used of ships in the fourth century and then only io Jescnbe triremes 

that were manned at two of their three levels, 

~ i ~ o r ~ b o ~ y i v w v  b l  TWV avûpYnw. ai piv ~ 3 v  vt&v 

b i ~ p o ~ ~ i  fiaav. ai 61 povo~po~oi.  ai 6t nav~rhWq r ~ v a i -  

(Xen. HG II. 1 . ~ 8 ) " ~  

Thus the sole source of information. barring the discovery of a well-preserved wreck. 

is Greek art. 

This source is, however, made uncertain because of the nature of Geometric 

"perspective." The primary problem in this matter is whether an anist could and did 

show both sides of a ship at once or whether hr only ever showed the near side. The 

solution to this provides the answers to questions about the existence of biremes in the 

" ' ~ 1 1  AssyOan depictions of "longships." as well as the "roundships" in the "Luli" relief. are shown as 
biremes. The only exception seems to be the fngmentary ship from the Til Bmib fresco. 
""rom the description of the confusion of the Atheniui fleet at Aegospotmi. 



Geometric penod and the interpretation of the various lines and bands which make up 

the depiction of a Geornetric ship's hull. 

The first srep ui a discussion of Geometric ships is an understanding of 

Geometric vase painting since Geome~ic ship representations cannot be considered 

apm from the Geomeuic representations of anything else - men, women. tables. 

chairs. chariots, fish. horses or birds. If an explmation explains ships alone, it is not 

acceptable. Geometric painters did not have one way of looking at ships and another for 

the test of the world. 

The best explmation of the Geomeuic "perspective" is that it aimed to show 

an object not from a single angle but rather both from the side-on and "bird's-eye" 

views. The technique is concepnial rather than "realistic." J. N. Coldstream said the 

foilowing about the forernost exponent of the late Geomeuic style, 

"The Dipylon Master was a most creative innovator. who at once found 

a way of expressing any human activity. For this purpose he explores a 

conceptual vision, painting not what he sees from any one angle. but 

everything that he knows to be there.""' 

This approach may be seen in a number of ways. Human bodies are seen from the side 

below the waist, frontaily at chest level and side-on again at the head. Bodies float 

above biers. ofien with their legs separated as if they were walking; burial shrouds float 

above corpses. Chariots often have two wheels, one behind the other. as if they were 

four wheeled carts. The chariot's side rail is placed behind the passengen as if it were a 

tail-gare. Tables/biers c m  appear with all four legs with sorne son of "top" between 

hem, drnost as if there were two tables. one smaller table under the larger one."' 

'"Coldstream ( 199 I ) ,  p. 48. 
"'E.p.. NM 900 [LG 1); Louvre CA 3182 (LG ab); NY I4.l3O.l4. 



No object is always portrayed in this fashion. The pressures of 

often argued to affect individuai representations. Thus chariots are shown 

129 

space are 

with two 

wheels unless they are shown with one wheel and a conespondingly shorter body 

(e.g.. Leiden 1.1909/1.1). Tables do not always have four legs perhaps because 

sometimes the objects set undemeath hem would be too crowded (e.g., NM 804). 

Overlapping tends to be avoided if at ail possible, and it bas been argued that when 

overlapping does occur, there is artistic purpose behind it.'lY 

The problems of the existence of biremes in Geomeuic an and of the 

interpretation of the various parts of the ship are, rssentially. the same. If those ships 

with iines and posts above their h d s  are biremes. then the lines and posts are wales, 

planks and supports for the near side of the ship. If the ships are "monoremes." the 

lines and posts wiii represent any number of variations of wales and rails. both near 

and far, decks, gangways. posts and th~lepins."~ The nanire of Georneuic perspective 

permits considention of what a Geomeuic bireme would or ought to have looked like. 

if it existed. A fully presented Geometric bireme ought to have appeared as two rows of 

oarsmen (side-view) with a rniddle section representing the centre of the ship with a 

third and fourth set of oarsmen "on top" (bird's-eye view). In some cases, if pressed 

for space, an artist might present the near side alone (two levels only). A "monoreme." 

on the other hand, would, according to the same set of principles. present the near side 

from the side view and the cenue and far side of the ship from above or by some 

mixture of the two possible views. A crowded design would show the near side only. 

The huil of a Geometric ship is painred as a continuous surface from the 

stem to the bow projection. Through the rnidsection of the ship the huil tends to be 

fairly low. The area above this low rnidsection may be filled with a series of alternathg 

lines and spaces.""he uppermost line of the series is thick and runs between the bow 

3'Y~hlberg ( 197 1 ), p. 36. 
'3nie discussion provided in COS. pp. 11- 17, is clex. illustrated and. probably. substantially correct. 
" ' ~ n  exception if COS Geom. 16 which hu only a thin iine ninning above irs hull. 



and stem structures. A thick black line runs between the bow and stem structures. 

Between this Cne and the hdl below it there is a reserved semicircular x e a  which may 

either be fiiled with rowen or divided by vertical lines. Inside the reserved area a thin 

line is drawn around the entire space, just above the hull and just below the thick line. 

Finaily a second thin line is drawn above the upper thick one. Figures sit or Lie on the 

uppermost thin line (e.g., Louvre A. 57 1. ex Louvre A. 53 1) and the one which runs 

just above the hull (e.g.. Louvre A. 530). although upon occasion a standing figure 

appears to have his feet on the thicker line of the hull (e.g., Louvre A. 528. A. 530). It 

is much more rare to find someone standing in mid-air (e.g.. Louvre A. 527). 

Tholepins are sometimes shown between che venicals (e.g.. Louvre A. 528). The 

verticals are not usud if oarsmen are present (e.g.. Louvre A. 530). probably because 

this would result in intense crowding (e.g.. BM 1899. 2-19.1). 

There are no depictions of ships with four levels of oarsmen. There are 

several examples of two levels (e.g., Louvre A. 530. BM 1899. 2- 19. 1 ). and a few 

with one level (Louvre A. 522). There is at least one example of a ship with no oars 

and only the "lower" side of the hull showing (Warsaw 142 172). On this exampie two 

figures sit ai the bow holding Lines which probably rose to meet the mast head (now 

missing). This arrangement should be compared to that on Louvre A. 530. where 

oarsmen sit on the lower curve and two very simila. figures (with taut Lines this tirne) 

sit and stand on the upper set of lines. 

The positions of the oars and the presence or absence of oarsmen have been 

taken as evidence in support of the bireme explanation."' It rnight, for example. be 

argued that when the oan of the "far" side appear to cross over the "near" side of the 

hull. it is proof chat the "far" side is really the upper level of the "near" side (cg.. 

Louvre A. 5 L7. A. 530). But diere is no consistency. In other cases the oars of the 

"far" side do not cross the middle space but appev only below the hdl  (e.g.. NM 265. 



266). or disappear entirely (BM 1899. 2-19, l).'" The "far" side o x s  which appellr 

only under the hdi may be compared with the steering oars which are often shown 

hanging below the hull at the stem. and which were cenainly hung one on each side."" 

In reality the number of examples illustmting these problems are quite lirnitçd as there 

are relatively few ships with both sides (or even one side) manned. The vase painter. 

once he had put in the lines of the ship, had then to worry about the fining in of the 

various levels of oarsmen with due consideration for the arnount of space available and 

the avoidance of overlapping. Thus levels of oarsmen rnay be rnissing for reasons of 

space and composition (e.g., r-r Louvre A. 53 l ) ,  rather than because the scenr reflected 

some f o m  of reality."5 

If these are. for the most part. biremes the vase painters are acting contrary 

to their normal habit of "showing what was there." and this seems unlikely. If four 

levels were there in fact. it is hard to believe that every surviving representation was 

conceived of in too crowded a fashion to show them. especially since these gave 

kraten were probably considered to be "show pieces" and deserving of careful 

attention. The anistic "coup" of being able to show di four levels at once would surely 

have appealed to someone. 

 the^ at least are three possible Geomeuic biremes. although not one of 

them is certain. Al1 are though to be quite late Geomeuic in origin. The best possibility 

for a bireme is the ship on Toronto 9 19. 5 .  18. The style of painting of this ship is 

different from the older Geometric-Dipylon style described above. This ship seems to 

'"lhere are twenty men on the "near" side and twenry-two oar blades klow the hull. Twenty oars are fairly 
clearly attriched to the twenty ortrsmen. The two left over are the two nearest the stem and they crinnot bt. 
connected with the "far" side either. 
"mis is an interesring point because the two best examples of ihis are GOS Geom. 43 and 44 which. as 
will be seen beiow. m perhaps the likeliest candidates for biremes. [t is. theret'orc. just ris Iikely that rutists 
avoided drrtwing oars hough the cenual space in order to avoid crowding and overlapping as because there 
was any effort at reality invotved. 
in or exmple that the ship might be propelled by only one bank of oars as Wallinga arpes ( 1993. p. 72- 
73) in his description of early biremes- Any interpretation needs to consider the context of the representation 
wtthin the enrire design - is the ship in a scene of some son (ri battle or shipwreck) or does it stand on its 
own, representing no pmicular ship but mther serving some symbolic or decorritive purpose. 



be shown from the side only. with no attempt to include the far side of the vessel. On 

this ship the oarsmen sit upon a rail which is supponed by thick. dark-painted wedges 

with concave sides. Twenty spaces are fomed by the wedges, and in the twenty spaces 

short vertical sticks are painted. These sticks rnay be intended to be tholepins. 

Tholepins have been identified on other Geomeuic ships (e.g.. Louvre A. 527 and A. 

528), but those have bent-over heads and are not simple sticks as these are. On the 

oarsmen's rail is another senes of short, vertical sticks, one in front of each oarsman. 

There are nineteen oarsmen visible together with a figure in the bow and a helmsmm in 

the stem. The oars di hang over the port side of the ship and have thin looms and wide. 

shovel-head blades. The oars are not visibly attached to the theoretical tholepins. If the 

short venicals are meant to represent tholepins. the ship could have been rowed at both 

levels. Thus, dthough this vessel is shown with only one level of oarsmen. the anist 

appears to have given it two sets of tholepins and it is often cited as an example of a 

bireme."" 

Two further possibilities are srnal1 fragments from the Athenian Acropolis 

(NM 265 and 266). Both show midsections of ships with two levels of oarsmen. The 

unusal feature o f  these two ships is that on both the lower level of oarsmen is protected 

by rectangular screens while the upper level is not. These screens clearly distinguish the 

upper set of oarsmen from the lower and are hard to explain if the two levels are read as 

the near and far sides - a second set of screens would be expected on the other side. If 

on the other hand the two levels are on the same side of the ship. the screens may be 

understood as part of the hull or as protection for the lower oarsmen. Unfominately the 

extremely small size of these fnements make proper interpretation impossible. 

According to their relative commonness. biremes were far more "popular" 

in Assyrian an than in Greek. The infrequency of the depiction of birernes continues 

into Archaic art. One unnurnbered fraGment from Phderon now in the National 



Museum in Athens. which is identified as Protoattic but which is very similar to LG II 

fragments NM 165 and 266, may show a bireme."' Just like NM 265 and 266 the 

fragment shows a piece from the midsection of a ship with two levels of oarsrnen. AI 

least two Attic black-figure vases depict biremes (BM B. 436 [see fig. 371, Tarquinia 

678). BM B. 436 shows two longships. The upper row of oars, ten on one ship and 

six on the other."' hang over the gunwale. The lower oars. numbering eleven (?) and 

twelve, have ports set into a section of hull bordered by the gunwale and a lower wale. 

The other bireme is on a neck arnphora (Tarquinia 678). Sixteen oarports are staggered 

between the two levels of ~ars. ."~ The two rows of oarpons are unusual as the upper 

row of oius are dmost aiways shown hanging over the gunwale. These are quite late in 

the black-figure tradition (last quaner of the sixth century). Between the protoattic and 

these black-figure examples certain biremes appear to be non-existent in the Anic 

tradition. 

Biremes do not seem to have been panicularly popular in Greek art. The 

most secure early example is Toronto 919.5. 18 (see fig. 26). Its date is thought to be 

very late Geometric, 710-700,3" more or less contemporary with the biremes from 

Assyria. Because the style in which it was painted is considerably different from many 

of the earlier Geometric ships. it is not possible to work backwards from it in order to 

suggest that the earlier Geomeuic ships were or were not biremes. The best that can be 

said, is that if the earlier Geomeuic ships of the Dipylon master and his workshop were 

painted according to what are understood to be the standard Geometric conventions. 

these early ships are more likely to be "monoremes." 

"COS Arch. 1. p. 73. 
J 3 ~ ~ ~ .  p. 109. 
'%OS, p. 1 10. 
'"Hayes ( 1992). p. 35. 



Appendix 2 Later "Non-rm" Bow Projections 

It was argued in chapters 1 through 3 that the bow projections seen in the 

representations of Bronze Age and early Iron A p  ships were not nms but cutwaters or 

other devices which served to impmve a ship's sailing ability. If it is in any way m e  

that these projections were airned at improvements in sailing ability rather than military 

ends, similar features might be expected to continue to appear on ships later in time. If 

the ram is an evolved form of cutwater for a ship which specializrs in agressive 

actions against other ships. this does not mean that the original purpose of the 

projection had disappeared or ceased to be important. Non-warships with bow 

projections ought to have continued to exist. And. in fact. they do. The following 

examples are not meant to be exhaustive. but simply aim to demonstrate that bow 

projections were to be found on non-warships of a variety of types and sites from a 

number of different places. 

1. La Madrague de Giens Shipwreck 

This wreck was found in 1967 in the Golfe de Giens. and excavation began 

in 1971 (see figs 57, 58). It was a large ship (37.6m in length. 8.66m in width with a 

depth inside the hold of 4.5rn), and carried upwards of 400 tons of cargo (mainiy 

amphoras of which there were between six and seven thousand)."' It is dated to the 

fmt half or second quarter of the first century B. c."' The ship seerns to have been 

well and expensively built. The huil was double-planked. and its exterior was covered 

in lead sheathing attached over a layer of fabric."' One of its most notable features \vas 

its keel. The keel was cut from a large e h  and may have been as long as 13.3m. Its 

(1991). p. 147: see map pl. 23: Parker 11616. p. 2-19, 
"'Rival ( 199 1 ). p. 147: 6010; Parker ( 1997). p. 249: 70-50. 
"'Parker ( 1992). p. 250. 



minimum diameter was 0.58m.'4 According to Parker. "the keel was 1 m deep. 

offenng substantial resistance to leeward drift: the ship was clearly built with a view to 

fast, efficient sailing.""' In addition to this rernarkable keel. the bow area of the ship 

was sufficiently well preserved to show that the ship had been built with a ~urwater."~ 

When seen in plan the shapes of the bow and the bow projection are not unlike those of 

the ship on the Protogeometric sherd from ~efkandi."' 

2. Funerary Stele of P. Longidienus (National Museum,   aven na)"" 

This stele dates to the fint century A. D. (fig.59).'" P. Longidienus was a 

faber nuvalis. His stele has two sets of portrait busts and a relief at the bottom showing 

the faber at work. The boat under construction seems to have a pronounced extemal 

keel. The stem post has a forward tilt. The bow projection is short and thick and had a 

slight upward curve. The shape of the bow projection is not unlike that of the projection 

of the ship on the krater from Pithekoussai, although the stem posts are completely 

different. There is no suggestion that the ship depicced on the stele should be taken as a 

wanhip, and there is nothing to indicate that the bow projection was covered in bronze. 

3. Ship Mosaic from Medeina 

In 1895 and 1896 the French Antiquities service excavated a private house 

and bath complex just outside of the ancient Roman town of Althiburus (mod. Henchir 

Medeina). on the high piateaus of central ~unisia.'"' This complex yielded three sets of 

rnosaics (fig.60)..''' The baths were built in the middlr or late pan of the second 

'URivai (199 1). p. 168. 
"'Parker { 1992). p. 250. 
'''~ival (199 l ) ,  p. 155. pl. 27. 
'"Calligas (1990). fip. 1 and 2. 
" " ~ n  illustration of the entire stele is at Mansuelli (1963). p. 6 1. fip. 24: for the ship-building scene itself. 
Rival ( 199 1). p. 128, pl. 10. 
""Bovini (1967). p. 52. 
%auckIer ( 1905). p. 1 13. 
Y'Gauckler ( 19 10). p. 18% 192. #574 575.576. 



century A. D?' The ship mosaic was found in the iniplirriiir~i. Its central section is 

relatively well preservrd.'4T Some twenty-five boats. ùr parts of boats. representing 

twenty-two or twenty-three different types survive out of an original number of about 

th in^.'^'' Many of the boats are accompanied by names in Latin and. sometimes. in 

Greek. One ship with a bow projection is shown loaded with amphoras which goes 

some way to demonsuating that these ships are not military in use? 

More than ten of the boats had bow projections of some son. The largest Croup had 

bows and bow projections similar in form (though not in length) to the bows of 

Geometric ships. The stem is concave in profile. The keel is flat. and the lines of the 

keel and of the stem post meet in a fairly narrow point in front of the hull? 

A few have bows that seem a linle odd.'" There is a short. pointed bow 

projection, and the face of the bow is show quite wide with a central "spine" - almost 

like a kite. Was the artist trying to show these ships bow on rather than in profile'? One 

ship has an angular projection with straight. nther than curvcd. sides.""ne migh: 

also note that many of these boats have lieavy extemd rails or wales at the gunwale 

which often project beyond their stem and stem po~ts."~ 

4. Mosaic from Sousse 

Excavations by the French in 1890 uncovered a vaulted hypogeum and a 

series of rnosai~s.~'~ The threshold mosaic shows a merchantmm beinp unloaded at a 

dock. The bow is concave. and the bow projection is pointed. 

"%auckler ( 1905). p. 1 16. 
U'~auckler ( 1905). p. 114 with fie. 2 (p. 123). 
%auckler ( 1905). p. 134. 
-%'LIsing Gauckler's numben for idenii ticaiion. 118 (tig. 13). 

7. S. 15. 16. 17. 19 and 20 (fies 12, 13. 20. 21. 22. 23. 3). 
Y'~.g.. # 1 1 and I Z ( fips 16 and 1 7 ). 
U% 6 (fig. I l ) .  
"E. g.. #7. 8. 13. 20 (figs 12. 13. 23.25). This leature should be cornpared wiih similar features on 
earlier representiitions considered in chapters 2 and 3. 
'"~auckler ( l9 10). # 189. Phte in Planches Tome 2. fisc. 11. 1 89.I-F. 



5. Barque de B lessey3" 

This bronze model was found in 1763 in Blessey near the source of the 

Seine. It was probably a votive offering to the goddess sequand5' The model is quite 

round and smooth. and greater in depth than in width ( 16 cm deep. 1 1 cm wide). It is 

50 cm long. It has a deck. and the one surviving crew mernber is shown kneeling and 

pad~lling."~ There is a srnall projection low down at the bow. It is unusud as it is 

clearly shown to be made out of three separate timben set one on top of the other. Each 

timber is slightly shoner than the ones beneath it. 

'"de I m  ( 1993 1. p. 133- 135. 
"'de Izarra (1993). p. 133. 
"'de Izarra (1993). p. 134. Origindly ihere were five paddiers - four holes mark the losr men. 



Appendix 3 Calaurian Arnphictyony 

The Calaurian Amphictyony is one of the interesthg smdl problems of 

archaic Greek history. Modem knowledge of its existence is based on a reference in 

Stnbo (W. 373-374 1 Vm. 6.14) and a Hellenistic inscription from the sanctuary area 

of the temple of Poseidon on Calauria (IG IV 842). Neither the Strabo passage nor the 

inscription give any accmte idea of the antiquity of the amphictyony. 

The inscription was found in 1894. A small fragment of marble preserves 

the cight edge of the inscription. Hardly more than twenty words or fragments of words 

are preserved. There does not seem to be any indication of how large the original might 

have been. The editon of IG IV were of the opinion that it could not be older than the 

second century B. C. Although there are only a few words preserved. they are 

relatively important ones: 

lwvos 

IEAOXOU 

1.1 TÙV vitaov 

flolcx 16âvog 

5 U n k p  62 TC& 

la< ra0Wg rai T O ~ S  

ialpopvapovwv 

la t~ TCLF VOOOV 

k j v  'AP<pir~[Uooi (IG IV 832) 

It is possible to assume, though it is by no means certain since the contents of the 

inscription are unknowable. that the inscription should be taken to indicate that the 



amphictyony did exist in the Hellenistic period."4 This does not. however. indicate 

how early the association was organized. 

The passage from Strabo is almost as unhelpful. Strabo gives a list of the 

participants of the amphictyony and indicates that the purpose of the organization was 

to provide contributions for the sacrifices at the temple. His use of the past tense makes 

it possible that the league had been dissolved in rhe time between the date of the 

inscription and Strabo's own. 

Excavation on the island produced evidence for Bronze Age habitation. 

Early Helladic sherds are known from the village m a  to the south West of the 

sanctuary. Late Mycenaean material from the temple area has b e n  shown to corne from 

graves, and has no connection with the later cult.""ere is no evidence for 

occupation between the LBA and the eighth cent~ry."~ The Geometric penod is 

represented by only a few smaii finds. and continuity between the Geomeuic and 

Postgeometnc periods is uncertaid5' The temple itself is dated to the Iast quarter of the 

sixth century, and there is no evidence for any earlier bui~ding.'~' The high point of the 

sanctuary's use appears to have been the mid-fourth century. Between the last quarter 

of the fifth century and the third quarter of the founh four halls and a gate were built: 

three of the halls and the gate are given fourth-century dates ( 370-3?0).''~ The remains 

- 

'"Wilamowiu ( 1937). p. 102. 
"5Wilamowiu ( 1937). p. 101: Welter i 1941 ). p. 45. 5 1. 
''"'Co~dsueam (1977). p. 54 11.65. 
'"Kelly (1966). p. 115-1 17. 
"'Welter (1941). p. 45.50: KeIIy ( 1966). p. 1 15. 
''Welter ( 194 1). p. 50. 



of the village on the island are dated to the Hellenistic period as is a structure. identified 

by Welter as a heroon, built West of the agora in the cemetary ~ e a . ' ~ '  

In spite of the relative lateness of the evidence for continuous occupation. a 

number of early dates have been proposed for the foundation of the amphictyony. 

Coidstream basing his arguments on EG U ponery paralleis between Athens and the 

other arnphictyonic States offered a &te in the ninth cent~ry.'~' Kelly. after noting the 

non-existence of any buildings before c.520, dated the foundation to between 680-650. 

beinp the tirne when a continuous sequence of pottery begins again (the Geometric 

material k ing  scartered and infre~pent).'~' Figuein. on the other hand, would date the 

amphictyony to a time, c. 700, when Aegina. Epidauros. Nauplia and Prasiai were di 

under the hegemony of Argos. and therefore before Argos had been severely defeared 

by the Spartans (c. 650) and was no longer able to conuol her  possession^.^^' 

The real reason for dealing with this amphictyony. however. is to discuss 

the various explmations which are given for its existence. Al1 that Stnbo says is that 

the memben conuibuted towards the sacrifices at the temple. Nevertheless. a rnilitary 

or commercial purpose is olten attributed to the ~eague."'~ If this is the case, it has 

escaped al1 our surviving Classical so~rces."~ Thucydides, for example, was interested 

in early naval rnatten, at lest in so far as he could use the material to demonstrate the 

importance of the Peloponnesian War. He refers to the Corinthians' actions against 

pirates ( 1.13.5). but makes no reference to the amphictyony at d l .  which he rnight have 

done had the amphictyony also dealt with piracy (or had been any kind of sea-alliance. 

for that matter) as van Doomick suggested. 

tuwelter ( 1941 ). p. 5 1-52. 
' h ' G ~ ~ .  p. 342-343. 
"'Kelly ( 1966). p. 1 17. 
'h'Figueira ( 1993). p. 31-33. 
'NE.g. van Doomick ( 1982). p. 285: involved in protncted conflict with Thessaly and the Nonh Cyclades: 
Kelly ( 1966). P. 12 1 : league to cunrii1 power of Argos under Pheidon. 
"me matenal in Smbo is often attributed to Ephorus. who is mentioned nearby in Stnbo's rext. EqualIy. 
ris Kelly observed (1966, p. 1 18). the site is connected with the death of Dernosthenes which xcurred after 
the deah of  Ephonis. Kelly suggests that Strabo's source at this point wris Aristotle's "Constitution of 
Tmezen," a work refrrred to in Arhenaeus (1  3 ICI but otherwise unknown. 



It is probably the curious combination of states. and the inclusion of Minyan 

Orchomenos in panicular, which keeps interest in the amphictyony dive. There is very 

little support for arguments in favour of an early date beyond the strange combination 

of states involved and Strabo's cornments about Sparta and Argos paying on behalf of 

the states which they controlled. which have been taken to mean that these states were 

independent when they first joined. Strabo gives no indication of what purposes the 

league served beyond contributing to the costs of sacrifices at the temple (and generai 

upkeep?; Strabo mentions the repuution of the temple as a place of sanctuary. but does 

not link this aspect of the temple with the league). If the amphictyony's main or sole 

purpose was to be a religious organization of states whose maritime interests converged 

in the Saronic ~ u l f , " ~  and which contributed towards sacrifices at a temple of 

Poseidon (presumably with the aim of keeping their ships and sailors under Poseidon's 

protection). the amphictyony could date to dmost any period. 

The evidence for the amphictyony is extremely Lirnited. Archaeological 

evidence suggests the establishment of a temple in the Iate sixth century with the highest 

point of the cult coming in the mid-fourth. The inscription may indicate that the cult still 

existed in the Hellenistic period. There is nothing which might allow us to suppose that 

the arnphictyony was anything other than a religious organization. and unless further 

evidence is discovered the mphictyony does not properly belong in a discussion of 

early Greek naval development. 

3 t I  Adrnittediy this does not explain the membership of Orchomenos. always provided that Stnbo was not 
mistaken about that fact- 



List of Objects referred to in the text 

Where possible items are refen-ed to by museurn number and organised by city and 

museum. Remaining objects are organised by find spot or by pnvate collection. The 

following items are not included: Minoan seals. the niera Frescoes (for illustrations see 

figs 14- 18: also Morgar. [ 1 9891, Doumas [ 1 9911, Televantou [ 199441); the Medinet 

Habu Rcieliefs (for illustrations aee fig. i3; alsu Nelson j; SSA ik' fig. 61; 

Wachsmann ( 198 1. 1995. 1997); Egyptian ships cited in Landstrom (197 1): the series 

of bronze fibulae discussed at the beginning of chapter 4 (their catalogue numbers are 

listed at p. 66 n.205, with the exception of NM 11765). and the wooden models from 

the Vathy Museum, Samos (their catalogue numbers are listed at p. 74 n.229). 

1. Museums 

Athens. Acropolis Museum 

1. 2414: ARic black-figure plate fragments. c.530-c.510. Beazley. A B V  233: GOS 

Arch 58. 

Athens, Agon Museum 

1. P. 3776: EPA krater fragment. GOS Arch 3bis. 

2. P. 21232: EPA knter fragment. GOS Arch 3rer. 

3. P. 6094 and P. 2400: Fragments of a LG II Attic krater from the Athenian Agora. 

GOS Geom. 35. 

Athens. National Xrchaeological Museum (abbrev. NM) 

1.265: LG Attic fragment from the Athenian Acropolis. GOS Geom 43. pl. 7e. 

2.266: LG Attic fragment from the Athenian Acropolis. GOS Geom 44. pl. 7f. 

3.281: Late Corinthian aryballos, 600-550. CVA p1.2.5: GOS Arch 50. pl. 12f. 



4. 804: LG la Aoic belly-handled mphon  attributed to the Dipylon Master. frorn the 

Dipylon Cemetery. Grave 2 or 4. CVA 1. p1.8; Brückner and Pernice ( 1893). p. 104, 

106 1.: Lane (1971). pl. 5b GGP pl. 6. 

5.990: LG Ib Attic pedestalled krater attributed to the Hirschfeld Painter. GGP pl. 8b. 

6. 3588: EPA plaque fragment by the Analatos Painter from Sunium, dated c. 700 

(Boardman [1954]. p. 198. Sunium 1). Boardrnan (1954). p. 198, Sunium 1: GOS 

Arch 2, pl. 8b. 

7. 9892 (707): Clay boat model from Room C5:l or C5:8 (domestic context), 

Phylakopi, Melos; Mycenaean. Atkuison (1904), p. 11, 206, fig. 180: GCS BA 7: 

Gray ( KW), G19 C42; G59, 60, fig. 1 Ja-b; Johnston ( 1985). BA 19. Here fig. 4. 

8. 9893: Fragment from bow of clay boat model from Phylakopi. Melos (exact find 

spot unknown): dated as Mycenaean by GOS; Geonetric by Gottlicher. Atkinson 

(1904). p. 206-207. pl. 40.37; GOS BA 6: Gottlicher #321. pl. 25: Johnston (1985) 

BA 24. 

9. 11765: Bronze fibula with engraved catchplate. Boardrnan (1985). fig. 19: COS 

Arch 20. pl. 8e. Here fig. 30. 

10. AF 1066: Fragment of a boat model from Mycenaean fountain fill. Acropolis. 

Athens; LH III C (?). Broneer ( 1939). p. 408, fig 89v; Gottlicher #336; Johnston 

( 1985) BA 21: Wachsmann ( 1997). fig. 7.49. 

11. K1.182: Fragment of a terracona boat model from b o b o s  Al over Room XIII, 

Ayia Irini, Kea, LH III A2-B 1, (possibly in the Kea Museum on Kea). Caskey ( 1963. 

p. 273, pl. 99E Gottlicher #331: Johnston (1985). BA 18: Wachsmann (1997). fig. 

6.35. 

12. K3.600: Fracment of a bronze boat model from fil1 benearh Comdor VIL Temple. 

Ayia h i .  Kea. LM IA-B. LH II or earlirr. Caskey ( 1964). p. 327. pl. 56.c: Johnston 

( 1985) BA 17; Wachsmann (1997). fig. 6.34. Johnston (26) suggests that this 

fragment rnight be associated with another, larger, fraementary bronze model (Johnston 



BA 23) found in Corridor W (whose exact. present location - either in NM or in the 

Kea Museum on Kea, seems uncertain). possibly the missing bow of the larger 

fragment. 

13. Laconian ivory votive plaque from sanctuary of Arternis Octhia at Spana, 650-600 

B. C. (umumbered?). Arremis Onhia, pls 1 19- 120;GOS Arch 3 1. pl. 10. d: HS . p. 

42.5. Here fig. 47. 

Argos, Argos Museum 

1. 6098: Clay boat model from Argos, LH: found in a rescue excavation and context 

was unclear. but found with other items of a religious nature so possibly a votive. 

Palaiologou ( l989), 2 17-278, photograph, p. 227: drawing, p. 728. 

Beirut, Musée National (abbrev. Beirut) 

1. 3306: Clay boat model from Byblos. dated 1580-1200. Dunand (19391. p. 223- 

225, pl. 140: Gotrlicher # 105, pl. 7. 

Berlin, Staarliche Museen Antiken-Abteilung (abbrev. Berlin) 

1. 3 143: Protocorinthian oinochoe from Thebes. Furtw&@er ( 1888), p. 248, figs a 

and b; GOS Geom 33. 

1. F. 654 and F. 781: Connthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. 

GOS Arch 40, pl. 12c. Here fig. 39. 

3. F. 650: Corindiian votive cl- plaque from Penteskouphia, 600-550. GOS Arch 

41. pl. 12d. Here fig. JO. 

4. F. 621: Corinthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. GOS Arch 

44. 



5. F. 646: Corinthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. COS Arch 

18, pl. 12e. 

6. F. 647 and 656: Corinthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. 

COS Arch 47. 

7. F. 652: Corinthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. GOS Arch 

49. 

8. F. 833: Corinthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia, 600-550. GOS Arch 

42. 

9. F, 835: Connthian votive clay plaque from Penteskouphia. 600-550. GOS Arch 

13. 

Bodrum, Bodrum Museum (abbrev. Bodrum) 

1. 42: Protogeometric krater from a chamber tomb near DM-Gokçebel 

(neighbourhood of Haiicarnassus). Bass ( 1963), p. 358 #1, pl. 83. fig. 15: Gray 

(L974), G2 1 D3. abb. 16b: van Doomick (1982). figs 14. 

Boston, Boston Museum o f  Fine Arts (abbrev. Boston) 

1. Late Corinthian aryballos (600-550). GOS Arch 39. pl. 12b. Here fig. 38. 

1. 99. 515: "Boeotian" rhyton of uncertain date and fabric. probably 7th century 

(Johnston [1985], p. 65). GOS Arch 30. pl. 10c; Gottiicher #35 1. pl. 26: Johnston 

( 1985). Arch 30. Here fig. 45. 

Corinth, Corinth ~Museum (abbrev. Corinth) 

1. KT52-3: Clay boat mode1 from Corinth. 7th-6th cenuries. Stillwell ( 1953). p. 195. 

197. pl. 43. mi. 4: Johnston ( 1985) Arch 34. 



2. KT52-5: Votive clay boat model from the Aphrodite Deposit. Potters' Quarter at 

Corinth, lare 6th-eiuly 5th centuries. Stillweil (1952). p. 196- 197, pl. 43. xxxi. 5: 

Johnston ( 1985) Arch 47. 

3. KT52-9: Clay boat model from Corinth, 7th-6th centuries. Stillwell ( 1952). p. 195. 

197. pl. 43, xxxi, 6; Johnston (1985) Arch 35. 

Cracow, Castle Goluch8w 

1. Clay boat model. possibly from Amathus, lost during the Second World War and 

known only from a drawing. Possibly Cypro-Archaic. Gonlicher #166. pl. 12: 

Westerberg #47. 

Cracow. Narodowe Museum (abbrev. Cracow) 

1. XI- 1237: Clay boat rnodel: acnial provenance is unknown but is sirnilar to other 

Cypriote objects (Westerberg [ 19831. p. 40). The date may be the Cypro-Archaic. 

Gottiicher #158. pl. 10: Westerberg W6. 

Eleusis, Eleusis Museum (abbrev. Eleusis) 

1.741: Attic Geomeuic skyphos, date uncenain (GOS, p. 30). Skias ( 1898). pl. 5.1; 

GOS Geom 28, pl. 6d: Ahlberg ( 197 1) B 1 1. figs 42-43. Here fig. 24. 

Haifa, Nationd Maritime Museum (abbrev. NMM, Haifa) 

I. Clay boat mode1 from Cyprus. but further provenance unhown.  mid. 1 lth cenniry 

B. C. Gottlicher #lO7, pl. 7: Westerberg # 17. 

Iraklion, Iraklion Museum 



1.5570: Clay boat model from house deposit. Block A. Mochlos. EM 1 or II. Seqer 

(1909). p. 297, fig. ? (p. 290); SSA W fig. 54: Gottlicher #3 13. pl. 34: Johnston 

( 1985). BA 2. Here fig. 5 .  

2. Palaikastro clay boat model. Vitrine 10. lowest shelf (dated Early - Middle Minoan 

by Dawkins [1903-1904: 196-198. fig. Ik]; EM II by S. Marinatos [1933: 173, #19]) 

from burial enclosure ossuary. SSA W fig. 23: Johnston (1985). BA 8: Wachsmann 

(1997). fig. 5.9. Here fig. 2. 

3. Cretan Protogeometic bel1 krater from Tomb VI (VI. 8) at Fonetsa. Knossos. diited 

by Desborough (1952. p. 241) c. 900 B. C. because of the presence of Attic 

Protogeornetric Vases in the Tomb. Desborough ( 1957). p. 34 1, pl. 33. VI. 8: Brock 

(1957). pl. 135: GOS Georn 1. pl. Id: SSA W fig. 60: Gray ( 1974). G21 Dl. abb. 

16a. 

Istanbul. Archaeological Museum (abbrev. Istanbul) 

1. 5793: Clay boat model from Cypnis. but further provenance unknown: apparently 

of Cypro-Archaic date (Westerberg [1983], p. 41). Westerberg #49. 

Isthmia, Isthmia Museum (abbrev. Isthmia) 

1. IM 2429: Clay boat model from a votive deposit in a large circular pit outside the 

temple temenos at Isthmia, 6th Century B. C. Broneer (1959). p. 301-303. 338. 

Micellaneous #6, pl. 73c: Gottlicher #349: Johnston (1985) Arch 15. 

Jerusalem, Rockefeller Museum (abbrev. lenisalem) 

1.4449: Clay boat model from Ahkziv / ez-Zib. Iron II. Gottlicher # 103. pl. 7. 

Leiden. Rijksrnuseum van Oudheten (abbrev. Leiden) 



1. 1.190911.1: LG II Attic neck handled amphora attributed to the Sub-Dipylon 

Group. GGP pis 11 a and b. 

Liverpool, Merseyside County Museum (abbrev. Liverpool) 

1. 55.66.180: Lead boat model from a cist grave, possibly from Naxos. EC 

(formerly collection of R. G. Bosanquet). Gottlicher #330a; Johnston ( 1985) BA 6. 

London, British Museum (abbrev. BM) 

1. 124772: Relief from Nineveh (Kuyunjik SW Palace, Great Hall. slab 1 1 ). period 

of Semacherib (705-681). de Graeve (198 1). #88, pl. XLII. 88 and 88a. Here fig. 

28. 

2. 1899,2-19,l: LG II Attic spouted bowl: has been attributed to the workshop of the 

Dipylon master (GOS, p. 28) but is generally thought to be later (735-710). COS 

Geom 19, pl. 4e. 

3. 1926,6-28.9: Bichrome IV oinochoë from Karpas. SSA W figs 95 and 96: 

Westerberg #53. 

4. l938/lI-30.6: Clay boat model from Cyprus but further provenance unknown. 

Cypro-Archaic. Gottiicher # i 5h ,  pl. 10: Westerberg #4 1. Here fig. 49.1. 

5.89.8-6.1: Clay boat model from Corinth, late 6th century B. C. Higgins (1954), p. 

245 Mol, pl. 130,901; GOS Arch 100; Gottlicher #356, pl. 26: Johnston ( 1985) Arch 

48. 

6 .  94.11-1 182: Clay boat mode1 from Amathus Tomb 82, probably 6th century on 

the bais of other p v e  goods (Westerberg [1983], p. 30). Walters ( 1903), p.35. A 

202: SSA W. figs 86-87: Gotdicher # 153, pl. 10; Westerberg #32. 

7. 94.11-1 183 - 186: Four clay boat models all from Amathus Tomb 83. 6th 

century. Walters ( 1903), p. 35, A 203, A 3-08. A 205, and A 209: Gottlicher # 170. pl. 



12, #173, pl. 13. #160, pl. 10. #174, pl. 13: Westerberg #33-36. (Here fig. 19. 2 is 

94.1 1-1 185). 

8. 94.11-1184 (517): Clay boat model from Tomb 176 as Amathus. Cypro-Archaic. 

Walters ( 1903), p. 35-36 A 206: Gottlicher #177. pl. 13: Westerbeq H O .  Here fig. 

50. 

9. 94.11-1258: Clay boat mode1 from Tomb 88 at Arnathus. Cypro-Archaic. Walten 

(1903). p. 36 A 207; Gottlicher #l68. pl. 12; Westerberg #39. 

10. 94.11-1 282: Clay boat mode1 from Amathus Tomb 73. Cypro-Archaic. Walten 

( 1903). p.35. A 204; Gottlicher #165. pl. 10 and 12: Westerberg #3 1. 

1 1 .  98.12-1105: Plain White Hand-made Ware clay boat model from Site A Tomb 1. 

~Maroni. Znnikas. LC 1 or II. Walten (1903). 6. A 49: Gray ( 1974). pl. G. Da: 

Gottlicher # 146. pl. 9; Westerberg #6. 

12.98.12-1121: Plain White Hand-made Ware clay boat mode1 h m  Site A Tomb 7. 

Maroni, Zarukus, LC I or II. Wdten (1903). 6. A 50: Gray (1974). pl. G. [Ib; 

Gottlicher #147, pl. 9: Westerberg #7. 

13. A. 719: "Rhodian" plate fngment. 650-600. GOS Arch 28. pl. 10b. Here fig. 

44. 

14. A. 720: "Rhodian" plate fragment. 650-600. GOS Arch 37. pl. 10a. Here fig. 

43. 

15. B. 60: Etmscan black-figure hydna, dated 525485. Walters (1893- 1925). vol.ii. 

pl. 1; GOS. p. 112. pl. 22b; Casson (1994). Colour pl. 7: dl previously published 

photographs and dnwings should be checked against the plate in Casson ( 1994). Here 

fig. 53. 

16. B. 240: ARic black-figure amphora. c. 510. CVA pl. 58. 4a: GOS Arch 82. pl. 

18c. 

17. B. 436: Attic black-figure cup: GOS Arch. 85. pls 19.20a. Here fig. 37. 



18. E. 2: Attic red-figure cup (ships in black-figure). c. 5 10. Beazley. AB V 39O/ 1: 

ARV 2291; GOS Arch 79. pl. 18a. 

19. E. 440: Anic red-figure stamnos by the Siren painter. 570380. Beazley. A R V  

28W; CVA pl. 20. la-b: GOS Arch 94. pl. 2 le. Here fig. 52. 

20. H 230: Italian Impasto ware amphora found in the Poledran grave at Vulci 

(Massa-Pairault [1996. p. 761 says the Isis grave): dated fou& quaner seventh to first 

quarter sixth centuries. Gigliolo (1935). pl. 45.1: HS. p.43: Gray (1974). p. 32: 

SSA W. fig. 93; Massa-Pairault (1996). p. 76. 

Munich. Antikensammlungen (abbrev. Munich) 

1.781: Attic black-figure dinos, c. 550-c.530. GOS Arch 56. pl. 14g. 

2. 2044: Attic black-figure cup signed by Exekias, 550-530. Beazley, AB V M6/2 1: 

GOS Arch 52. pl. 13. Here fig. 3 1. 

Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale (abbrev. Naples) 

1. Attic black-figure column krater. GOS Arch 92. pl. 21c. 

New York. Metropolitan Museum of An (abbrev. NY) 

1. 14.130.14: LG Ib Attic pedestailed h t e r  anributed to the workshop of the 

Hirschfeld painter. Richter (19 E) ,  pls 17-20: GGP, p.42 #13; Schweitzer ( 1969). pl. 

31. 

3. 34. 11. 2: Attic Geometnc Kraier, date uncenain (GOS, p. 30). GOS Geom. 25. 

pls 5. 6a and b: Ahlberg (1971) B3, figs 28-30. Here fip. 23. 

3. 74.5 1.5 1 1 (frorn the Cesnola Collection): White Painted IV oinochoë. from 

Ormidia (?). Bossen (1% 1 ), #25.76; Westerberg #55. 

4. 74.51.1750 (from the Cesnola Collection): Clay boat mode1 from Amathus. dated 

to the Cypro-Archaic period. Myres (1914), p. 348; Westerberg #5 1. 



5.  74.5 1.175 1 (from the Cesnola Collection): Clay boat model from Cyprus. but 

further provenance unknown, Cypro-Archaic. Myres (19 14). p. 348; Westerberg #52. 

6. 74.5 1.175 2 ( from the Cesnola Collection): Clay model of a ship from Amathus. 

dated to the Cypro-Archaic period. Myres ( 1914). p. 348: Gotdicher #162, pl. 1 1: 

Westerberg #50. fig. 50. 

Nicosia. Cyprus Museum (abbrev. Nicosia) 

1. 1935 C.56: Clay boat model from Amathus of Cypro-Archaic date. Gottiicher 

#17 1 b. pl. 12: Westerberg #20. 

2. 1935 C.57: Clay boat model found in Cypnis but futher provenance unknown. 

date is Cypro-Archaic. Gottiicher # 17 la, pl. 12; Westerberg #19. 

3. 1937lVI-8/3: Clay boat model from Yiaiousa (?). dated to the Cypro-Archaic 

period. Westerberg #2 1. 

4. 1943.V-29.1: Askos in form of ship. Proto-White Painted Ware. Find spot 

unknown. c. 1000 B. C. Gottlicher #152, pl. 9: Wachsmann (1997). fig. 7.48A. 

5. 1946lXII-2311: Clay boat model from Cyprus. but funher provenance unknown. 

Cypro-Archaic. Gottiicher #159. pl. 10: Westerberg #26. 

6. 194711 - 1611: Oinochoe from Cyprus, but futher provenance unknown. White 

Painted IV, Cypro-Archaic 1 (700-600). Karageoghis and Gagniers ( 1974). p. 172- 

123; Westerberg #54. Here fig. 48. 

7. 19531x11-30/6 : Clay boat model from Kaiokhorio Klirou. Zirlzkionns. near 

Politiko, Cypro-Archaic II. Megaw ( 19541, p. 174. fig. 1 : Gottlicher # 16 1. pl. 1 1 : 

Westerberg #23. 

8. N S 6 X -  l f  1 M: Clay boat mode1 from Lysi. Famagusta district. Cypro-Archaic. 

Westerberg #25. 



9. T 2 B No. 377: Clay boat model from Karaphani Tomb 2 B, No. 377. end LC 1 

to LC II according to excavator (Westerberg [1983], p. 12): Gonlicher (p. 37) dates it 

to 600 B. C. Gray (1974). pl. II c. d: Gottlicher # 167, pl. 12; Westerberg #S. 

10. Lapithos Grave P 74 #log: Askos in fom of ship. Proto-White Painted Ware 

from Lapithos Grave P 74. c. 1000 B. C. Gottlicher #15 1, pl. 9: Wachsmann ( 1997). 

fig. 7.48B. 

1 1. Salamis Tomb 104 #5: Clay boat model from Salamis Tomb 104, Cypro-ArchYc 1. 

Gottlicher #156, pl. 10. 

Oxford. The Ashmolean Museum (abbrev. Oxford) 

1. 1929.26: Lead boat model frorn a cist grave. possibly from Naxos. EC. HS, p. 17. 

19, fig. 13; SSAW, p. 41: Gray (1974). Gl4. #A2. G34. n.50a: Gottlicher #328, pl. 

25; Johnston (1985) BA 3. Hrre fig. 6. 

2. 1932.45 (ex Coghiii): Attic black-figure dinos. c. 550-c. 530. GOS Arch 54. pi. 

13e. 

3. 1938.725: Lead boat model from a cist grave. possibly from Naxos. EC. SSA W. 

p. 4 1; Gray ( 1974), G 14. #A2: Gottlicher #329. pl. 25: Johnston ( 1985) BA 5. 

4. 1938.726: Lead boat model from a cist grave. possibly from Naxos, EC. SSA W. 

p. 41; Gray ( 1974). G14 # A 2  Gottlicher #330. pl. 25: Johnston ( 1985) BA 4. 

5. Silver tetradrachm of Zankle-Messana, date 493-489 (Barron [ 19661, p.32). Barron 

( 1966). pls VII-VIII; GOS Arch 89, pl. ZOe. 

Paris, Louvre Museum 

1. A. 517: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) f~gmentary Attic krater attributed to the Dipylon 

master (GOS. p. 27). CVA pl. 1; GOS Geom 9, pl. 3a and b. 

2. A. 522: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentary Attic krater possibly to be attributed to 

the Kume painter (GOS. p. 27). pl. 4: GOS Geom 17. pl 14d. 



3. A. 527: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentary Attic krater attnbuted to the Dipylon 

workshop (GOS, p. 27). CVA 11, pls 2,2 and 3.7: GOS Geom 7. pl. le; Ahlberg 

(1971) B7, figs 36-38. 

4. A. 528: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fra,mentary Actic h t e r  atuibuted to the Dipylon 

workshop (GOS. p. 27). CVA pl. 7, 7-8: GOS Geom 4, pl. 2a: Ahlberg ( 197 1) B 5 ,  

fig. 34. Here fig. 2 1. 

5 .  A. 530: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fn=mentary Attic krater attributed to the Kunze 

painter (GOS. p. 27). CVA pl. 6. 5.7-9: GOS Geom 10, pl. 3c and d. 

6. ex Louvre A. 531 (now in Brussels): LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fra,pentary ARic 

knter attributed to the Kunze painter (GOS, p. 27). GOS Georn L 1. pl. 4a. 

7. A. 532: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentary Attic krater. CVA pl. 7, 2-3 and 5: GOS 

Geom 14. 

8. A. 534: LG I (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentary Amc krater atuibuted to the Kunze 

painter (GOS. p. 27). CVA pl. 3,8; GOS Geom 3: Ahlberg (1971) B 13. fig. 35. 

9. A. 536: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentaxy Anic krater. CVA pl. 7, 9: GUS Geom 

18. 

10. A. 539 and 540: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fra,ment;uy Attic krater attributed to the 

Dipylon workshop (GOS, p. 27). CVA pls 2,2: 3.9-10: 7. 10-1 1 and 14; GUS Geom 

7 

11. Am 636: Clay boat mode1 from Cyprus. but further provenance unknown. 

probably LC I or II. CVA, Louvre 4. II C a. pl. 2. 15: Gottlicher #145: Westerbeg 

# 1 o. 

12. A 0  19889, 19890: Relief from facade n. Palace of Sargon at Khorsabad 

(heavily restored, de Gneve il98 11, p. 66). period of Sargon II (722-705). de Gneve 

( 198 1) #85. pl. XL, 85. 

13. CA 577: Kantharos from Boeotia, 575-550. Beazley, A B V  13: Johnston ( 1985) 

Arch 32. Here fig. 46. 



14. CA 3283: LG Ub Attic oinochoe attributed to the Painter of Paris 3383. GGP pl. 

Md. 

15. CA 3362: LG 1 (c. 760-c. 735) fragmentary Attic krater atuibuted to the Dipylon 

workshop (GOS. p. 27). CVA pl. 7. 16: GOS Geom 5 .  pl. 2. b: Ahlberg ( 197 1 ) B 1 . 
figs 25-26. Here fig. 22. 

16. CA 3364: LG 1 (c.  760-c. 735) fragmentary Anic krater. CVA pl. 8. 1: GOS 

Geom 6; Ahlberg ( 1971) B2. fig. 27. 

17. D 150: Pyxis from Caere. late 7th century. Montelius (1895). pls. vol. 2.3. pl. 

345,9: Schweitzer (1955). Taf. 39.2: Gray (1974), Abb. 24g. 

18. E* 735: Attic black-figure hydria. 600-550. Beazley, AB V 8512; GUS Arch 35. 

pl. 1 Id. 

19. F* 62: Attic black-figure dinos. c. 550-c. 530. CVA pl. 1. 1-2. pl. II. I .  GOS 

Arch 55, pl. 14f. 

20. F. 123: Aaic black-figure cup (type A) signed by Nikosthenes as potter. c.530- 

c.5 10. CVA pls 95, 7- 10, 13 and 96.1 and 4: Beazley. AB V 28 U8: GOS Arch 57. pl. 

15a and b. Here figs 35 and 36. 

2 1. F. 145: Attic BF band cup (group centred around the Nikosthenes cup. Louvre F . 

123). c. 530 - c. 480 B. C. CVA pl. 88.2. 5:  GOS Arch 63, pl. 16d. 

Paris, Musée du Petit Palais, Paris (abbrev. Paris P.P.) 

1.411: Apulian rhyton. founh century. CVA pl. 47. 1; GOS Clas 15, pl. 26e. 

Rome, P d a u o  dei Conservaton 

1. "Aristonothos Vase": krater of uncertain fabric, probably West Greek. found at 

Cervetri: dated to fmt haif 7th century. Schweitzer (1955), Taf. 34 and 35: GOS &ch 

5,  pls 9a and b: S A  W fig. 80. Here fig. 5 1. 



Rome, Villa Giulia Museum (abbrev. Villa Giulia) 

1.50599: Attic black-figure dinos by Exekias, 550-530. Beazley, ABV 146120; GOS 

Arch 53. pl. 1Jc and d. Here fig. 32. 

St. Petersberg, Hermitage Museum (abbrev. St. Petersberg) 

1. B. 1525: A& biack-figure column-krater, c. 530-c. 480. GOS Arch 6 1. pl. 16c. 

Here fig. 33. 

Sydney. Nicholson Museum. University of Sydney (abbrev. Sydney) 

1 . N O %  Attic black-figure cup (type A). c. 530 - c. 480. Beazley. A B V  207: GOS 

Arch 60. 

Tarquinia, Museo Archeologico Nazionaie (abbrev. Tarquinia) 

1. 678: Attic black-figure neck amphora. CVA pl. 5. 1-3: GOS Arch 86. pl. 20b. 

Thebes, Thebes Museum 

1. C l q  boat mode1 from Tanagra, LH III B. Wachsmann (1997). p. 149. fig. 7.39. 

Toronto. Royal Ontario Museum (abbrev. Toronto) 

1. 919. 5. 18 (formerly C199): Louterion from Thebes. but of uncertain ongin - fmt 

said to be Boeotian (Hayes [1992], p. 32). then Protocorinthian. more recently Attic or 

Atticiùng (Hayes [1992]. p. 35: possibly Meguian or Aeginetan [p. 331): dated c. 7 10- 

700. Lane (1971). pl. IOB: GOS Geom 42. pl. 7d; Hayes ( 1992) #3 1. p. 3 1-35. fig 4. 

Here fig. 26. 

Viema Kunsthistonsches Museum (abbrev. Vienna) 



1. 3619: Attic black-figure dinos, near Group "E" (Painter of the Vatican Moumer). 

550-530. Belizley, ABV 140/3; GOS Arch. 51. pl. 14a and b. 

2. V. 1447: Askos in form of ship. Proto-White Painted Ware from Lapithos. c. 1200 

B. C. Gottlicher #149. pl. 9; Wachsmann (1997), fig. 8.17. 

Warsaw, National Museum (abbrev. Warsaw) 

1. 142172: LG 1 fraggentary Attic krater, ex Konigsberg A. 18. anributed to the 

Kunze painter. CVA pl. 2.4 and 6 (bow illustration only): GOS Geom 16. pl. Jc (i)  

and (ii). 

II. By find spot 

Asine 

1. Stimp jar (dated to LH III C by Fururnark) from House G. Frodin and Persson 

(1938), fig. 207, 2; Fwmark (1941), p. 333. fig. 56.40, ship 3; GOS BA 3. pl. lc: 

Wachsmann ( 1997), fig. 7.72. Here fig. 3. 

Caere (Cervetri) 

1. "Itaiian-protoconnthian transitional style" arnphora. last quarter of the seventh 

cennuy (Gray 119741, p.3 1). Possibly h m  a gave. Not weU published. Montelius 

(1895), plates vol. 2.2. pl. 347,4; Gray (1974) HH 4.b. 

Chiusi 

1. Fragmentary ivory box frorn the Pania grave at Chiusi: probably seventh cenrury 

(Gray [1974] dates to the Iast quarter of the seventh: Mühiestein [1929] to 775-625). 

Montelius (1895), plates vol. 2.2. pl. 227 7a and b; Mühlestein (1929). pl. 53: Gray 

(1974), fig. 24f (it is to be noted that Gray's representation is missing the second 

amphon - there should be one on each side of the mast). 



Drarnesi 

1. Stone stele from Dmesi. Boeotia. exact provenance is unknown as it was ssalvaged 

from looters: possibly LH 1. Blegen (1949). pl. 7 (note that the left hand part of the 

stele is upside down); Vermeule ( 1964), fig. J3c; GOS BA 10. 

Karatepe 

1. Stone relief in situ: date disputed but before 700. Çambel ( 1 948). p. 155- 156, pl. 

IV, b: MeUink (1950): HS. p. 55, fig. 6; SSA W. fig. 79: Winter (1979); de Graeve 

( 198 1 ), #82, pl. XXXVIII. 

Kerarneikos, Athens 

1. MG bronze fibula from Grave 41. van Doomick (1982). fig 7. 

Lefkandi, Euboea 

1 .  Pyxis, local fabnc found Toumba grave T. 61 (disturbed). dated third quater 9th 

century. found with Attic MG 1 pyxides. Calligas ( 1990). fig. 1. Here fig. 19. 1. 

3. Fragmentary krater, dated third quarter 9th century. Calligas (1990). fig. 2. Here 

fig. 19. 3. 

Nineveh 

1. Slabs 14-15 ("Luii" relief) Kuyunjik SW palace. Great Hall. penod of Sennacherib 

(705-68 1 ). Barnett ( 1969). pi. L 1-2: de Gneve ( 198 1 ). #87. pl. XLI. 87 and 87a. 

Here fia. 27. 

2. Slabs 12- 13 Kuyunjik SW palace, Room VLII. penod of Sennacherib (705-68 1 ). de 

Graeve (198 1 )  #89,90, pl. XLII. 89 and 90. 



3. Relief fiagrnent from Kuyunjik "Old Palace" (funher provenance unknown). de 

Graeve ( 198 1)  #86. pl. XL. 86. 

4. Slabs 3-5 Kuyunjik N palace, Room S. period of Ashurbanipal (669-676). de 

Graeve (1981), #67, pl. XXXIi, 67. 

5 .  Slabs 2-4 Kuyunjik SW palace. Room XXII, penod of Sennacherib (705-68 1). de 

Graeve (l981), #53. pl. XYI. 53. 

6. Slab 8 Kuyunjik SW palace, Room XXLI, penod of Sennacherib (705-681). de 

Graeve ( 198 1). #39, pl. XVIII, 49. 

Oropos. N. E. Attica 

1. Fragmentary clay boat mode1 of uncertain date: Iakovides suggesis LH III (Johnston 

[1985]. p. 32); present location is unknown. van Doornick (1982). fig. 6: Johnston 

(1985) BA 25. 

Pithe koussai 

1. Fragmentq West Greek Geometric krater: Buchner (1953-4). 42. fig. 1, pls 14- 16. 

1; GOS Geom. 32, pl. 6e. Here fig. 25. 

Pyrgos Livonaton, East Lockris 

I.  "Kynos Ship A." krater sherds from a debris deposit of a building destroyed by fire. 

LH III C. Dakaronia (1990). fig. 2 (=Ship A). fig. 3 is another fragment from the same 

krater: fig. 1 is a fragment from another krater from the same deposit. Dakaronia 

( 1996): Wachsrnann (1995), p. 26. Here fig. 20. 

Scyros 

1. Stirrup jar. LH III C. Vermeule (1964). fie. 43f: COS BA 1 1: Wachsmann ( 1997). 

fig. 7.21. Here fig. 1 1. 



Tragana, nr. Pylos 

1 .  Pyxis, LH III C, from a Tholos tomb at Tragana. Kourouniotes ( 19 11). p. 108. figs 

13- 15: GOS BA 2, pi. lb: with new fragments Korres ( 1989). p. 200: Wachsrnann 

(1995). p. 29: (1997), fig. 7.17. Here fig. 12. 

Veii 

1. Impasto ware oinochoe from Grave 1 at Veii (one of ten vessels in the grave). Grave 

1 is part of the Group A graves and is dated to the beginning of the seventh century. 

Vighi (19351, p. 43; Gray (1974). fig. 24e: HS. p. 43. fig. 7.  

Volos (Iokos) 

1. Fragments of a matt-painted vase, MH (c. 1600 B. C.). Theochares ( 1958). p. 15: 

Vermeule ( N@). fig. 43a: GOS BA 1. pl. la. Here fig. 1 .  

In private coliections 

Athens Market 

1. Attic Geomeuic cup, "Market Cup." Date uncenain. Kahane ( 1 940)- pl. 2 1. 6: GOS 

Geom 26. pi. 6c. 

CI G. Bûstis. New York 

"Bastis" cup: Anic black-figure cup (type A). c. 530-c. 480. GOS Arch 59. pl. 16a. 

Here fig. 34. 

Pierides Collection, Larnaca 

1 .  Hanclmade clay boat mode1 from Cyprus, funher provenance unknown, Cypro- 

Archaic 1. Westerberg #28 



2. Handmade clay boat model from Cyprus. funher provenance unknown. Cypro- 

Archaic. Westerberg #29. 

3. Handmade clay ship model of Cypro-Archaic 1 date. It was found on Cyprus but 

funher provenance in unknown. Westerberg #30. 
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Fig. 1 MH sherd from Volos. From GOS. 

BA 8. Drm-ing by Vinccnc Arnlto. afiet Evans, 1916 (top) and Marina- 
cos. 1933 (boccom). 

Fis. 1 Clay ship mode1 from Palaikastro. From Johnsron (1985). 



Fig. 3. Ship from a LH Ill C sUrrup jar from House G at Asine. From Wnchsrnann 

Fig. 4. Clay boat mode1 frorn PhylAopi. NM 9892. From Johnston ( 1985). 



BA 1. Drswing by Vinccnr h m e o ,  tfrer Gocdicher, 1978. 

Fig. j. Clay boat model from Mochlos. W o n  5570. From j o h t o n  (198jj. - 

Fig. 6. Lead boat model from N ~ x o s  (?). Oxford 1919.26. From Iohnston (1985). 

Fig. 7. Minoui seal. c. 7000, MYinatos 
- 

23. From SSA W. 

Fie. S. Slinoan seal. 1600-1200, Xén*: 
Sakellviou (1958) 341. From SSAW 



Fig. 9. Minoan seal, 1600- 1200. CiM1\I. 

m, II $104. From SSAww 

Gold ring from Ctere, 
alter 1400 a.c 

Fig. 10. Gold ring from CandisCrete. 

Evans ( 1964). fie. 923. From SSA W. 

Fig. 11. Ship from an LH III C stirrup jar from Scyros. From Wachsmann ( 1995). 



Fig. 12. Ship from an LH III C Pyxis from Tragana. From Wachsmann ( 1995). 

- - -  

Fig. I3.  Simiplifxed version of R m e s  III's seabanle relief a~ Medinet Habu (Nelson. 

[19 431). From SSA W. 
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Fig. 15. Ships n 1 i and Ti 13. from rhr "Procession" fresco. West House Thera. From 

Televantou ( 1994). 

SkU? ni3 

Fig. 16. Ship !Ï 13 from the "Procession" fresco. West House. Thera. From Televantou 



Fig. 17. Ship il l5 from the "Procession" fresco. West House. niera. From Tele\mou 



Fig. 19.1. Ship from a fragment- pyxis of local hbric from Lefkandi. From Cdligûs 

(1990). 

Fig. 19.2. Ship from 3 frqmentxy kratrr from Lefiandi. From Ciilii- oas (1990). 
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Fig. 20. Ship from a h p e n t a r y  krater from Pyrgos Livonaton. "Kynos ship A." 

From Wachsmann ( 1997). 
.*. - - . .  -- ri--tr,--c.- 

Fig. 21. LG 1 Attic krater fragment. Louvre A. 525. From COS. 



Fig. 22. LG I Attic krater fwment, Louvre CA 3362. From GOS. 

Fig. 13. Attic Geomeuic krater. NY 34. 11. 3. €rom GOS. 



- - -  

Fig. 24. Attic Geometric skyphos. Eleusis 741. From GOS. 

Fig. 25. West Greek geometric krater fragments from Pithekoussaï. From GOS. 



Fig. 26. L.ae Geomeuic Louterion found at Thebes. Toronto 9 L 9. 5. 18. Frorn Lane 

(1971). pl. IOB. 
- - .- . a -W.--- 

Fig. 78. Relief fra=ment from Kuyunjik. SW palace. Nineveh. BM 124771. From 

SS.4 W. 



Fig. 77. "Luli" relief from Kuyunjik. SW palace at Nineveh. Frorn SSAIV. 



c Arch. 8, p. 75 

Fig. 29. 

Fig. 30. 

b - .- _-. -._ .-..-._ - - 
Ship from the catchplate of a bronze fibula, Berlin 3 10 L3a. F r o r n ~ ~ ~ .  

Catchplate of a bronze fibula, NM 11765. From GOS. 

Fig. 3 1. Artïc black-figure cup by Exekias. Munich 2044. From GOS. 



GOS. 



Fig. 34. Anic black-figure cup (Type A). "Bastis cup". New York. Frorn GOS. 



b .kh 57, p. $ 

Figs 35 and 36. Attic black-figure cup (Type A). signed by Nikosthenes as potter. 

Louvre F. 123. From GOS. 



Fig. 37. Attic black-figure cup. BM B. 436. From GOS. 

Fig. 38. Ship from a lace Corinthian aryballos now in Boston. From GOS. 



Fig. 39. Corinthian votive plaque from Penteskouphia. Berlin F. 654 and F. 78 1. 

From GOS. 

Fi;. 40. Corinthian votive plaque from Penteskouphia. Berlin F. 650. From GOS. 

Arch. 10. Drawing bu Vincenc A m t o .  atier Ohly, 19%. 

Fig. 41. Wooden ship mode1 from Samos. Ohiy S 25. From Johnsron (1985). 
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Fig. 42. Wooden ship mode! ftcm S ~ i s ,  Ohly $28. From iohnsto~ i 198% 

Fig. 43. "Rhodiui" plate fmzment, BM A. 770. From GOS. 



Fig. M. "Rhodian" plate, BM A. 719. Frorn GOS. 

Fig. 45. "Boeotian" rhyton. Boston 99. 5 15. From lohnston ( 1985). 



Fig. 46. Boeotian kantharos. Louvre CA 577. From Johnston (1985). 

Fig. 47. Laconian ivory votive plaque from the sanctuq of Artemis Onhia, now in 

NM. From GOS. 



White-painted IV oinochoe from Cypms, Nicosia 1947 

Westerberg ( 1983). 

From 

Fig. 49.2. Clay mode1 from Cypms, BM 94.1 1-1 185. From Westerberg ( 1983). 



Fig. 50. Clay mode1 from Cyprus, BM 94.1 1-1 184 (5 17). From Westerberg ( 1983). 

Fig. 5 1. West Greek kracer signed by Anstonothos, Palauo dei Conservaton. Rome. 

From Schweitzer ( 1955). 



Fig. 52. Red figure stamnos by the Siren painter. BM E. 440. From GOS. 
. 

Fis. 53. Emscan blacck-figure hydna, BM B. 60. From Casson ( 1994). 
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FIG. 2-7. identificationof mm areaz nat to d e  (Drawing bv J. R. Ste&b 

Fig. W. Drawing of the Athlit m. From Casson and ~reff$ ( 1991). 
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Gurcrai arrangement of rccoosrrucred ship. 

Fig. 55. Reconstruction of a trireme. From Morison and Coates ( 1986). 



Recoei~nicted rhip: huli stnicnire (irometfic). 

Fig. 56. Reconstruction of a section of a uireme's huil. From Morrison and Costes ( 1986). 

smke: a continuous row of planks. joined end to end. typically exrending 
from stem to Stern. 

chwarc a seat or bench of a boat on which oanmen sit to manage their 
oas. 

tenon: n tongue ofwood fitting into a mordce. in ancient ships p;irticulîrlya 
teccangular tongue ofwood fitting into an opposing rnortice in tim- 
bers to be joined in the shell method of construction. In this form it 
is d s o  called a dnw-tongue md (USA) s loose tenon. 

thole, tholepin: the pin of wood forming, with the oar-loop, the fulcrum of 
an oar- , 

wde:  an ssernbhge of thick and broad ptanks dong the outside of 3 

ship's huIl. 
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Tig. 57. Line drnwing reconsmiction of the Madrague de Giens wreck. From Rivai (199 1). 

Fig. 58. Drawino - of forward part of the surviving keel of the Madrague de Giens wreck. 

From Rivai ( 199 1). 



Fig. 59. Detail from the hinerary stele of P. Longidienus. From Rival ( 199 1). 
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Fig. 60. Ship mosaic from Medeina. From S S ' W .  


